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T E L E P H O N E H O T L I N E 
Due to the huge number of phone calls we get every month 
from people having problems with Arnold, we have decided to 
set aside some time for answering your calls. The phone 
number is (0458) 24011; feel free to call any time on M o n d a y s 
b e t w e e n 2 a n d 6pm. But please don't ask us to solve games 
problems for you. If you do have a problem with a game then 
look at our Cheat Mode pages, or check out the Pilgrim's Lords 
and Ladies of Adventure. Any problems with Cheat Mode or 
Type-ins cannot b e dealt with at any other time. 

MANY THANKS 
Our thanks go to The Music 
Mill Limited of Mill Lane, 
Yeovil, for the loan of the guitar 
featured on our front cover. 
Also, many thanks to Hemisph-
eres of Sidetrax. 58 Park Street, 
Bristol, for the shades casually 
donned by Arnold for the shot. 
These cost £4.95, but Hemisph-
eres tell me they will knock 10 
percent off the price to anyone 
carrying this issue of AA. 

Bye-bye hi-score 
Okay, okay, we're sorry we've 
dropped Hi-Score from AA, but 
I'm afraid it just had to go. We 
had no way of checking the 
hundreds of entries, and we 
have better things to do with the 
spacc. Instead we have intro-
duced First-Day Target Scores 
on all our reviews, which should 
give people a better idea of 
whether they are doing reason 
ably or failing miserably. 

Wanted - an Amstrad buff 
The Future Publishing Team is 
expanding at the Old Barn, and we 
find ourselves in need of an 
Arnold enthusiast urgently. 

The person we are looking 
for should have a pretty thorough 
knowledge of the Amstrad CPC 
range, both hardware a n d 
software, and be able to write to 
theA4 standard too - which as we 
all know is pretty high! He or she 
must be prepared to do anything 
from making the tea or answering 
the phone to wr i t ing the 
Mastergame review. We are 
particularly looking for someone 
with a technical bent, so fluency in 
Machine Code would be handy, 
though not vital. 

The job will of course be 

based in Somerton, which is a 
small country town with little in the 
way of nightlife or public transport. 
It cannot compete with the bright 
lights of London, but if you like 
fresh air and countryside it's got a 
lot to offer. 

If you think you might fit the 
bill, then send us a letter giving 
personal details, together with a 
CV, a typewritten sample of a 
games review and a serious 
software review. Send it to 
Amstrad Buff, the Editor, Amstrad 
Act ion, The Old Barn, Brune i 
P r e c i n c t , Somer ton, 
Somerset TA11 5AH 
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We've received a flood of letters once again , including 
many pleas for Toot and Voice of the People. Toot fans 
should see our last issue, and as for VOP- if you don't 
send us your v i ews then we can't print them! 

Among the many pleas for more disk-based 
Cheat Mode, Liam McMaster raises a controversial 
moral issue and Ian Grainger deplores the rising cost 
of games. Problem Attic is bursting out of its rafters, 
and technical w izard Andy hasn't been seen for days , 
up there sorting out your problems. 

If you fancy seeing your name in print - and you 
may w i n a £15 software voucher - then w h y not write 
to: Re Action, Amstrad Action, Somerton, Somerset, 
TA11 5AH. 

Cheat Mode for disk 
I have recently purchased a 
6128 and two disk games, Spin-
dizzy and Batman. Both com-
puter and games are proving 
excellent value for money. I was 
very pleased upon reading 
your magazine that you have a 
Cheat Mode section, as infinite 
lives or time on both the above 
games will not detract in the 
least from the pleasure of 
playing them. 

Therefore my disappoint-
ment was all the more when I 
discovered that Cheat Mode 
deals only with tape games (as, I 
should add, do the other maga-
zines.) I hope in future Cheat 
Mode can be extended to disk 
games, especially as these are 
on the increase. I would be de-
lighted if you could send me the 
disk Cheat Modes for Spindizzy 
and Batman, if anyone has found 
them. 
J Alderton 
Aughton, Lanes 

Cheat Mode does indeed deal 
mainly with tape-based games, 
though we have printed quite a 
few pokes for disk games rec-
ently. We can only print the 
pokes that you send in, so 
please send us more disk 
pokes! 

Flying between 
Arnolds 
A friend and I axe desperate to 
find any games, especially flight 
simulations, which can be run 

.between two Amstrads simulta-
neously. We both own 464s and 
so far we know of only PSSs 
Tobruk 1942 Which has the op-
tion to run on two Arnolds at the 
same time. Please help us out of 

this predicament. 
Mr C Alexis 
157 Reigate Road, Downham 
Bromley, Kent 
BR1 5JL 

That's the only one we've heard 
of tooI 
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No sweetness for 
Sugar 
Incentive will soon release CAC 
Plus and they will give an up-
grade to the owners of CAC. 
That's what you call good cus-
tomer service. 

So much for Alan Sugar and 
his customer service. Where's 
the upgrade for my CPC 664? 

Did you hear about his £28 mil-
lion profit? Couldn't he spare 
some and remove the lingering 
bitter taste from the mouth of 
every 664 owner? 

My friend also has a CPC 
664 with a DK'tronics 64K 
expansion. But that puts strain 
on the expansion port, as the 
ram expansion does not level 
with the base of the computer 
although it fits perfectly on the 
464! 

So you see why it would be 
better getting an official up-
grade. There is also software 
that uses the CPC 6128's extra 
memory, whichmeans CPC 664 
owners would have to buy a 64k 
expansion or the tape version (if 
there is one), contradicting the 
fact that the CPC 664 was built 
for fast access to software. Isn't 
there a law against misleading 
information? 

Well better cool off before 1 
do something wicked like burn-
ing the nearest bag of sugar! 

Why not do a survey to find 
out how many CPC 664 owners 
are out there? 
A CPC 664 owner 
Belfast 

There is a Vortex RAM upgrade 
that actually fits inside the case 
of your computer, so putting '^o 
strain at all on Arnold's case. It 
was reviev/ed in our March '86 
issue. 

On your main point - that's 
the computer business I'm 
afraid! 

Cheating on the 
6128 
I own a one-year-old 6128 with a 
few (notice the stress on the 
word few!) items of software. I 
am also one of those Cheat 
Mode fanatics and like hacking 
at games - well, trying to. But, 
there is one main drawback: ail 
of the cheat modes printed in 
AA are for Arnold, arid I find 
this very annoying, since I have 
a very rickety tape lead. So I am 
pleading for all those hackers 
out there to get cracking on 
some disk-based hacking 
programs. 
Andrew Fraser 
Marnhull, Dorset 

You'll be particularly pleased 
with the Sorcery Plus pokes in 
this month's Cheat Mode -

which were received from re 
aders. Let's have more! 

Beware Kat's 
revengel 
Some of your game reviews do 
not mention all of the game's 
features. For instance, why 
didn't you mention the tune at 
the beginning of Turbo Esprit 
or the music in Elite or the 
shape-change feature in Spin-
dizzy? I could list several more. 
It doesn't matter to miss out 
these things on lower-quality 
games, but two of these were 
mastergames! 

Do you know if any of these 
games are to be converted to 
the Amstrad: Uridium (Hewson 
Consultants). Ace (Cascade), 
Pitstop 2 (US Gold/Epyx), Speed 
King (Mastertronic)? 1 have seen 
all these on the Commodore 64 
(horrible word) and I think they 
are first-class. .'""' 

Finally, thanks for a great 
mag, and for the remote-control 
car I won in your Killer Kar 
Komp. I use it to chase my cat. 
Ken Murfitt 
Crawley, West Sussex 

All the features you mention 
don't affect the essential game-
play. We leave you a few plea-
sant surprises without missing 
anything important. 

Conversions: no, yes, no. 
yes. 

Pussycat: not the purpose 
for which prize was provided. 
FSPCA and AA alerted. 

Good game, decent 
joystick 
Cor!! Strooth!! You know how to 
make a frooby mag, don't yer? 
August issue was brill and hi to 
Matthew Denning, Sean Murphy 
and Stewart Wilson (see hi-
score charts). 

Apart from all that bumpf I 
would just Lke to say what a 
brilliant game Kane is and what 
value (look out all you big 
houses.) If it wasn't for AA I 
would never have bought it. 

I would also like to recom-
mend a joystick that'll beat all 
others on performance 
(although it doesn't have buttons 
and switches and knobs every-
where). It's the standard Atari 
joystick. The one I have has 
taken severe battering off Daley 
Thompson, Geoff Capes and 
others like 'em. Fairly cheap 
too. 

Well, keep up the good 
work on a great mag and keep 
up the good games, Master-
tronic. Yours, chuffed and over 
the Moon, 
Mr Spaceman 
York 
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REACTION 

Moral Issue 
I think I ought to tell you my 
opinions on using contemporary-
issues as plots for computer 
games, eg Theatre Europe and 
Raid, in order to show the other 
side of the argument. 

You cannot deny that young 
children will play the game, and 
so nuclear annihilation will 
become a casual thing. They 
will then no doubt grow up with 
this attitude of ignorance and 
sheer stupidity to the impend-
ing doom. On the other hand, 
they could ask their parents 
about it, and either get a dis-
turbing answer or at least place 
the parents in a difficult po-
sition. My young brother is one 
of these. 

Why then do software 
houses do it? Alienating your 
public makes nil business sense 
and making games about nu-
clear weapons make nil moral 
sense. j f , 

Think about it! 
Liam McMaster 
Whitehaven, Cumbria 

Where is Big League 
Soccer? 
Your answer to Mr T Fenton of 
London in the April AA regard-
ing the attempted purchase of 
software was, 'Wait till the 
game's actually reviewed or the 
news pages of a mag tell you it's 
definitely out. before you send 
off for it.' I took your advice on a 
game given an AA rave on page 
72 of the same issue: Big League 
Soccer II. So in June 1 sent off my 
cheque via your mail-order dis-
count service. A couple of days 
later I received a compliments 
slip saying Big League Soccer 
was not yet released and a copy 
would be sent as soon as po-
ssible. Now having taken your 
advice, it appears to me that we 
cannot trust yourselves. 

It appears to me that this 
happens quite often. Why don't 
you publish a blacklist of soft-
ware houses that take us poor 
Amstrad users for fools? Many 
of your readers must be very 
disappointed when they find 
they are not able to purchase a 
game after having read 
reviews. 
AWDodd 
Stockport 

The game is now out. after pro-
gramming and production pro-
blems (the nature of the game), 
and is available mail order from 
us. We apologise for the delay 
but there was not much we 
could do about it. We, like you, 
wish that companies would not 
announce new titles too 
prematurely. 

You obviously have a very valid 
and important point, which we 
would not disagree with in any 
way. Our only reason for reply-
ing at all is to defend Theatre 
Europe as it does, at least, take a 
certain moral stand on the nu-
clear war scenario. First of all, if 
a player does decide to use 
nuclear weapons in any way 
then he or she needs a special 
code in order to deploy them. 
The only way of getting the 
launch code is by phorung a 
number that appears on the 
screen. Phoning this number 
does give you the appropriate 
code, but also plays a dramat-
ised tape that warns you of the 
consequences of using such 
weapons in real life. 

Furthermore, if the player 
decides to use nuclear weapons 
anyway, he or she will find that 
it does not result in winning, but 
in the eventual annihilation of 
their forces. Theatre Europe 
does take a strong moral stand 
in this sense, and could even be 

Prophet of profit 
Back in the autumn of 1984, 
when I first considered getting 
my beloved Amstrad and left 
my Spectrum (am I allowed to 
say this?) to gather dust, a 
rather well-known software 
company called Ultimate Play 
the Game brought out the most 
fantastic game of the time for the 
old rubber plantation (you 
know, the Spectrum - oops 
sorry!) It was called Knightlore. 
It revolutionised the games mar-
ket and Ultimate, realising this, 
upped their prices from £5.50 to 
an incredible £9.95, almost 
twice as much. 

Nobody seemed to mind as 
the game was so brilliant, and 
the game went soaring to num-
ber one in the charts. Other 
software houses, seeing the 
tremendous succcss of the 
game, decided that if such a 
highly priced game could go to 
number one, then they would 
put up their own prices. So the 
public went out with a tenner in 
hand, bought what must be bril-
liant game because it cost them 
a tenner, got home, loaded it 
up, and then cried their eyes 
out wondering what had hap-
pened to the state of the soft-
ware market. 

This is why now, nearly two 
years later, the public is still 
paying a tenner for Knightlore 
clones such as Batman, Get De-
xter and Fairlight. I know they 
are all good, but surely they 
would sell more copies at 
around £5, thus making a big-
ger profit. 

regarded as educational - but 
whether it should have been 
released. in the first place is 
another matter. ' 

If you take this stand then 
games such as Green Beret or 
Rambo, encouraging you to 
hack, burn, or generally maun 
'enemy ' soldiers without any 
kind of moral message, are 
rather more damaging. We 
would be interested to hear the 
views of other readers on this 
subject. 

The thing that really gets 
rne though, is that I can get a 
better-quality game, from a 
budget company called Master-
tronic, called Knight Tyme, at a 
price of £2.99. I wonder where 
the other companies' profits go. 
Into the petrol tank of their 
programmer's turbo Porsche 
perhaps - if it gets to the 
programmers! 

I'll wait to tackle the price of 
disk software r.ext time around 
- if my disk-based word 
processor hasn't been 
repossessed. 
Ian Grainger 
Wingate, Co Durham 

Swallow our 
medicine 
I have been a regular sub-
scriber to computer magainzes 
since 1979 and bought my first 
micro in 1980. In that time I have 
seen some utter rubbish printed 
in reply to readers' queries, but 
nothing so far can compare with-
the August AA! Most of your 
replies managed to avoid 
saying anything concrete, but 
when you did, oh boy! 

First: your reply to Paul 
Webb regarding his problem 
with Pro text on ROM and Cyrus 
II Chess on disk. Amor included 
a command |ROMON7 ir. the 
Protext ROM which resets the 
computer but without initialising 
any ROM except the disk ROM. 
Instant emulation of a Protext-
less Amstrad. 

Second: your reply to Rob-
ert Lamb about swapping soft-

ware. There is no reason why 
he should not swap tapes, disks, 
ROMs - computers even: as 
long as they are originals. Your 
analogy to books is ludicrous. 
Books and records are better 
protected by copyright than 
programs, but I can buy an 
album, play it and then sell or 
swap it. Of course, if I tape it 
first I am breaking the law, but 
that is where the offence lies, 
the copying and not the 
swapping. 

Third: your reply to T A 
Gray about ye olde double-
linefeed problem. Well, ail 
right, I almost agree with you 
here, it should be possible to 
configure any word-processor 
to cope with CR only. Your so-
lution will not allow proper 
double-spacing, subscripting, 
etc. The simplest (reversible) 
hardware fix is to put a sliver of 
tape over pin 14 on the edge 
connector. 

You may find it hard to be-
lieve after all that, but I actually 
like Amstrad Action. So keep up 
the good work, but do ensure 
your thoughtware is running 
before starting your word-
processor! 
Dr Patrick J R Harkin 

PS. If 1 don't win some soft-
ware, I shall write to you again, 
so there! 

PPS. In case you're wonder-
ing what micro I had in 1980, it 
was a 16K Exidy Sorcerer (takes 
you back, huh?) which I had 
bought while I was still a med-
ical student. Two degrees 
(medicine and genetics) and 
three computers (Dragon, Spec-
trum and 6128) later I now lec-
ture where I was once a student 
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RE-ACTION 

and have introduced computer-
assisted learning into our un-
dergraduate curriculum of 
pathology. 

First: if you have read the Sep-
tember issue you would have 
seen a very informative letter 
from Amor pointing this out. 
We have stood corrected 
already. 

Second: you are technically 
right of course, but it is so easy 
to copy game cassettes before 
lending them on that we feel that 
we should warn our readers 
against clubs whose main activ-
ity is swapping games, as they 
may well be involved in soft-
ware piracy. 

Third: slivers of tape have a 
horrible habit of disappearing 
inside your Arnold. 

We look forward to your 
points four, five and six. 

Anyone for chess? 
Does anyone know of a chess 
game that two can play, instead 
of playing the computer? Also 
are there any amateur radio re-
aders who know where I can get 
some information on the use of 
the Amstrad with radio? 

And are you able to pass on 
to the readers that 1 will swap a 
16-bit TI99/4A computer with 
joysticks, games, mags and a 
personal record-keeping 
module, all in new condition, for 
a printer that will Fit the Amstrad 
664? 

Many thanks for an enjoy-
able mag. 
William Fairbairn 
5 Dumbarton Road 
Fort William, Inverness-shire 
PH33 6UTJ 

Both Cyrus II Chess and 
Colossus Chess 4, from Artisoft 
and CDS respectively have tv/o-
player options. Of the two we 
prefer Colossus Chess. 

On your second point, there 
are numerous books available 
on the subject of communic-
ations, some with chapters spec-
ifically on radio comms. We 
suggest you scour the book-
shops for a suitable book on the 
subject. 

Allo-allo-allo 
Every now and then my Ammy 
picks up the local police radio. 
It's weird when your computer 
starts speaking to yer! 
James Bland 
Stonehaven, Aberdeen 
Tech ed says his hi-fi (not an 
Amstrad) picks up police, but 
has never before heard of 
Arnold behaving in such an ill-
egal manner. 

Letters ed cut a lot of this 
six-page epistle. Keep 'em 
short! 

Share your printer? 
I need access to an Amstrad 
printer, and I was wondering 
whether any readers could help 
me; I'd obviously pay for the 
use of the peripheral. 
Paul Gill 
19a Bradgate Ave 
Cheadle, Cheshire 
SK8 3AQ 

A friend in need 
During an idle hour last night, 
which I spent reading back 
numbers of your magazine, I 
could not help noticing that in 
the letters section the same 
complaint came up several 
times. What is this recurring 
complaint? It is simply that many-
people are feeling cut off and on 
their own as far as their hobby 
is concerned. Not for them the 
gregarious pursuits of the 
Spectrum/Commodore 64 
owner, due mainly to having the 
only or perhaps one of the few 
Amstrads in their area. It was 
with this in mind that 1 decided 
to offer these poor souls some 
help, having suffered the same 
complaint for over a year 
myself. 

What kind of help would b e 
required or sought I have little 
idea, but as a start a postal user 
club with nominal fees would be 
a step in the right direction. This 
decided I have taken it upon 
myself to try to organise this. At 
present the format of said club 
would be no membership fee, a 
once monthly (to start) newslet-
ter containing programming 
hints, pokes for arcade games, 
help with adventures, and per-
haps a swap shop area for 
members. 

Obviously this format is 
open to change if there is. for 
instance, any area where mem-
bers would like more or less 
time/space devoted. Also, open 
access listings could be in-
cluded; or this area might be 
better catered for in a tape/disc 
format. All this and more would 
be left entirely up to any mem-
bers concerned. 

The above scheme, while 
practical, stumbled at the very 
first hurdle in that I was unable 
to contact these potential mem-
bers due to your habit of not 
printing full addresses. While I 
understand that this may b e a 
legal requirement 1 give hill 
permission to publish my ad-
dress as otherwise there can be 
no replies. 
Gordon Yacomine 
30 Finavon Street 
Dundee 
Scotland 

As you can see. we are quite 
happy to print your full address 
there is good reason! 

Colour programming 
I have only recently deciphered 
the Amstrad manual and can 
now define characters using the 
symbol command. But you can 
use only one colour using this 
method. I have got more than 
one colour by setting the char-
acters transparent and putting 
two characters on top of each 
other. This takes a lot of time. Is 
there another way? 

Could you also do a review 
of some of the speech synthe-
sisers around? Is Speech from 
Superior Software (advertised 
in August issue) available in the 
shops yet? 

You have the best magazine 
on the market. Don't go chang-
ing it too much and make sure 
Joyce doesn't take up too much 
space. 

By the way your Type-ins 
are getting better and better. 
Blitter was first-class, and Boun-
cers was great too. 
Mark Baron 
Poole, Dorset 
I'm afraid you're already using 
the fastest method of producing 
multi-coloured characters, short 
of writing your own routines in 
machine code. 

We have had a production 
copy of Speech, and hope to 
review it next issue. 

As for your worry about 
Joyce taking over, Arnold has 
this magazine all to himself now; 
Joyce is out on the streets this 
month in her own title, 8000 
Plus. 

Defining Tasword 
keys 
Hullo there, you lovable loonies. 
Anyone who can make a career 
out of zapping whatzits and 
dodging thingamybobs must be 
looney. And my grandpappie 
would have sound advice for 
you lot: 'Go out and get a pro-
per job!' Thanks for a smashing 
magazine. 

As even perfection has 
room for improvement, how 
about a retrospective index to 
past games and reviews? 

Now chief guru of the 464, 
please help me if you can, or 
publish my address so those 
fantastic readers of yours will 
help me out of my misery and 
let me in on the secret they will 
no doubt have long since 
worked out. 

The Tasword 464 word-
processing program has the 
facility to redefine some keys 
for words which occur often; 
however, they limit the number 
of characters, for all keys, to a 
mere 120. As I would like to use 
far more than this, is there any-
way to poke or otherwise alter 
the program so that I can have at 

least 2000 characters? 
Please explain in the sim-

plest of terms as I am an A-pert 
(opposite to X-pert). If there is 
no solution could you tell me if 
there is a word-processing 
program which could give me 
this facility? 
E K Scott 
LondonN14 

mi m 

"tfOlA ttJOUZ - I ^UW/A t̂f, 
TMOCAOHT A W0f2p-PQOCE&X& 
W ? A B»lT p{Ff=ep6HT..// 

I don't know of any word-
processor that allows you to in-
sert so many characters with a 
single keystroke, ft sounds to 
me as if you are approaching 
the problem from the wrong 
direction. Presumably you have 
whole paragraphs of text that 
you often need to insert into a-
document. The best way is to 
store these as separate files on 
your work tape or disk (it really 
comes into its own with a disk-
based system). You can then use 
the 'merge' facility in Tasword 
to insert these files at the curr-
ent cursor position. If you have 
problems then certainly both 
New Word and WordStar have 
this facility. 

Joyless stick 
When we got this month's AA I 
was pleased to see you were 
offering a Konix Speedking joy-
stick, so I went and got the issue 
in which you had reviewed it. 

My heart sank when I saw 
that it just used micros witches, 

8 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 a-cwceping up on mc . 
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ONLY 

Powerful stereo amplifier which utilises the 
Amstrads full sound capabilities. 
Compatable with the 464. 664 and 6128 
computers. 
Very easy to use. Demonstration software 
included. 
Enhances most existing software in 
wonderful stereo. 
No external power supply needed. 
Works with ALL add on s. 
Complete with two high quality 30 watt 
double cone air suspension speakers in pod 
mounts, for group listening and a pair of 
lightweight headphones for personal 
listening. 

Range of music tapes which complement the 
Maestro perfectly. 
Can be used with your own Hi-Fi speakers. 
A must for all music lovers 
Designed by experts. 

A R J - ' J J ' L U ^ ' I F'OOUC 

VANGUARD LEISURE LTD. 
CHURCH ROW CHAMBERS. FRANKLANDS 
LONGTON. PRESTON PS4 5PO 
Telephone (0772- 617665 

. K A A ^ A . 

H K * A 

THIS PACK AGECON TAINS: ONE AMPLIFIER 
ONE PAIR STEREO HEAD PHONES 
TWO 3 SUSPENDED POD SPEAKERS 
ONE DEMONSTRATION CASSETTE 



A Van<ju,nd Le isure Produc t 

VANGUARD LEISURE LTD 
CHURCH ROW CHAMBERS, FRANKLANDS, 
LONGTON, PRESTON PR4 5PD 
T e l e p h o n e ( 0 / 7 2 ) 6 1 7 6 6 5 

w m j 



WE DO IT BETTER! WHATEVER WE DO 

Trailblazer Future Knight 

England Future Knight & Trailblucr arc not 
avaifebte on BBCSkctnn. Footballer of the Year 

The game to answer every boyhood cfream - the 
chance to make it tc the veiv top of football star-
dom. Starting on your path to gloiy as a 1? , 
| year oM apprentice a Fourth Division / 
team and orfyJoOO and 10 god scoring /. 
cards in your pockets, the footbeliig / 
world is at your feet Adoptthe kfenthy / i 
of a profresiorJ footballer and /. > 
develop a career through the ups / > 
and downs of match days, trans- / 
fer deab and Injuries etc. / 
Display your talents in Ffict- / .-sT 
bd League. EU.FA. FA / 
and .Milk Cup games and / '•••{ •yd 
!h*n if you're good / . -^jjM i ,'.'-) 
enough the ultimate / Agg? 
accolade of your / 
<port the Fo«- / JuUfisM 
baler of the / . M 
Year Award / 

M S X S f * d r « 4 S K 

Amstrad, BBCEJcctron 
Atari. CBM 64,128 

/ Cha 
:/n has m- t 

;/ap - fro. H ' 
•Revision tc 

K o f the Engla 
In the space OT 

.ew months. 
^ H e just missed selection II 
fox the International in M 
Europe this week, but to be ** 
placed on standby 
itself recognition 
r e m a r k a b l e ' " 

T w f K Y 
U-^arlie fi 

i T e c o ^ ^ ^ 
pfer t&Z , J>, 

f f .../ns at i1 •• gi id 
Today aftei e lbs i ^ 

frl settled OA a • 7 , 
The 26 ye. oi Vri k e r ^ 

jvhas been on a 
Kcr week contract at Uni^B 

ttfter not signing ^ A 

I J lisdepartum^ GILBERT 
IN DEBUT 

>r ta\kA 
.nd 

, Derek 
-I'maR1̂  'I 
looked 

tractive** 
.nation. T^uji 
jtVw**"'" 

Future 
Kaight 
Ane » tfe* fcfeL". •' ^ 
•î i to 'ok up \ j 
hrehtfe-geefdeafc 
tst te fcefeftn 6a A « 
rrwl Art.iii.Wdr.lhe erf 
chttrwi of Spetott te Taribte 

upcc 2n mr-cfr'crskrrf 
distress sigrri iwn thŝ jbctr otsw 
SS Rus&xtat. (tonyxirOrrnibcrt.V'art 
V al»:k sol and \trtnt fcrii r funU 4 
f M s cafto;. DefevJ ycuwi rcty 
Mjsrfl tte Basrta SecLit/ dwis hgM 
ya/vî tfrough2CgrJdfog hris arte -
te f«f«s surfece rto yffl 

thcoJixr* c/yoj rrcrt2i ' 
oictet vrtii 3»<«<xr< 
Hend-cdadktRresry A 
gsfcrt)' irrf tr̂ yy < 
Ht in ns rroiari A'vV^- J 

JT;: . W TraWaier 
[rw>3cr Into 

j V to iriiw, at a 
y •jrAnedi. sf<ed. 

/ pcehrs yc«2 .Tftnc (» 
. / Ihd' irit in «ft ^ 

B r jcirv/ (ha's r>i 
ere fcr (he y m-Bart&i Rd left. r>) 

/ lift o,vkfrg l)»r ac'fess dasrs c< 
ixn to: ay ji «r«J axwc tfe mares ̂  

that wl aorKtsns 
yxr fwjr^ w ocraaon wJi hri wte-

qi>;rKesff>jscrnrtr>»«efdLpu»f«l-
V ed>- cr mare you juhiip o a n v l c d ; . 
j-\ 5 Vzmcfior tf. c«k ® tt>: 

• A qtidw jwj comffcte ywr task 
l \ hther vfl be y w beern 

Pv?^^^ CBMMwwibaiimE-
j gqro: /cciSwJ Ctsc 

' \ nwaii ccr/aiii 
\ ecafea t re . 

^ vEVIN COOPER is p 
le b a c k from M 

S r o p e today to face 
aw s p e c u l a t e ® 
x>ut his future 

out of 1'ootb • V 
12 months, with a k n P ' 

; .jiirN'. broke training 
to make a secret 

^ • j p a French clinic to obt , 
•f-nedical treatment frt COO' 
•B^xpert Pierre Renoir wi the 
K^has treated other top Eur. beC3 u S ^ 
1 4 pean Stars. The 
" He is likely to return jus 

a< City arc presented w i t h ^ . v j j f t j 
^ r O transfer offer for him Ul J ^ P 

the league leaders, 
L * x ^ - w c v e r City will b e J ^ r ^ 

reluctant to part w ith hi • 
Jnitcd looked the mor^ 
•prng side in tJle open, 
^ ^ J j Russell TaylqJ 

Gremlin Graphics Software L t d ^ S c c 

•h MICK DICKENS 
•jided, Un i -

W m p r c 

Alpha House, 
10 Carver Stre«t, 
Sheffield SI 4FS. 

Tel: <0742) 753423 Fr Available 
November Available 

November! ^ 



REACTION 

Reveal yourselves! 
Why don't you give us more 
info on yourselves and what you 
get up to in those crazy Some-
rton offices. A certain CBM 64 
mag had no problem in reveal-
ing themselves on to the public. 
Was Bob Wade one of them? 
(poor fellow, he has seen the 
error of his ways!) Give us a 
page of gossip or funny things 
which happened around your 
offices in the past month. Call it 
the 'BACK PAGE' or 'MATT'S 
EYE'. (Do you like being called 
Matt your lordship?) 

I agree with most of your 
reviews but with Hyperspoxts I 
disagree. Hypersports is slow, 
graphically dull and unplay-
able. I think the mighty BW was 
being a little too generous 
(88%). Your layout is a Utile 
haphazard but there is good 
editorial to read. Please have 
more software reviewers, and 
where did the third opinion go? 
Voice of the People is a great 
idea although people 

games always think they have 
got a good game. This tends to 
make their statements a little 
unfair. 
Richard (Da Vinci 
of the North) Spence 
Co Down, N Ireland 

So you want to know what goes 
on down in the Old Barn? Much 
keyboard bashing and joystick 
thrashing mostly with the odd 
bit of craziness in between... 

Read the review 
I recently bought the game Rad 
zone by Mastertronic for my 
464. The game is great, in fact 
it's my best game, but while 
playing it I noticed more than a 
passing resemblance to The 
Scout Steps Out sold by Amsoft. 
I have not actually played Scout 
but 1 have numerous reviews 
and screenshots of the game. 

If both games axe written by 
the same person is he conning 

Groups & penpals 
We think it would be a good idea if 
you had a 'dub' page in your 
magazine (well, maybe not a page, 
but a section). We are a sort of 
club, not the type that meets any-
where, but we send out monthly 
newsletters to our members. The 
newsletter is full of reviews, news, 
quizzes, competitions, etc. We only 
launched a couple of months ago, 
but we do have two members! 

Our club is called Cotac (Club 
of Teenage Amstrad Computerists) 
and our newsletter, Contact from 
Cotac is aimed at the 12-to-16 age 
group. To join we ask £1.25, for 12 
monthly newsletters plus free pos-
ters, demo programs, blank cass-
ettes and t-shirts (if available). 
Conrad Hart, Gregory Hart, 
Selena King 
48 Dover Road, room 14 
Wanstead, London E12 SEA 

OK. here goes with a summary of 
similar letters received this month-

Six issues of Amstrad Comput-
ing Newsletter have been pub-
lished (at £1) since September 1985, 
with no adverts other than com-
panies offering discounts. Sub-
scribers can also join a round-robin 
or tape (free) or disk (SOp) and a 
pubhe-domam software library 
(£J25 for copying and postage). 
Contact Chris Bryant, 11 Haven-
•icw Road, Seaton, Devon, EX12 
ZPT. 

In Norfolk, 'ordinary people 
from all walks of life with key-
boards attached to their fingers' 
can send a self-addressed stamped 

the public and Amsoft and Mas-
tertronic? If one is a copy of the 
other, is this illegal? Is it all a 
big coincidence? Am I com-
pletely wrong about the whole 
thing? 
Gavin Tyte 
High Wycombe, Bucks 

Read our review of Radzone 
(July). We said it's by the same 
authors, in a similar style, but a 
budget game: £2 instead of £9. 
So, no. it isn't a rip-off. 

Unimpressed 
Okay, okay, so 1 gather your 
reviewer did not like Nuclear 
Heist - but what a review. 

So it was not Who Dares 
Wins //quality, but it was one of 
the few Amstrad games which is 
fast. 

You said my game features 
'flickering' sprites. They are 
fast, but they do not flicker. 
Maybe it's your eyes. You were 
so busy mocking my game you 
swapped the pictures for Ball 
Blazer and Monty on the Run. 

Thank you for giving me 
ju3t over half marks for the 
sound on this game. I also did 
the sound for KilJapede which 
attracted a high percentage for 
the sonics and a better review 
than mine. 

Despite all this you produce 
an excellent magazine. In future 
could you print the author's 
name in a review? 
Jon Paul Eldridge 
Trowbridge, Wilts 

If I remember correctly, the 
graphics and sound wcrcn't the 
main problem with Nuclear 
Heist. 

On your second point, 
printing the author's name is 
certainly a good idea - the tro-
uble is often actually finding out 
who the main author of the 
game was. As often as not it is a 
team effort involving a host of 
people on various aspects of the 
program and the concept. 
Thanks for the idea though. 

envelope to Amstrad User Group 
(Norfolk), 38 Goose Lane, Sutton, 
StaJham, Norfolk. 

And a body has been formed 
to help all user groups in Britain 
and Europe by acting as a pres-
sure group, providing a single 
voice for Arnstrad users every-
where'. It also administers a 
discount-card scheme and pro-
duces a monthly newsletter by and 
for affiliated clubs. Amstrad 
Groups Federation, 4 Sutton 
Road, Gorton, Manchester, M18 
7PN. 

The following individuals 
would like pen-pals. We'd suggest 
sending an s.a.e. if you write. 
>Simon Dennis, 1 Croft Rise, Man-
sion. nr Hkley, W. Yorks, LS29 6LU 

Stephen Pope, 14 Fallowffeld 
Ave, Hall Green, Birmingham, B28 
ONL (any club in die Birmingham 
area?) 
PDavid Muldoon, 35 Mansfield 
Crescent, Chapelton, nr Strathaven, 
Lanarkshire, ML10 6SB 
P-Mark Cottam, 45 Station Road, 
Penketh, Warrington. Cheshire, 
WAS2PH 
>Dan Roberts, 38 Felton Lea, Sid-
cup, Kent, DAM 6BA (has 464 with 
disk) 

Robert Rowbotham, 4 Parkgate 
Way, Shaw, Oldham. OL2 8JH 
(wants Oldham-area friends with 
464) 
>Robert Shepherd, 4 Trvsthorpe 
Road, Sutton-on-Sea, Lines, LN12 
2LT (age 16, owns 464) 
P- Sergio Vasques, Rua General 
Silva Freire 1S1-4D, 1000 Lisbon. 
Portugal (just bought a 6128). 

SIREN SOFTWARE 

MASTER DISC***NEW* 
The only disk utility package you will ever need, 
this program really does it all. IMAGE - make 
backups of your disks (inc. funny formats, etc) 
D IRECTORY EDITOR - unerase files, show 
hidden files, secures files etc. 
SPEEDFORM - format your disks lightning fast. 
SECTOR EDITOR - complete sector editor. 
DEPROTECTOR - deprotect a Basic program. 
DISK HEADER - display start, length, type, etc of 
files. 
TAPE HEADER - as for disk header, but for tape. 
TRANSFILE - transfer individual files from disk to 
tape or disk to disk. 
DISKMAP - shows how files are stored on disk. 
TYPESTYLE - display on screen or printer any 
ASCII file. 
DUMPFILE - display Hex/ASCII format for contents 
of af i le. 
DISK - speed up your disk drive by up to 20%. 

This disk does it all! 
On 464, 664,6128. Disk only £12.99. 

O V E R S E A S P L E A S E A D D C1.00 F O R P O S T A G E A M D P A C K I N G 

SIREN SOFTWARE 
TRAFFORDTECHNICAL CENTRE 

43 ELFINORE ROAD 
MANCHESTER M16ONG 

TEL 061 848 9233 

SIREN SOFTWARE 
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Page the Oracle 
with a CPC-Fax 
If you wanted your Arnold to 
pick up teletext Ceefax and 
Oracle, in other words - then up 
until now you'd have needed to 
shell out £145 for Volex's TTX 
teletext adaptor, as reviewed in 
the April issue of AA. Hampsh-
ire firm Microtext have just 
changed all that with a new 
adaptor (no snappy name, just 
the Microtext teletext adaptor) 
priced at a meagre £69.95. 

There is a slight snag, 
though. To keep the cost of the 
unit down, Microtext have left 
out the tuning circuits a teletext 
adaptor normally needs. Instead 
their adaptor uses a pre-
processed signal from a video-
recorder. This is clever stuff 
and very cost-efficient if you've 
got a video, but no use to you at 
all if you haven't (unless you're 
lucky enough to have a TV with 
a 'Video Out' socket, that is). 

Cot all that? Those of you 
with a video (or well-endowed 
telly) can reach Microtext on 
(0705) 595694. If you're video-
^ less on the other hand, 

there's always Volex 
^ ^ on (061) 736 5822. 

Dix ditties on disque 
Bored with Impossible Mission? 
Then get Arnold playing Mis-
sion Impossible instead - or the 
theme tune, at any rate. Van-
guard Leisure, the people 
behind the Maestro amplifier 
featured in this month's music 
special, have just produced a 
collection of ten digitised tunes 
for your CPC and Ml is one of 
them. 

Though originally intended 
to promote the Maestro, these 
picces can also be played 
(rather less impressively) 
through Arnold's built-in 
speaker. They're collectively 
entitled Easy Listening, and inc-
lude not only TV and film 
themes but also works from 
such noted tunesters as Oueen, 
Bach and Abba. 

You can get the tunes on 
two separate cassettes of five 
ditties each, or the full ten on 
one disk. The cassettes cost 
£6.50 each while the disk . 
will set you back £14.95. ^ ^ 

Gargoyle's new look 
Gargoyle Games, famous for 
excellent arcade adventures, 
are moving into arcade games 
with the launch of a new label 
called Faster Than Light. The 
first three games on FTL are 

Light Force, Shock way Rider 
and Samurai Dawn, which all 
feature a new technique they 
call 'Lasermation'. Don't know 
what the games look or play like 
yet but I can't wait. 

v/y.&v/'v/i 

Football's back! 
Gremlin's latest project is called 
Footballer of the Year. It puts 
you in the role of a professional 
footballer trying to make his 
way into the big ume. You appa-
rently start the game aged 17. 
playing for a fourth-division 
team, with £800 in cash, 10 goai 
cards (whatever they are) and 
an awful lot of ambition. Among 
the game's features, say Grem-
lin, are transfers, career record 
cards, league, EUFA, FA and 
Milk Cup games and the 
fooiballer-of-the-year award 
ceremony. No price available 
yet - but with Bob doing the 
reviews a football game will be 
hard to miss. 
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'All go' 
for the CPC 

despite summer lull 
Over the last month we've been 
hearing some ugly 
rumours about falling sales of 
CPC games. Some software 
houses say they've been very 
disappointed with the Amstrad 
market over the summer and 
put the blame on a shortage of 
CPCs. 

Summer is always a slack 
time for software houses, with 
the longer days and better 
weather luring people away 
from their computers. But the 
houses concerned think there's 
more to it. The problem, they 
claim, is that there aren't 
enough new CPCe available so 
that the market isn't growing as 
it should. 

There's even been specul-
ation that Amstrad have actually 
stopped production of CPCs 
altogether and are phasing the 
range out. One major house told 
AA they thought Amstrad might 
be starving the market of CPCs 
prior to flooding it with Spec-
trums. So is the CPC games 
market in trouble? 

Mastertronic's Alan Sharom 
thinks not. 'It's all-systems-go on 
Amstrad games,' he told us. 
'We've got two new CPC titles 

coming out next month, and 
loads more in the course of 
conversion.' 

Herbert Wright of Firebird 
is similarly confident: 'We're 
very pleased with the way our 
budget games have done, and 
optimistic about the new full-
price titles we're bringing out." 
Activision also have a large 
number of new Amstrad titles 
coming out between now and 
Christmas, and feel confident 
that CPC games will continue to 
sell well. 

As for the machines them-
selves being in short supply, a 
straw poll of chain stores across 
the country found that they all 
had 6128s in stock, and all but 
one were confident of getting 
further stocks if they were to 
sell out. 

It certainly doesn't look as if 
Amstrad have stopped produc-
ing CPCs. Amstrad themselves 
said 'Amstrad-branded games 
machines' (CPCs. that is) 'cont-
inue to sell well, and we have no 
current plans to interrupt that 
success." That, we must hope, 
settles that - but those rumours 
did have us worried for a mo-
ment there. 



tfssii-yS y.-Cyy' -vy. ® 

Until now Ariolasoft hasn't been 
too prominent on the Amstrad 
scene, but that looks set to 
change with two new labels and 
a host of netw games for the 
autumn. The two new labels are 
Reaktor, intended for arcade or 
action games, and 39 Steps, in-
tended for strategy or adven-
ture titles. First out on 39 Steps 
is They Stole a Million. Further 
up the pipeline are Tujad, 
Camelot Warriors and Sepulcri. 

The first title out on the 
Reaktor label is called The 
Deactivators and we've already 
seen a pre-production copy of 
it. The game is set in a building 
equipped with very high secur-
ity systems - which unfortunate-
ly can't cope with a good old-
fashioned bomb. Even more un-
fortunately a bunch of terrorists 
have discovered the weakness 
and scattered bombs every-
where, reprogrammed the 
robot guards to kill on sight and 
pulled crucial circuit boards out 
of the computer. 

There are five levels to the 
game, each representing an 
area of the building, and of 
course they get progressively 
harder. Each level is split into 
rooms, two of which are viewed 
at a time in the main screen 
window. Below this is a panel 
showing the map of the level, an 
icon menu and any object being 
carried. 

AM SCENE 
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: The task is to control a 
group of droids in the building' 
to get ti&of alltha They:!; 
have to throw them out of an exit 
door in one of the rooms. There 
are complications: the robot 
guards kill on contact, circuit 
boards have to be placed in the 
computer to allow access to 
some bombs, and you have to 
throw things between rooms 
and between droids to get th&h.. 
out. 

Late.fi.ievels cjet bigger jand; 
more complicated and intro-
duce nasty surprises like rooms 
turned upside-down and 
sideways, jvggfpis combined 
with a constant panic against the 
clock makes a very original and 
addictive game. Look for a full 
review next month. . 

They Stole a Million also, 
looks like a very original game 
to test your wits. Your task is to 
choose a suitable place to bur-
gle, hand-pick your team of un-
derworld experts, plan the .blag 
with. the help of the building;: ; 
blueprints and then actually 
carry it out. The pre-production 
version we've seen shows trem-
endous promise with nice use of 
window menus, plenty of 
humour and lots of thought and 
planning required. 

Tujad, Camelot Warriors 
and Sepulcri were also still 
being worked on when they 
were shown to us, but all look to 
have- something different to 
offer. The most intriguing, 
Camelot Warriors, is being pro-
duced by Spanish authors. It 
puts you in a dream sequence 
where reality and fantasy mix in | 
a weird combination; you have 
to get out of the dream by fmd|: 
ing the objects from the real 
world. ;§•; ® • v 

AU the games will cost £8.98 
on cassette and £14.95 on disk. 
The release dates aren't definite 
yet, but keep your eyes peeled;; 
for the reviews. 

2 new Amstrad mags 
win Raves from A A 

OThis month Amstrad Action*can 
bring you exclusive news of two 
new Amstrad-based magazines: 
8000 Plus caters for PCW8256 
and 8512 owners, and PC Plus 
supports the new Amstrad 
PC 1512 IBM-compatible. 

We didn't have to go very 
far to find out about them, 
because they're being pro 
duced right here in the Old 
Barn. 

The first issue of 8000 Plus 
v.-.:: be on sale at the Personal 
Computer World Show on Sep-
"ember 3rd at Olympia in Lon-
: and goes into newsagents 

or the 11th. It includes a large 
guide for software buyers, 
which reviews over 50 pack 
ages from Brainstorm to Batman, 

plus tons of info to help you get 
the best out of CP/M and 
Locoscript. 

Inside 8000 Plus you'll find 
the first issue of PC Plus, a new 
friendly user's guide for the 
Amstrad PC 1512, though most of 
the contents will be useful to any 
PC-compatible owner. It will re-
flect the market changes that 
this budget compatible will 
bnng with plenty of reviews of 
new low-cost software and lots 
of hints and tips for the first- time 
user. 

PC-PLUS will go independ-
ent of 8000 Plus in the very near 
future. And both magazines, like 
Amstrad Action, are independ-
ent of Amstrad. The first issue of 
8000 Plus, with PC Plus free 
inside it, will cost £1.25 - not 
bad for two hot new magazines. 

Mastertronic offers 
its first hardware 
A new joystick is about to hit the 
market, the first bit of hardware 
to come from Mastertronic, who 
have won several AA raves for 
budget software. Called the 
Magnum, it is fully compatible 
with the Amstrad. It will be in 
the shops the end of September 
priced at £12.50. 

The joystick is based on 
electronic microswitches rather 
than conventional leaf-spring 
mechanical switches, giving in-
stant response, Mastertronic 
claim. It has a superlight trigger 
and a full six feet of cable. Ad-
vanced ergonomic design 
should preserve both either 
left- or right-handers from 
fatigue. 
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Martech mania 
Martech is another software 
house with big plans for the 
autumn. First up on the list is 
W.A.R., which the press release 
says is a 'very fast, smooth-
scrolling, addictive shoot-em-
up, with a clever underlying 
strategy'. We'll have to wait for 
the review copy to find out for 
ourselves. It wxl. cost £8.95 on 
cassette and £12.95 on disk. 

Uchi-Mata is yet another 
martial-arts game, but this time 
based on judo. According to 
Martech it has "some of the best 

animation sequences ever seen 
on a home microcomputer', has 
one- or two-player options and 
has the powerful support of 
Brian Jacks as technical consult-
ant. Pricetag will be £9.95 on 
cassette and £13.95 on disk. 

Cosmic Shock Absorber is 
another interesting project, de-
scribed as a 'fast'n'furious 3D 
shoot-em-up. down, left, right 
and any other way possible.' 
Hmmm? It stars a "fourth-
division superhero' battling to 
save the universe. You'll be 
able to join him for £8.95 on 
cassette and £13.95 on disc. 

A little further ahcad: Catch 

23 will feature 'total environ-
ment representation' and Ron-
ald "Bedtime for Bonzo" 

Doom Plus 
The disk version of Doors of 
Doom has arrived and - surpr-
ise, surprise - it's called Doors 
of Doom t . It has three delight-
ful scenery backgrounds, in-
cluding the one from the cass-
ette. One of the three is picked 
randomly when you start each 
new game, so you'll quickly get 

Reagan's Star Wars program 
will star in SDL Two frightening 
possibilities, to say the least. 

to know them all. The excellent 
screen-design facility is there 
also. Although the gameplay is 
uncomplicated the superb 
graphics and compulsiveness 
make this a worthy addition to 
disk software. It costs £13.95 
from Amsoft. 
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MUSIC SPECIAL 

WIRED FOR 
SOUND 

Computer musician MARK JENKINS investigates the musical possibilities of 
Arnold, and introduces this seven-page Music Special... 
Ardent game players will already have some idea of the 
musical possibilities of Arnold. Games such as Monty on the 
Run, Knight Games, Ghosts'n'Goblins and many others make 
good use of Arnold's sound chips and indicate that, with the 
right software. Arnold could be a musician in his own right. 

Later on we will look at how the Midi system allows you to 
control professional synthesisers 'with your micro, but don't 
forget that Arnold's sound chip is a small synthesiser in its own 
right, and many of the music-oriented packages available need 
nothing more than software and an ear for a tune to let you 
make music. 

Back in July Andy Wilton looked at two products, Minstrel 
from Kuna Computers (£14.95 cassette, £19.95 disk) and Music 
Box from The Electric Studio (£9.95 cassette, £16.95 disk). His 
conclusion was that Music Box was well laid out but 'looks puny 
and overpriced compared to Rainbira's Music System'. Later in 
this Music Special Andy looks at the £29.95 disk-only Advanced 
Music System, which can b e upgraded from the basic Music 
System for £14 (from cassette) or £10 (from disk). 

Much more basic is Music Master from Vanguard Leisure, 
licensed from Datasync. Vanguard are the people who 
launched the Maestro: a hardware package offering a small 
stereo amplifier, headphones, two 3-inch speakers and a music 
demo cassette which takes full advantage of the Amstrad's 
stereo sound output. Both packages are covered in depth later. 

Another package which will provide endless hours of fur. is 
Amdrum, available through Boots and manufactured by 
Cheetah Marketing. Amdrum is the only one of these packages 
to go beyond the comparatively limited potential of the 
Amstrad's own sound chips. Again, see the full review in the 
next few pages. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MIDI -feVLWlUa^' 
Why have microcomputers become so popular among pro-
fessional musicians? Simply because in the last few years 
musical instruments have become more and more like com-
puters anyway - so using a micro such as an Amstrad is no 
longer an intimidating prospect for musicians as diverse as The 
Human League, Blancmange. Marillion and Dire Straits. It was 
inevitable that professional synthesisers eventually would be 
linked up to micros. 

We ' re talking about the latest stage of the synthesiser 
revolution, which started around 1968 when Robert Moog 
developed the voltage-controlled oscillator, and which took a 
massive leap in the late 1970s with the addition of micropro-
cessor control. 

The early synthesisers - played by pioneers such as Walter 
Carlos and Keith Emerson - had two main problems: only one 
note could b e played at a time, and each new sound involved 
setting scores of knobs in positions which could not easily be 
reproduced. Later microprocessor-controlled synths such as 
the Sequential Circuits Prophet 5 and the Roland Jupiter 8 were 
fully polyphonic (capable of remembering large numbers of 
sounds defined by the user), so only a few problems remained. 

Even in the '70s, synthesisers from different manufacturers 
were still incompatible with each other. So if you wanted to 
experiment a little controlling many instruments from remote 

keyboards, note recorders (otherwise known as 'sequencers') 
or other instruments - you were out of luck. But when Dave Scott 
of Sequential Circuits experienced problems in getting his 
Polysequencer design to control the Prophet 5 synth, he came 
up with a proposal for a Universal Synthesiser Interface (USI). 

Taking the USI proposals to Japanese manufacturers such as 
Roland and Yamaha resulted in a much expanded format known 
as MIDI, the Musical Instrument Digital Interface, which is now 
almost universally used on home computer interfaces, syn-
thesisers, drum machines, sequencers and even guitars. 

Midi is a binary language similar to RS232 and other 
computer standards. It uses a serial interface which manifests 
itself as a five-pin DIN plug of which three pins are used for 
earth, live and return loop. Midi In or Out sockets (or both) will 
be found on all instruments, and a Midi Through socket (simply 
passing on the input signal) is an option. Although some micros 
now have built-in Midi, most need a small interface to convert 
their cartridge or user-port transmissions to the Midi hardware 
standard. 

The 128 note values available through Midi are made to 
correspond to a range of ten and a half octaves on a piano 
keyboard, which is more than enough for conventional compo-
sition. You can also send vibrato, wow, pitch-bend and other 
modulation levels through Midi. Codes are transmitted at 
regular intervals to synchronise drum machines, sequencers 
and other units which play notes at a set tempo, so your micro 
can easily lock on to drum sounds or to other music computers. 

WHAT MIDI CAN DO t .WF ' f lMT : • rH ' fVt rWV 
The most obvious thing Midi can do is store ana replay notes 
entered from a synthesiser. This makes it possible to compose 
very lengthy pieces and play them back on several instruments 
simultaneously using suitable compositional software, such as 
EMR's Miditrack Performer, reviewed later. With many key-
boards now capable of 'sampling' or recording real sounds as 
well as synthesising new ones, the days of the conventional 
studio using multi-track tape machines could be numbered. 

Micros can also store sounds defined on synths but 
transferred via Midi to the micro's disk drive. And they can 
help to create new sounds by giving a colourful graphic display 
of all a synth's functions. Some software packages, such as DX-
Droid for the Yamaha DX7 synth (not available on Arnold. I'm 
afraid!), will even create new sounds for you at random! 

Back at a more reasonable level, experimenting with Midi 
requires an Arnold, a Midi interface and suitable software and 
of course a Midi-standard music keyboard. One of the best to 
start off with is Casio's CZ-101, which for around £240 offers 
eight-note chords or four different single notes played simulta-
neously. It comes with miniature keys but is an ideal beginners ' 
instrument. 

Nowadays you can pay around £800 for a Midi sequencer 
such as Roland's MC500, but a micro such as the Amstrad can 
perform all the same functions with a much more informative 
display for just the cost of a Midi interface and software. The 
only difference is... we have yet to see an Amstrad being used 
on stage! 
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HIPX TRACK PERFOBKES »* * 

cursor keys again. This slows you up a little - it would have 
b e e n nice to have used the keyboard to enter Tempo value, for 
example. Some of the icons are a little obscure too: a little man 
on a podium standing for Tempo, a picture of a metronome for 
Clock. A little confusing, but on the whole Performer is pretty 
easy to use. 

On the left of the display are the compositional functions to 
select which of the eight available tracks you're dealing with; to 
play or mute each track; to assign a Midi channel; to loop tracks 
or allow them to play just once; to filter out velocity recording 
(which can waste a lot of memory): to transpose the pitch of a 
track; and to arrange a chain of up to 64 patterns for compo-
sitions around 20 minutes long. 

Total capacity of the package is around 8,000 notes, though 
the actual capacity depends on the amount of information you 
require with each note. It will deal with eight or more poly-
phonic synthesisers and drum machines. Performer is limited to 
eight tracks in theory, instead of the full 16 channels catered for 
by the Midi standard. This is presumably because of the 
limitations imposed b y the speed of the Amstrad's processor 
and memory, but the package does allow you to m e r g e two or 
more tracks into one, so your composition can contain up to 29 
separate tracks, though you would not b e able to edit all of them 
separately. 

A more serious problem was that the review package 
would hang up if you tried to load a file that didn't exist. This 
could b e frustrating if, for example, you had created a file 
called SONG1, and tried to call up SONG 1 by mistake. It simply 
means that you have to b e careful when calling up files! 

But will it e v e r replace a real recording studio? That 
depends on whether you're willing to buy a mixer and effects 
units to deal with all the synthesisers, and whether you're 
prepared to go without vocals, guitar and other conventional 
instruments. The best solution is probably to buy a cheap four-
track cassette machine and use one track for a click to 
synchronise Performer, three for vocals, guitars etc, and have 
all the drums and syntlis running 'live' onto your master tape. • 

you know when recording is about to start), Clock, Tempo, 
Number of Plays. Time Signature and Start Bar (so you can 
begin recording at any bar of a composition). Record, Play and 
other important functions are selected using a command 
window at the bottom of the screen, and you can adjust the 
tempo using the cursor keys or a joystick. 

The functions are first se lected with the cursor keys, 
activated with the spacebar and then altered in value using the 

2 0 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 o»iypopmu«e.. 

G 0 0 0 N E W S 
• Relatively easy to use. 
• Complete control over as many 
synths as you can afford. 
• Good value compared to Midi 
systems for other micros. 

If you wish to use the Midi system on your CPC machine, EMR's 
Midi track Performer is really the only option at the moment. 
This is a software package that comes with a Midi interface 
which lets you control synths such as the Casio CZ-101. The 
Casio is a very powerful compositional tool, and Peformer takes 
full advantage of all the expression available via the Midi 
interface. 

The one package contains both cassette and disk-based 
versions, so running on any CPC model. It also comes with the 
interface itself, which plugs into Arnold's expansion port. This 
box contains the Midi sockets, and can also control the cheaper 
Korg or Roland non-Midi drum machines, which you can pick 
up second-hand for around £130. You will b e able to use 
Performer only to synchronise these, but they could function as 
a cheap second instrument to your main Midi keyboard. 

There 's only one main display from which the whole 
package is controlled. This screen is fairly packed, but having it 
all there in front of you would certainly help in a live perfor-
mance. On the right of the screen are the Save, Load, Delete, 
Filename. Clear, Text, Arrange and Time Correct functions. 
The last of these refers to Performer's ability to clean up a 
sloppy performance on the synth keyboard to a variable 
degree . 

In the centre of the display are Metronome, Count-In (so 

M I D I T R A C K P E R F O R M E R 
E M R (0702) 335747, £129.85 cass & d isk 

B A D N E W S 
• Error-trapping not perfect. 
^Screen display obscure to the 
beginner. 
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This is fairly straightforward, although 
.you end op with quite a few extra 
leads sprawling across your desk. 

Switch off all power to your 
micro, and disconnect the power fine 

from the monitor to the keyboard. On 
the 664 or 6128 Ms is the five-volt 

lead going to fhe micro, rather than 
•he 12-voH coming from It - some-

Maesfro doesn't draw much current, 
so this extra load won't affect your 

Amstrod. 
You next plug each of the 

speakers into the sockets on the bod< 
of the amplifier, and the headphones 
into fhe socket on the front. A small 

stereo jack pbg connects into the 
'stereo' output from the CPC and 

rot made dear in the instruc- you're away. No permanent changes 
*ans. This lead connect* to a flying have been made to the micro, and 

sodcet from the Maestro, and a you can disconnect the amplifier 
similar lead from the amplifier plugs again whenever you like. The 

into the back of the micro. You're Maestro is switched on and off with 
•fledively breaking the Amstrod the power switch, on the Amstrad 

ieod r the middle, so the Maestro monitor. 
Jon take its power from it. The 

GOOD NEWS 
• Improves the sound quality of all 
Amstrad programs. 
• Good-quality amplifier, speakers and 
headphones all included. 
• Doesn't require extra power supply. 
• Good value for money. 

BAD NEWS 
• Certain amount ol background noise 
when not in use. 
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Connecting the Maestro 

The Maestro is designed to improve the sound quality of your 464, 664 
or 6128, by taking the stereo output from Arnold and amplifying it into 
two good-quality speakers or a pair of personal headphones. 

Maestro comcs well-packed in an expanded polystyrene pack, 
with a full-colour sleeve giving installation details. It consists of a small 
grey amplifier box, two metal-grilled speakers, a pair of headphones, 
connecting leads and a demonstration software cassette. 

The amplifier has independent volume controls for each channel 
and a push switch to control speaker or headphone output. Ijeads are 
attached to the back of the box for power input and output, and signal 
input from the micro. There are also two DIN-type speaker sockets 
which take the plugs from the speakers. The amplifier is well-made, 
only being let down by the rather flimsy mounting of the volume 
controls the knobs wobble when you turn them. 

The speakers themselves are solidly mounted in plastic cases, 
each provided with a metal bracket which acts as a stand. The 
speakers can be tilted in these cradles to provide a degree of 
directional adjustment. The drive units are dual-cone, which means 
that the bass and treble frequencies are reproduced by different parts 
of the same speaker. Not quite as good as having separate speakers 
for each range, but better than die single-cone type. Overall they are 
very similar to the type of speaker provided with in-car stereo 
systems. 

The headphones, which are like those supplied with personal 
stereo cassette players, are comfortable and very light to wear. They 
plug into the front of the amplifier box with a short lead. The length of 
this lead and the input lead from the Amstrad restricts where you can 
put the amplifier so that it's only really possible to put it close to the 
micro's case. 

Positioning of the speakers is quite important, as they shouldn't be 
too far apart if you want a good stereo 'image'. Don't put them too 
close to the monitor or TV, though, as the strong magnets can distort 

the screen image. For the same reason, it's not a good idea to put 
them too close to a disk or disk drive. The speakers are supplied with 
screws to attach their brackets to the wall, and this is probably a good 
way to mount them. 

The quality of sound that Amstrad micros can produce Is very 
good, and this is well reflected in the standard of output from the 
Ivlaestro. The sound is clear and clean, with little distortion. While not 
up to hi-fi standards it is subjectively very good, and makes the old 
CPC sound like a different machine. The demo cassette provides a 
oouple of good examples, in stereo. The Amstrad's stereo output is 
divided into three channels, one for left, one for right and the third 
split halfway between the two, so appearing in the centre. 

I tried several cassettes, including Winter Games which came out 
well, and the library of tunes provided with Rainbird's Music System. 
The Music System puts the background rhythms on one side, rather 
than in the centre, which gives a strange effect, but it's still heaps 
better than the mono output of Arnold on his own. 

When you're not playing anything through the Maestro, there is a 
fair amount of background hum. This is more noticeable through the 
headphones, but under normal circumstances it's not enough to b e 
annoying. 

EXCELLENT VALUE i T v J Z ^ h ' . 
The Maestro represents excellent value for money. Ifs a very 
attractive peripheral for any Amstrad CPC micro, and as the 
advertising blurb says, it 'works with ALL add-ons'. 

All, that is, except the Amdrum. This is rather a special case 
though, as the Amdrum expects to be connected into your hi-fi and is 
fitted with an RCA phono plug which isn't directly compatible with the 
stereo jack on the Maestro'3 input lead. But it shouldn't be hard to 
cobble together a connecting lead if you want to use this setup. The 
Amdrum's output is only in mono. 

In all other respects, I can thoroughly recommend the Maestro. Wl 

M a e s t r o 
Vanguard Leisure (0772) 617665, all CPCs, £39.95 
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If you've listened to many modem rock bands you'll know the rhythms 
generated using electronic drum kits. Until recently these boxes of 
tricks started at several hundred pounds - only small change for a 
promising band, but a lot for someone starting out. 

Stand-alone drum boxes come with digitally recorded drum 
sounds which you can program in many varied rhythm patterns to 
back the most complex of songs. While a micro is ideally suited to 
handling rhythm patterns, most micro-based drum machines have 
been hampered by the quality of their sound chips. These aren't 
capable of reproducing acoustic instruments accurately enough for 
serious use. 

Amdrum gets around this restriction by ignoring the Amstrad's 
sound chip and using its own circuitry to produce the drum effects. 
This is accomplished with a small plug-in unit which connects to the 
expansion bus on the back of a CPC. The mono sound output is taken 
from a flying lead attached to the side of this unit, and fitted with a 
phono plug intended for connection to the auxiliary input of a hi-fi 
amplifier. 

This means the Amdrum can't be used on its own, since you can't 
hear its output without a separate amplifier. The Amdrum is intended 
for use with other electronic instruments though, so it's reasonable to 
expect this kind of equipment to be on hand. But it's a shame that no 
through connector is provided on the Amdrum for connecting other 
peripherals which use Arnold's expansion bus. 

Once linked up, you have to load the Amdnim software and a set 
of drum sound data before you can use the unit. The software and 
drum sounds are provided on cassette, and instructions are provided 
for transferring these to disk. 

A set of predefined rhythms are also provided, but these are not 
so easily shifted to disk. Since they're meant to demonstrate the 

Amdrum's capabilities, it's odd Cheetah should expect you to use 
them from cassette when everything else might be on disk. This is 
particularly weird as the Amdrum software can't load anything from 
cassette when it's loaded from disk itself. If you don't manage to 
transfer the demo rhythms, you have to run the whole shebang from 
cassette when you use them. 

The 'drumkit' provided with the Amdrum consists of eight 
sounds: bass drum, snare, mid and low tomtoms, cowbell, open and 
closed hihats and claps. Each sound is very close to its acoustic 
original, although some still have an electronic overtone. This, if 
anything, adds to the overall effect, giving the whole kit a 'modern' 
sound. 

When you do run the demo rhythms, you can hear that the 
Amdrum is capable of 3ome very complex and professional-sounding 
patterns. The demo covers rock, reggae, latin, march and several 
other music styles, and car, be used as the basis of complete songs or 
edited to produce the effects you want. You can also create your own 
rhythms from scratch, of course. 

The software allows you to create new rhythm elements and to 
link these together. Elements can be repeated in any order you like 
and loop around to repeat complete sequences, which Amdrum 
refers to as songs. Songs can be saved to disk or cassette, and 
reloaded later for replay or edit. 

Individual rhythm elements can be made up by entering numbers 
on a chart displayed on screen, or by tapping out a rhythm in real 
time. In real time you can add or delete any of the drum sounds while 
listening to the beats already laid down. If you use the display two bars 
are shown on either side of the currcnt one, which helps line up 
repeating beats. A sound is added to any beat by pressing its 
corresponding number key, and you can have up to three sounds on 
a beat. 

Building up to a 'song1 

ff you're constructing an Amdrum 
rhythm pattern or 'song' from scratch, 

you first define the number of diyiacos 
per beat, which depends on the 

complexity of the final rhythm. 
Amdrum lays down a pattern of 

single dosed hihat beats to act as a 
reference for your rhythm. They can 
be deleted later if you don't want 
them In the finished song, 

i&l;* You add sounds to a pattern by 
tapping the Control key in red time 
or by adding sounds to a display of 

the current pattern. When 
happy with a pattern 

Jo memory and you carl 
next. • : ' 3 

Once you have defined the 
patterns you need you can fink 

togther to form c 
for instance, you 
terns 1, 7, 3, 4 and 5, 
song pattern might be 1, 2, 3, 1, *• 
4,5, 1, 3. Amdrum software can the 

repeat the complete sequence. 
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It's a pity you can't see the cursor following the beats as your 
rhythm is played back, as this would help debugging. But the facilities 
that are provided give a lot of sophistication, and are similar to those 
on a Roland drum machine I used once, which cost over £300. 

The Amdrum can be used for some quite serious work, but as it 
doesn't support midi it can't be used for triggering other instruments. 
It does have a synchronisation feature however, which can lay down 
the pattern for each sound separately on a multi-track recorder. You 
can then treat each sound individually and add extra effects such as 
reverberation. 

The manual is well laid out, but a bit brief and very small (A7). I 
suppose it saves on staples, though! 

Supplied for review with the Amdrum were two cassettes offering 
different drum sounds, one electronic and the other Latin-American. 
Both are good, offering a wide selection of sounds for particular kinds 
of music. 

The drumkit editor, provided on each cassette, allows you to 
combine sounds from more than one kit, making up new selections. 
Sounds can be saved backwards, which means they play backwards, 
although you can't play them through the editor - reverse play is all 
that can be achieved with individual sounds. It would b e handy to be 
able to treat the sounds digitally through a separate sound editor too. 

O N THE BEAT 
The Amdrum is a very reasonably priced alternative to purpose-
made drum boxes. You've got to have an Amstrad micro too of 
course, so the cost of that should be added in a direct comparison. It's 
a unit which is really of more interest to someone who does quite a bit 
with electronic sound or music rather than the casual explorer, and 
offers a lot for the home music-maker. 

Being largely software-based there is a lot of scope for extensions 
to the system. It should b e possible to create the data needed for an 
Amdrum sound either from scratch with a sound designer, or perhaps 
by capturing it with a microphone and feeding it in from cassette. You 
would then have sound-capture facilities approaching those of the 
fabled Fairlight keyboard. • 

GOOD NEWS BAD NEWS 
• High-quality, digitally recorded drum • Small and thin manual. 
sounds. • Needs separate amplifier to hear 
• Great scope for expansion. sounds. 
• Offers similar facilities to dedicated 
drum boxes costing ten times as much. 

This is the software package marketed to go with the Maestro 
amplifier and speaker system. It comes on cassette or disk and loads 
without difficulty. Unfortunately, once loaded you start to wonder 
whether it's worth the £16 asked for it. 

The screen shows three octaves of keyboard, and when you 
press a key you can hear the corresponding note. The keyboard can 
be transposed up and down to cover a full eight octaves and you can 
select any of six voices for the notes. The six function keys f4 to f9 give 
you rather poorly enveloped percussion sounds. A foreground track 
can b e laid over one or two background tracks. 

All this sounds rather good, until you realise that it's all Music 
Master can do! You can only lay down notes in real time, and when 
you've laid down a backing track (which has to be the right length and 
in perfect tempo) you must then play the accompaniment and melody 
line without stopping. I'd be interested to hear of anyone other than a 
trained musician who can do this without error. 

H you do succeed in creating a tune, you can save it to cassette or 
disk and reload and replay it later. There are no facilities to edit the 
piece. 

So sophisticated is Music Master that Vanguard doesn't seem to 
think it needs a manual, printing brief instructions instead on the back 
of the box. They contain some odd English, suggesting that DataSync, 
the people who wrote the program, are from abroad. A pity someone 
at Vanguard couldn't have edited it through. 

Verdict 
When you consider that Rainbird's Music System, with which the 
Music Master is comparable in price, offers a scrolling manuscript 
display where you can enter music note by note, as well as a 
keyboard and synthesiser module to create as many voices as you 
want, you might feel, as I do, that Music Master is vastly over-priced. • 

GOOD NEWS BAD NEWS 
1 • Seemstoworfcas intended. • It never intended to do much. 
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accented. This sort of thing adds to my impression that the 
package really can offer something to serious musicians, as well 
as the enthusiastic amateurs most packages cater for. 

US ING THE SYSTEM .1 
You'll notice the extra features as soon as you start using the 
package. After the loading screen you face a new control 
screen, with icons meaning link, edit/playback and printout. To 
start with, the linker is highlighted. You can move the highlight 
to either of the other modules by hitting the space bar, or select 
the highlighted module by hitting enter/return. This is the 
system used throughout the package for selecting icons, so 
owners of the original system will immediately feel at home. 

The first thing you'll want to do is create your piece of 
music. For this you'll need to select the edit/playback module. 
This is essentially the same as the system reviewed in March, 
but it's worth a quick look at it again. 

EDIT ING A N D P L A Y B A C K w 
The edit/playback screen is dominated by the Voice Monitor 
Window, or VMW. There are three voices - three separate 
parts to your harmony - but you can edit only one at a time. You 
can scroll through the score for each voice, adding and deleting 
notes as you see fit. The use of a scrolling window makes 
editing very easy indeed; it is one of the system's strengths that 
its competitors would do well to emulate. 

Editing options include just about every feature a piece of 
music can have: dynamics, accents, accidentals or whatever. 
These are all easily accessible from pull-down menus, and 
there are quicker key combinations you can use once you're 
more experienced. You can set the system to insert barlines 
automatically, or you can put them in by hand if you have a taste 
for irregular time signatures. The only serious omission is 
triplets, but that's not exactly crippling. 

Recording was a unique feature of the original system, and 
is still something quite unusual these days. In recording mode, 
part of Arnold's keyboard behaves like a piano. By hitting 
different keys you can play tunes, either recording them or just 
practising. Recording a piece of music doesn't ;ust store it for 
playback it actually writes your tune onto the stave for 
subsequent editing or printout. 

Once you've written or recorded your tune, you'll want to 
play it back. Here there is a really nice option: you can set your 
score to scroll through the VMW, a note at a time, as the system 
plays it. Unlike in edit mode, all three voices are displayed at 
once. It's an impressive and entertaining feature, and a great 
way to track down that elusive wrong note. 

What's really nice about the playback system is the way it 
behaves like normal music. Accidentals affect subsequent notes 
in the bar, for example, and the first note of each bar is 

H A R D C O P Y J / Z 
The separate printout module is well thought out, and will 
prove invaluable to musicians everywhere. It can print up to six 
voices on one stave, displaying dynamics and even allowing 
you to add a line of lyrics or additional directions. 

Back in our March issue Pete Connor reviewed The Music 
System from Rainbird, and he liked it a lot. It was certainly way 
ahead of the competition at the time, and none of the music 
packages since have really done anything to change this. Not 
content with merely having the best music product on the 
market, Rainbird have brought out a new improved version for 
disk users. They call it The Advanced Music System, and I'd say 
that 'advanced' is the word for it. 

Rainbird have added two new modules to the original 
system: as well as the music editing and playback section, the 
advanced package has prmtout and file-linking modules. These 
beef the system up a great deal, and that's no mean feat 
considering how thorough it was to start with. 
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The ability to handle six different voices is very impressive, 
but it does cause the odd complication. After all, the editor can 
only handle three voices and music files only contain three 
voices. To get a six-voice tune then, you have to edit and play it 
as two three-voice tunes. You can then switch to the printout 
module, load the two separate music files you've created and 
then print all six voices out. 

Adding lyrics is very straightforward - just type them in 
underneath each bar. You can use only one line, though, and 
some users may find they need to save this for additional, non-
Music System directions like legato or andante. The lyrics come 
out in a small, rather poorly defined typeface but are perfectly 
readable. It's a shame they couldn't be slightly more legible 
though - of a quality to match the notes - since the system has 
obvious uses in music teaching. 

The module can drive a wide range of dot-matrix printers, 
and can cope with continuous or single-sheet paper over 80 or 
132 columns. It can split bars at the edge of the page or wrap 
them onto the next line, cut out individual voices or even clefs, 
and string separate files together for printing lengthy works. 

The need for that last printout option stems from the main 
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shortcoming of the original system: the small amount of memory 
available for your tune. There 's room for a maximum of 1000 
notes in memory, and that has to be shared between the three 
separate voices. 

To write longer works than this limit would otherwise 
allow, you have to use the advanced system's new linker 
module. This allows you to load in up to 13 music files at a time, 
with an upper limit of over 6000 notes total. 

Having loaded the files you can then build them up into a 
playing sequence a list of files to b e played. You can repeat 
movements or entire pieces , so that the sequence itself involves 
many more than 6000 notes. You can have up to 99 separate 
entries in the sequence , and that will b e more than enough for 
most purposes. The whole sequence can b e saved to disk, 
loaded in later and played as a concert or simply as one 
enormous composition. 

VERD ICT I V ^ J * i M M ^ : ^ O W T « 
The main section of the system looks every bit as good now as it 
did six months ago. The linker goes some considerable way 
toward solving its space problems and as such is a welcome 
feature of the advanced system. 

But it's the hard-copy facility that really earns that extra £10. 
The addition of the printer module gives the system a whole 
range of uses it didn't have open to it before . You can now 
record a p iece on the keyboard, edit it in the VMW and dump it 
to your printer as a finished score without once having to pick 
up a pencil. 

If you want to arrange a p iece for an ensemble and then 
print each instrument's part separately, the system can do this 
quite easily. Choral arrangements would need a little more 
work to cope with differences in the lyrics of separate parts, but 
the system would still b e an enormous advantage. 

The printout module makes the Advanced Music System a 
useful musical tool, as well as the entertaining and easy-to-use 
program the original system was. 

G O O D N E W S 
• Music edit/record,'playback 
system is s t i l l the best on the 
market by some way. 
• Printout module is enormously 
useful. 

Linker yets round a lot of those 
space problems. 

Comes w i t h two good, clear 
manuals. 

Very reasonable price, 
considering what it can do for you. 

B A D N E W S 
• Worth the extra £10 only if 
you've got a dot-matrix printer. 

M A K I N G MUSIC r 
EMU is a menu-driven program: to choose an option, you have 
to move a highlight up and down or from side to side in a list of 
choices, hitting the enter or return key when you've found the 
one you want. This is a deliberate departure from the more 
fashionable icon system, and does avoid those annoying 'guess 
what this symbol means' problems. I don't think it really makes 
much difference in the long run, but it does make things a little 
easier when you're learning to use the system. 

Selecting 'Music' from the main menu gives you the main 
editing screen, with a new sub-menu running across the top of 
it. Sub-menu options include edit, record and play. 'Edit' gives 
you direct access to the scores for the different voices. All three 
of these are visible at once, so it's easy to create decent 
harmonies without too much voice-switching. 

This is probably just as well, because there is a slight 
problem with voice-switching on the EMU: infuriatingly, it 
returns you to the start of the piece every time you move from 
one voice to another. This is a shame, because the editing is 
otherwise very nice indeed. Using the numeric keypad as an 
extended cursor pad you can rapidly select the pitch and length 
of note or rest you want, and facilities for deleting and inserting 
are the best I've yet seen on a music package. 

If all that musical notation seems a little daunting, there's a 
very effective Music System-style 'Record' option using the top 
two rows of the micro's keyboard as your piano. Once you've 
recorded your music onto the stave, you can bring all that 
lovely editing power to bear on it and that's a strong 
combination. 

U S I N G THE MUSIC M f a T ^ r ^ W I ^ J T , k 
When it comes to doing things with the music you've created, 
EMU may not b e able to print the stuff out but it does have 
another trick up its s leeve. By selecting the option 'Save-RSX' 
from the tape/disk sub-menu, you can create a 'stand-alone' file. 
This is a machine-code routine which you can use with your own 
Basic programs, quite independently of EMU itself. 

All you need to do to use such a file is write a simple p iece 
of Basic into your program - about five lines, all told. Run these 
to set the system up, and you can then use the bar command 
| PLAY to play a particular piece of music. 

The music will k e e p going while you do other things with 
Arnold, so you could use it quite easily for adding music to 
Basic games. The only thing it won't play through is a tape load 
or save, and that's hardly likely to spoil the package for you. It's 
an easy system to use, and vastly less effort than writing your 
own music routines. As for space, the demo file of the Radetsky 
March took up 6K - not bad for a substantial p iece of music plus 
the system to play it. 

VERD ICT F ' ^ i ^ r m L . V J V I 
As a straight music-composing program, EMU would come 
second only to The Music System for performance and value for 
money. It lacks the scrolling display and overall simplicity of 
Rainbird's offering, but you can see all three voices at once and 
there's that slick insertion and deletion too. 

Of course, EMU isn't just a composing program. It's also a 
great way to add music to your own Basic programs, and that's 
something The Music System can't do for you. If you're a 
musician you might well prefer TMS, but if you're a bit of a 
programmer then EMUs got to b e well worth a look. 

Due for release early in October, this Discovery package could 
b e the first to give The Music System a run for its money. It isn't 
just a simple music program by any means - it could come in 
very handy as a utility for anyone wanting to add music to their 
own programs. But let's take a look at the editing and playback 
side of things first. 

£*0 
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G O O D N E W S B A D N E W S 

• Doubles as composing system • Can get a bit complex in places. 
and programming ut i l i ty . • Doesn't have TMS~s lovely 
• Good recording and edit ing of scrolling display. 
music. 
• You can see al l three voices at 
once. 
• Can add music to your Basic 
games. 
• Very reasonable price. 

_ E .M.U. ( E l e c t r o n i c M u s i c Uti l i ty) 
Discovery, all CPCs , £14.95 cass , £19.95 disk 
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In Part Four of this 
series Matt Nicholson looks at how 
you use CP/M to create fi les and move files around 
within Arnold. Part Four also says goodbye to the PCW 
and, like the rest of Amstrad Action, concentrates on 
CPC models exc lus ive ly . But never fear, al l you Joyce 
owners, because there is a whole new magazine out 
devoted totally to you. 

So far in this series we have looked at plenty of ways of 
examining the state of your Arnold. Parts One and Two looked 
at the DIRectory command, for finding out all there is to know 
about the contents of your disks; while Part Three looked at 
STATus, DEVICE and SHOW, for finding out all about the state 
of Arnold himself. What we have not done is used CP/M to 
create files or move files around within Arnold. This is where 
the PIP command comes in. 

The letters 'PIP' stand for 'Peripheral Interchange 
Program', and the name tells us quite a lot about the command 
itself. First of all the word 'program'. PIP is a self-contained 
program within the CP/M environment, and is to b e found as the 
file PIP.COM on your CP/M 2.2 or CP/M PLUS system disk. Boot 
up CP/M, using the back-up copy we created using DISCKIT2 or 
3 in Part Three of this series, and not the original system disk. 
Nowenter PIP on the A-prompt, and you will be presented with 
this on screen: 

A>pip 
CP/M 3 PIP VERSION 3.0 * 

The first line simply tells you that you what version of the PIP 
program you have run, and is not present if you are using CP/M 
2.2. The is the PIP program's prompt, in the same way that 
'A>' is CP/M's prompt. To get out of the PIP program just hit 
Return, and the A-prompt reappears. 

The remainder of the program's title, 'Peripheral Inter-
change', tells us what PIP does: it is a program for moving files 
from one peripheral to another. These peripherals include the 
disk drive, or drives if you have a second connected; and also 
include the keyboard, the screen, the printer and serial 
interface if you have one that is. 

The basic format for a PIP command is straightforward, 
though at first sight illogical as it requires the destination first, 
and then the source. If you are running CP/M PLUS, try entering 
PIP CON: = A:PROFILE.ENG on the A-prompt. Your screen 
should look something like this: 

A>pip con:=a:profile.eng 
setkeys keys.ccp 
language 3 

Before you reel back in horror at the result, let's look at what we 
have asked Arnold to do. First of all we have called up the PIP 
program by typing 'PIP'. We have then asked the program to 
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C R E A T I N G Y O U R O W N FILE 
What we have done here is to ask for the contents of a file to be 
displayed on screen. However we could do this the other way 
round, and send the input from the Console to become the 
contents of a hie. This may not make much sense until you 
realise that the 'console' means the keyboard as well as the 
screen to CP/M. So, try entering PIP A r M Y F I L E - CON: at the 
A-prompt. What this does is 'set the file called MYFILE to equal 
the input from the keyboard'. After you hit Return the cursor 
moves to the start of the next line, waiting for your input. Type 
Hello, followed by Control Z (hold the Control key down and 
hit the T key). 'Control Z' is a special character that means 'this 
is the end of the file'. The disk drive should whirr for a second, 
and then the A-prompt reappears. 

At the A-prompt enter DIR to list the files stored on the 
disk. If you look carefully at the list you will see a file called 
MYFILE, which is the file you have just created. You can 
examine the contents of this file by entering PIP 
CON:~ A:MYFILE, in the same way as we did above. The 
word 'Hello' appears on screen which, as we know, is the 
contents of the file called MYFILE. 

So. we have created a file called MYFILE which contains the 
word 'Hello'; we have created it using PIP, and examined its 
contents using PIP. What else can we do with it? Using PIP we 
can transfer it wherever we want. Again looking back at Part 
Three of this series, we see that LST: is the printer. If you have a 
printer connected to your Arnold, try entering PIP 
L S T : - A : M Y F I L E . Out of your printer should come the word 
'Hello', as you have just asked for the contents of the file called 
MYFILE to b e sent to the printer. If you were to try this without a 

transfer the file 'PROFILE.ENG' on 
disk A to the destination CON":. Looking 

back at Part Three of this series reveals that 
CON: stands for 'console', meaning Arnold's screen. So what 
we see in the last two lines on the screen is the contents of the 
file called 'PROFILE.ENG'. At this stage in the series the 
contents of the file are probably totally meaningless, but don't 
worry about that now! 

If you are running CP/M 2.2 you won't have a file called 
PROFILE.ENG on your system disk, however you can get a 
similar result by entering PIP CON: A : L 0 G 0 2 . S U B , which 
displays on screen the contents of the file L0G02.SUB. It may 
seem strange to have to put the destination first in PIP com-
mands, but if you think of this command as 'setting (the console) 
to equal (the contents of file L0G02.SUB)' it makes a bit more 
sense. 
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C O P Y I N G F R O M DISK T O DISK 
One of the most important applications of the PIP program is the 
copying of files from one disk to another. The ability to copy 
files from disk to disk means that you can create disks with just 
the files you need for any given task. It also means you can 
optimise on disk space, and keep back-up files of important 
data in case any tiling goes wrong. For this reason the PIP 
command is probably the one you will find yourself using most 
often. 

If you are one of those people fortunate enough to own a 
second disk drive, copying files from one di3k to another is 
easy. First of ail you will need a freshly formatted disk, created 
using DISCKIT2 if you are running CP/M 2.2, or DISCKIT3 if you 
have CP/M PLUS. Put your fresh disk in the second disk drive, 
and your back-up copy of the CP/M system disk the one 
containing your newly created MYFILE - into the built-in disk 
drive. CP/M calls the built-in drive 'Drive A', and the second 
drive 'Drive B'; so to copy MYFILE from drive A to drive B you 
enter P I P B: = A : M Y F I L E on the A-prompt. In fact P IP 
B : - M Y F I L E would have done just as well, as CP/M assumes 
that MYFILE is on drive A unless you tell it otherwise, as A is the 
Active Drive. 

Both drives will whirr for a short time, leaving you with the 
A-prompt on screen. Nov/ enter DIR B: at the A prompt, to give 
you a directory of the disk in drive B. The screen will simply 
display the name MYFILE as being the only file on drive B. You 
can enter P I P CON: = B : M Y F I L E to prove to yourself that this 
file does indeed contain the word 'Hello'. Now enter DIR by 
itself, to get a list of the files on the disk in drive A. Once again 
you will see the file MYFILE listed there; and you have 
succeeded in making a back up of the file you created earlier. 

But what about us? I hear all you single disk drive owners 
ask. If you are running CP/M PLUS then you are OK, because 
CP/M PLUS has a trick up its sleeve for pretending that your 
built-in drive is actually two seperate drives drive A and 
drive B. If you reset your machine (by pressing the Shift, 
Control and Esc keys at the same time) and re-boot CP/M PLUS, 
you will notice the words Drive is A: down at the bottom right-
hand corner of the screen. Now enter B: at the A-prompt. 
Arnold will let out a little beep and scroll the message Please 
put the disc for B: into the drive then press any key across the 
bottom of the screen. Put a clean, formatted disk into the drive 

and press any key, just as the message asks. Arnold whirrs for a 
moment, and then displays B> in place of the usual A>. Note the 
bottom right-hand corner of the screen it now reads Drive is 
B:. 

USING THE PIP COMMAND 
The Peripheral Interchange don't wish to change the name 
Program, contained in the file of the file you are copying. So 
PIP.COM on your CP/M system B: A:*.* copies all the files on 
disk, is used for copying files drive A to drive B. 
from one disk to another, or to Either the destination or the 
and from peripheral devices, source of the PIP command can 
The basic format is: be peripheral devices, so the 

following, can be used as 
PIP Destination = Source required: 
or 
PIP CON: As the destination means 
•Destination = Source the screen; as the source means 

the keyboard. 
If the destination and source are LST: Can only be used as the 
disk files they should be speci- destination, when it results in 
fied Drive:filename.filetype, the source being directed to the 
where the Drive is either A or B. printer. 
The Drive letter can be omitted TTY: As the destination means 
if the file is on the active drive, the source will be output 
The wild cards ? and * can be through the serial port; as 
used as required, and the file- source means the destination 
name and type of the destination will take information from the 
can be omitted altogether if you serial port. 

So CP/M PLUS owners can pretend they have a second disk 
drive, even though they only have one though it can involve a 
considerable amount of disk-swapping. CP/M PLUS is fairly 
intelligent when it comes to keeping track of which disk is 
which, and always prompts you in this manner when you have 
to change disks; but it can b e fooled. If you were to put in the B 
disk when it was asking for disk A it would blindly continue -
Arnold trusts you to remember which disk is which. 

So, to copy MYFILE onto a new disk with a single-drive 
CP/M PLUS system, proceed as though you had two disk drives 
but follow the on-screen prompts as to when to change disks. I 
am afraid that CP/M 2.2 does not have this flexibility: you can 
only use PIP to copy files from one disk to another if you actually 
have two disk drives connected. One more reason for using 
CP/M PLUS rather than the older CP/M 2.2! 

L O S I N G A D A Y ' S W O R K 
Having created a file, examined it and copied it onto another 
disk, let's round off by learning how to delete it! This is done 
very simply using the ERAse command. As you might imagine 
this command is to all intents and purposes irreversible, unless 
you own a suitable Disk Doctor-type program, so care is 
needed in its use. We can get rid of our little MYFILE quite 
easily, by entering ERA MYFILE at the A-prompt, but a safer 
way of doing this in CP/M PLUS is to enter ERA M Y F I L E [C], 
which requires the file ERASE.COM on your system disk. This 
asks for confirmation first, before committing the final act. 
Simply hit the ' Y' key and your file is gone forever. 

Next month we will look further at the use of the PIP 
command, before looking at some of the other programs 
supplied on your CP/M disks so see you then. • 
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printer connected the words LPT not ready Retry, Ignore or 
Cancel? will scroll across the bottom of your screen. Hit 'C' to 
cancel this instruction and the error message disappears to be 
replaced by the A-prompt. 
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Absolute 
Beginners 
Andy Wil ton's crash course in Basic this month 
moves on to expressions and tests out 
Arnold's arithmetic 

bio 

PART 6 
In ease you hadn't realised, we've come quite a long way from 
where we started in Absolute Beginners Part 1. You should now 
know how to write simple programs to put text and graphics on 
the screen, and how to save yourself effort by making Arnold 
perform bits of your program repeatedly. 

You'll also have had a first look at what variables are, and 
what they can do for your programs. We'll be taking this quite a 
bit further this month. If things seem to get a bit complicated, 
just remember what variables are - they're letters or words 
used to stand in for numbers. 

EXPRESS IONS 
Many commands in Basic are controlled by operands- numbers 
that come after the commands themselves, describing precisely 
how Arnold should perform the tasks the commands tell him to. 

Let's take a closer look at operands for a moment. We've 
already seen over the last couple of months that we can use 
variables as operands. That's because, as we've already seen, 
variables are words that stand in for numbers. The line 
'a - 80:b — 120:PLOT a,b* means the same as 'PLOT 80,120' 
because 'a' stands in for the number 80 and 'b1 stands in for the 
number 120. It doesn't end there though. 

Remember how we used PRINT last time to display the 
values of variables? Type this program in, and RUN it: 

10 a - 5 0 
20 PRINT a 
30 PRINT a + 10 
40 b ~ 40:PRINT a b 
50 PRINT a -f b-10 

You should get a list of numbers running down the screen. The 
first of these comcs from 'PRINT a' in line 20. The number is 50, 
because that's the value of 'a'. The second number, 60, comes 
from 'PRINT a * 10' in line 30. Since 'a' has a value of 5 0 , 4 a + 10' 
has the value 60 and that's what the PRINT command displays. 

The other two numbers speak for themselves. Satisfy 
yourself that you understand why Arnold prints those values, 
and then type this next program in - not forgetting to NEW the 
previous one first. 
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10 a = 9 5 : b = 140 
20 M O V E a , b , l 
30 DRAW a,b + 80,1 
40 DRAW a 4- 50,b t 80,1 
SO DRAW a f 50,b,l 
60 DRAW a ,b , l 

As you can sec when you RUN it, the program draws a 
rectangle. The variables 'a' and 'b' determine where the 
rectangle goes on the screen, so you can put it somewhere else 
just by substituting in a new line. Try that now - just type in ' 10 
a = 4 7 0 : b - 1 0 ' or similar - and you'll see that the whole 
rectangle is drawn somewhere else altogether, but it's still the 
same shape as before. 

We've seen variables do this sort of thing before, allowing 
us to change the effect of a program in some way without having 
to alter every line of it. Notice how all the MOVE and DRAW 
coordinates depend on the values of 'a' and 'b'. It's quite okay 
to use things like 'a + 50' as the operand of a command: Arnold 
just looks up the value of 'a', adds 50 to it, and uses the answer 
as an operand in the normal way. 

Where you've got something like 'a 50' or 'a + b-10', we 
call it an arithmetical expression, or just expression for short. 
You've already met expressions in the square-dragging 
program from last month's Absolute Beginners: if you've got the 
September AA to hand, you can go back and take a look at it. 

A BIT O F A R I T H M E T I C 
If you'd always thought computer programming was all about 
maths, don't worry it isn't. A little bit of simple arithmetic can 
come in handy, though. It's hardly frightening stuff. We've 
already seen adding and subtracting in the expressions above, 
and they're really very easy. 

Multiplying and dividing are almost as simple, but there is a 
slight snag. Take a look at Arnold's keyboard. You should find 
the plus and equals signs easily enough, and you can soon 
figure out which one the minus sign is - but where are the 
multiply and divide signs? 

e + =X 
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Well, they are there, but they just don't look the way you 
might expect them to. Instead of ' * ' for multiply, you use ' * ' 
(you must hold down <shift>) arid instead of ' - r ' you use '/' 
(same key as the question mark). Type this program in, and 
RUN it: 

1 0 a = 20:b = 4 : c ~ 5 
20 P R I N T " M u l t i p l i c a t i o n " ^ 
30 P R I N T a * b 
40 P R I N T a * c 
50 P R I N T " D i v i s i o n " 
60 P R I N T a/b 
70 P R I N T a/c 

The nice bit about all this is that Arnold does all the work. He's 
got a sort of built-in calculator to do your number-crunching for 
you, so all you've got to do is tell him the sum you want him to 
work out. 

MORE ON VARIABLES 
The whole point of a variable is that you can vary it change its 
value, in other words. To do this, you use an assignment, like 
' a - 4 0 " or 'd 571'. So far, this is the only kind of assignment 
we've seen: variable name number. 

In fact, assignments can b e rather more powerful. Instead of 
a number after the ' = ' you can use a variable or expression. 
Try this program out: 

10 a - 9 0 
20 b - a 
30 P R I N T b 
40 c = b + 20 
50 P R I N T c 

The assignment in line 10 sets the value of 'a' to 90. The 
assignment in line 20 makes the value of 'b' the same as that of 
'a' - 90, in other words - so that's the value that gets printed out 
by line 30. Line 40 works in a similar way, making 'c ' equal to 
the value of 'b' plus 20. You can see that it's worked from the 
value printed by line 50. 

That's all very well, but the next bit takes assignments a 
whole lot further. Type this in and RUN it: 

10 a - 5 5 
20 P R I N T a 
3 0 ' a ~ a + 10 
40 P R I N T a 
50 a - a + 1 0 
60 P R I N T a 

The assignments in lines 30 and 50 are a bit different from what 
we've seen before. The new value that each of these assign-
ments gives 'a' depends on the value of 'a' up to that point. As 
you can see from the numbers printed out by the program, 'a' 
has a different value at each of lines 20, 40 and 60. Even though 
the assignments in lines 30 and 50 are identical, they don't give 
a' the same value. 

Each of the ' a - a I 10' assignments increases 'a' by 10. This 
:s no: a proper equation in ordinary maths, but Basic takes 
"a = a • 10' to mean take the current value of 'a', add 10 to it and 
make that die new value of 'a'. This idea of using the old value of 
a variable to make its new value can come in very handy 
indeed. 

LOOPS AGAIN 
Let me show you a program that uses this idea. Type it in and 
RUN it, and see what it does: 

10 a 1 
20 F O R b ~ 1 to 20 
30 a a * 2 
40 P R I N T a 
50 N E X T b 

The numbers it prints out are powers of 2. Line 30 doubles the 
value of 'a' each time, and line 40 puts the new value on screen. 
We don't actually use the loop variable 'b' in this process. It's 
just there to make sure Arnold runs through the FOR-NEXT loop 
the right number of times. 

Even if you're crazy about numbers, that last program 
probably didn't get you too excited. Well, let's s e e if we can't 
do something a bit more interesting. Try this listing out: 

10 F O R a - 1 to 50 
20 C L S : M O V E 320-a,200-a 
30 D R A W 320-t-a,200-a,l 
40 DRAW 320 + a,200 4- a , l 
50 D R A W 320-a,200 1 a , l 
60 DRAW 320-a,200-a, 1 
70 N E X T a 

It's a modified version of the square-dragging program from 
last time - yes, that old one again only this time the square 
stays in the middle of the screen, starting as a point of light and 
gradually growing larger. You could use the STEP command to 
make it grow faster, the way we did last time. Try modifying the 
program to read like this: 

5 a = l : b = 2 
10 F O R c — 1 TO 10 
15 a = a * b 
20 C L S : M O V E 320-a,200-a 
30 D R A W 3204- a ,200-a, l 
40 D R A W 320 t a,200 + a , l 
50 D R A W 320-a,200 a , l 
60 D R A W 320-a,200-a,l 
70 N E X T c 

Nov/ you'll find the square grows faster and faster, as if you're 
flying towards it. So what's changed? 

The variable 'a' controls the size of the square. In the 
original program "a! was the loop variable, so it increased by a 
fixed amount each time. In the modified program, on the other 
hand, 'a' doubles each time. That's what the 'a = a*b* in line 15 
does. It's the same technique we used in the 'powers of 2' 
program you typed in earlier on, only here the variable 'b ! is 
used instead of 2. It works the same way though, because line 5 
set the value of 'b ' equal to 2. 

The only problem with this modified program is that it's a 
bit fast. If we want to slow it down, we ' re going to have to 
reduce 'b' a little. Try changing line 5 to "5 a = l :b = 1.5' - just 
use a full stop for the decimal point. 

Now edit line 10 so that the loop repeats a few more times: 
'10 FOR c - 1 TO 20' is about.right, but the precise number isn't 
too important. To slow the program down still further, just set 
'b' to some even smaller number - but k e e p it greater than 1 -
and alter the loop count in line 10. 

SUMMARY 
In AD Part 1 we saw that many 
commands have numbers which 
control them: these numbers 
are callcd operands. In the last 
two instalments we saw how 
variables letters or words 
which represent numbers - can 
serve as operands. This time, 
we've seen that an operand can 
in fact be an arithmetical ex-
pression like "a 10' or 
' c - d - 3 2 * . 

You can perform all the 
normal arithmetical operations, 
but some ot them use unfamiliar 

symbols. While a' plus 10 is just 
'a - 10' and 'a' minus 10 is 'a-10'. 
'a ! times 10 and 'a' divided by 
10 are 'a* 10' and 'a/10' 
respectively. 

Expressions aren't just use-
ful as operands. They can also 
be u3ed in assignments - the 
commands which assign values 
to variables. Things like ' a - b ' 
or 'a 45*b' arc fine. You can 
take this even further with assig-
nments like 'a a - 1 0 1 , which 
increases 'a' by 10, and a - a * 2 ' 
which doubles 'a'. 
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

WE NEED YOU! 
A new mag from the O ld Barn means big changes to Serious Software -

we need your help! 

This m o n t h s e e s the launch of a n e w m a g a z i n e f rom the Old print? Worried about Wordstar? Then write to P r o b l e m Attic, 
B a m - ca l led 8000 PLUS. T h e new title is devoted totally to Amstrad Action at the Old Barn. W e will print your problems 
owners of the P C W 8256 and 8512, which m e a n s that we on and if we can't answer them ourselves then maybe one of our 
AA c a n devote all our p a g e s to the C P C r a n g e : the 464, 664 multitude of readers can - and if they can't they might like to 
and 6128. read the reply. But please don't ask us for solutions to games. If 

Although the PCW became the star of Serious Software, this we printed those it might spoil the game for others, and there 
does not mean that Amstrad Action becomes purely a games might not b e room in AA for anything else! 
mag. Serious Software will still cover what business packages Send us your hints and tips. If you've found any neat tricks 
come out for the CPC models, but can devote more space to to use in Basic, Wordstar, Graphic Adventure Creator, Quill, 
other aspects of home computing such as programming, type- dBasell, or machine code - or just want to show off - then send 
ins, hints and tips, comms, graphics and music our seven- your tips to Hot Tips , Amstrad Action, at the Old Barn, 
page special this month. And if you are using your CPC to control your train set, run 

W e would like your help with Serious Software: after all it's your business, play in a rock and roll band, or anything else 
your mag. Send us your Type- ins . W e are looking for quality that you might like to tell us about; the address is A D a y in the 
listings that show elegant use of Basic or even machine code. Life, A m s t r a d Action, at the same address. Tell us what you 
W e will print them if they are worth typing in. Use the form on are up to in anything from five to 500 words, and we will let the 
page 64 and remember , we pay for what we print. cat out of the bag . Please include your phone number too, so 

Having problems with Basic? Can't get your printer to that we can contact you should we need more details. 
CPC owners, this mag's now totally for you! 

ISERIOUS SOFTWARE TOP TEN 
The chart created by AA readers 

This 
month 

Last 
month i % of votes Tide Softwarehouse 

1. 1 36.9% GRAPHIC ADVENTURE CREATOR Incentive 
2. 5 8.4% TRANSMAT Pride Utilities 
3. 6 6.8% LASER BASIC Ocean 
4. 7 6.5% TASWORD Tasword 
5. 3 6.3% AMX MOUSE AMS 
6. — 6.3% MINI OFFICE Database 
7. 4 6.1% EASI AMSWORD Amsoft 
8. 2 4.4% MINI OFFICE 11 Database 
9. 9 3.2% THE QUILL Gilsoft 
10. — 2.5% ELECTRIC STUDIO LIGHTPEN Electric Studio 

Graphic Advenrure Creator is still holding on to the number 
one position, and has been there since the June issue, so 
you guys must be writing some pretty hot adventures! If 
you arc, then let us know - we're always interested in what 
you're upto out there. 

Both Mini Office and Electric Studio Lightpen make a re-
entry. and Laser Basic is doing well, but nothing is 
getting anywhere close to challenging GAC up at the 
top. And if you're interested in word processing, then 
Taswordwould appear to have your vote. 

3 0 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 Love mi*.aecpc<6* 



Champagne Suite & 
Exhibition Centre 

NOVOTEL 
HAMMERSMITH 

LONDON W6 
Friday, October 3, 10am-6pm 

Saturday, October 4, 10am-6pm 
Sunday, October 5, 10am-4pm 

Two whole floors of the Novotel, easily 
reached by tube, bus or car. 

* All that's new from Amstrad and leading 
hardware and software suppliers. 

* Unrepeatable bargains to be found right 
round the show. 

* Free advice from the experts about all your 
computing problems. 

* Non-stop demonstrations and videos in the 
Amstrad Theatre. 

* Electronic mail in action - the world comes 
to your fingertips. 

lilt i Lb • 

Confirmed bookings from: 
* Arrstrad MvcroLink 

Advanced Memory Systems Micronet 8 0 0 
Advantage Micropro 
Anatrod U i t t Club Micro Simplex 
Am cx Minetva Systems 
Bernard Rahani PubLshing Miniature Tool C o 
Bourne Educational S o b s r s Mirage Micro Computers 
Cambrian Software Works MML Systems 
Carton Software Modem House 
CDS Software Newstar Software 
Celcom Systems ( X n t o s e 
Cdnricl Products Quest International 
Compact Software Pace Micro!ethnology 
Computer Manuals P C S 
Computing with the Amstrad Preston Software 
Connect Systems Pride Utilities 
Comix Pro<essx>nal [>aia Services 
Creative Sparks Romantic Robot 
DK Tnxiitb Rombo Productions 
Dxiaphonc R S C 
DkjwI Research Sagesoft 
EG Computer Graphics Sandpiper Software 
Fincyotind Ltd Soxcn Software 
l uture Publishing Sewnra 
Garwood Software Sliekharia 
GEM Distribution Simn Software 
Gultronics Software City 
Headline Communications Software Plus 
Hightoft Sgnshtne Rnnlc. 
HSV Computer Services Tasman Software 
Interlock Sendees Ihc Elcctric Studio 
Jentut Dciigni TVnaOc 
J B Software Tiritli 
Kempstor. Data Transform 
KDS Electronic! Velda Publishing 
LCL tducalional Software Vidix Case C o 
Load & Run Vulcan Electronics 
Load plan Willberry 
MAP Computer Systems Zonefour 

Avoid the 

queues! 

Get your 
ticket in 
advance 
and... 

Advance ticket order • i 
• 
| Plea.se supply: 

Adult tickets at £2 (save £1) £ 

Under- 16s tickets at £1 (save £1) £ 
TOTAL £ 

a 
| Please debit my credit card account 

5 Access . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Cheque enclosed made payable to 
Database Publications Ltd. 

Visa » l I L. J L. 
j Admission at door 

• £3 (adults), £2 (under 16s) 

POST TO: Amstrad Show Tickets, Europa House. 
6 8 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY. 

Champagne Suite & Exhibition 
Centre, Novotel, Hammersmith, W6 
October 3-5, 1986 

Name ... 
Address 

Signed 

-I I i i J PHONE ORDERS: Show Hotline: 061-456 8 8 3 5 
PRESTEL ORDERS: KEY '89 , THEN 6 1 4 5 6 8 3 8 3 
M1CROUNK ORDERS: MAILBOX 72fcMAGQ01 
Please quote credit card number and full address + Kef. AAIO 



Based on Judo, UCHI-MATA, is probably 
the most advanced and challenging 

Bnan Jacks received his black belt, 
1st Dan, when only 15. He is now 
a 7th Dan, an elite world group. 
Having won the British 
Championship eleven times, the 
Open Championshp five times, the 
European Cliampionship four 
times and an Olympic Medal, he is 
one of the most knowledgeable 
and foremost exponents of Judo 
in the world. 

martial arts simulation to date 

All the skills 'n'spills - without the bruises!!! 

Commodore 64 128 Cassette £9 95 
Disc £12.95 

Spectrum 43/128 Cassette £8.95 

Amstrad 464 664 6128 
Cassette £9 95 Dtsc £13 95 

MSX Cassette £9 95 
Tecro<al consultant, Brian Jacks, 
completing a successful UCH 
MATA, Cfie ol the nwiny t-xc itiri^ 
throws mcorporoted in the same 

Martech is the registered trade rruirk of Software Communications Limited, 
Martech House, Bay Terrace, Pevensey Bay, East Sussex BN24 6fcfc 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. PHONE: ;0323) 768456 TELEX: 8/8373 Martec G 



COMPATIBILITY 
All the games reviewed this 
month are compatible across 
the whole CPC range. 

REVENGE FOR BEYOND 
Beyond have earned their first Mastergame award m i M M , 
with the truly epic game Doomdark's Revenge. This ** ^ j r m W m i 
amazing feat of programming is the sequel to Lords of 
Midnight and features 6 ,000 locations, 48 ,000 
panoramic v iews , 128 very independent characters, 
128 objects, a quest, a war game - in fact there's so 
much there you' l l need to set aside a week to start _ 
playing it, but first set aside a few minutes to read the M A S T E R G A M E 
full facts on pages 42 and 43. Doomdark 's Revenge (Beyond) 42 

There's a strong supporting cast of very different 
Raves that should appeal to many different tastes. A A R A V E S 
There's Powerplay, an excellent game featuring trivia Impossible Mission (US Gold) 36 
questions in a whole new format, and there's a great D a n D a r e (Virgin) 38 
special offer on it as wel l : page 48 for the rev iew and Rowerplay (ArcanayZZZZZZZZ".'.48 
78 for the offer. Fourth Protocol is another fascinating F o u r t h p r o t o c Q , ( C e n t u r y ) 4 8 

game, based on Frederick Forsyth s book about intern-
ational espionage and a plot to blow up London: save r V T U C D O A t rfizo T C O T t r n 
the world on page 48 . U I M b h U A M t b I t b I t U 

Impossible Mission has f inal ly arrived and de- Mermaid Madness (Electric Dreams) 36 
spite the delays is still a great game - check that out Mission Omega (Mind Games) 38 
on page 36 - whi le Dan Dare, the comic-book hero, is Rescue on Fractalus (Activision) 40 
blasting out from Virgin on page 38. J o h n n y Reb II (Lothlorien) 45 

A great month for variety. If something here Nuclear Defence (Amsoft) 45 
doesn't suit you then nothing wi l l . Desert Fox (US Gold) 46 

Qabbalah (Amsoft) 51 
Stainless Steel (Mikro-Gen) 52 
International Rugby (Artie) 54 
Speed King (Mastertronic) 54 
International Karate (Endurance) 55 

TOP 20 AMSTRAD GAMES 
The chart created by AA readers 

No change to the top 
posi t ion, but Green Beret 
certainly seems to have 
won out over Commando 
and Who Dares Wins// for 
valour in combat. Rambo 
appears to be out of the 
running as far as you' re 
concerned. 

Loads of new 
entr ies too , w i th votes 
going to Bounder, 
Ghosts 'n'Goblins, Kane, 
Harvey Headbanger, 
Kung Fu Master, Turbo 
Esprit and even TLL 

Remember that 
these char ts are total ly 
independent because 
all the votes come f rom 

you. Use the vo t ing form 
on page 72 to place your 
vote and watch the chart 
change! 

This 
month 

Last 
month % of votes Title Software house 

1. 1 9.3% GET DEXTER PSS 
2. 12 8.9% GREEN BERET Imagine 
3. 5 7.2% BOMBJACK Elite 
4. 4 6.1% BATMAN Ocean 
5. 2 6.0% SPINDIZZY Electric Dreams 
6. 3 5.4% ELITE Firebird 
7. — 4.8% BOUNDER Gremlin 
8. 6 4.2% THE COVENANT PSS 
9. 10 3.7% HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER Vortex 
10. — 3.6% GHOST'N'GOBLINS Elite 
11. 2 3.5% SORCERY PLUS Virgin/Amsoft 
12. 9 3.4% COMMANDO Elite 
13. 20 3.2% YIEARKUNG FU Imagine 
14. — 2.8% KANE Mastertronic 
15. — 2.8% HARVEY HEADBANGER Firebird 
16. 13 2.4% WHO DARES WINS 11 Alligata 
17. — 2.2% KUNG FU MASTER U S Gold 
18. — 2.0% TURBO ESPRIT Durell 
19. 18 2.0% SPELLBOUND Mastertronic 
20. — 1.7% TLL Vortex 
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ACTION TEST 

STARSTRIKEII ^ 
Realtime ^ 
AA Rating 9 4 % 
I can't say I was very impressed 
with this one. The graphics are 
good but are very slow, which 
put me off. It's not really fast 
enough to be a shoot-em-up and 
there's no strategy involved. If 
you want pretty graphics buy it; 
if you want a good space game 
get Elite. 
Richard Connelly, Crofton 

SOCCER '86 
Loriciels 
AA Rating 6 1 % 
The grace and artistry of Platini 
and his colleagues is not 
needed here - it's more a ques-
tion of pretending to be Wim-
bledon and playing kick-and-
run. Graphics and sound cue 
quite nice, but it's far too easy if 
you're a dogger. 
Kevin Lucy(?), Worthing 

HARVEY 
HEADBANGER 
Firebird 
AA Rating 9 1 % 
A very simple idea but a very 
enjoyable and compulsive 
game. As a one-player game I'd 
imagine the novelty would 
eventually wear off, but if 
you've got an opponent you 
could have unlimited fun with 
this at the incredible price of 
£1.99. 
Gerry Hughes, Cranleigh 

A host of plaudits for Mastertronic's Knight Tyme this 
month, and with Firebird's Harvey Headbanger getting 
more favourable comment and Thurst popping up, it's a 
good month for budget games. Meanwhile Ghosts'n Gob-
lins got most of the praise for the fnU-price brigade. We've 
also got comments on Knight Games and Storm where it 
looks as if we'll have to agree to differ. 

If you want to tell us or a software house how right or 
wrong we've got a game, then VoP is the place to do it. Send 
your comments on the back of a postcard or stack-down 
envelope to: Voice of the People, Amstrad Action, The Old 
Barn, Somerton, Somerset, TAU SAH. 

all a tremendous budget game 
which beats most full-priced 
games easily. 
Mark Reynolds 

THRUST 
Firebird 
AA Rating 9 4 % 
I have waited four years for this 
game, ever since the Gravitar 
machine, of which Thrust is an 
unashamed clone, was taken 
away from my local arcade. A 
sad day, but the wait has now 
been worth it. 

Thrust has a few differences 
from the real thing, but the 
graphics, choice of keys and 
smooth scrolling make it every 
bit as good and as addictive. At 
£8.95 you wouldn't be disap-
pointed, but at £1.99 this is Mas-
tergame material. 
Neil Robertson, Aberdeen 

GHOSTS'N GOBLINS 
Elite 
AA Rating 8 6 % 
This game has it all: good 
sound, great graphics and add-
ictive gameplay. My only moan 
is that after a while it can get 
frustrating. But it's still a great 
buy! 
Simon Doyle, Dingle 

The Magic Knight series gets 
better with every game. Knight 
Tyme is a great little arcade 
adventure that will provide 
hours of fun, although some of 
the early puzzles are fairly obvi-
ous. At £2.99 this is a match for 
any full-priced game and if you 
don't buy it you must be M.A.D.! 
Gerry Hughes, Cranleigh 

This is a very good game. It has 
good graphics and a good tune, 
the adventure element is very 
strong because of the many 
windows you can call up. There 
are a lot of puzzles which will 
make it tough to crack. 
Craig Muxtro, Loanhead 

This game is very good but it 
does have some flaws: no losing 
of armour, no weapons (features 
of the original arcade game -
dep.ed). Worst of all is its bad 
structuring: you can go a long 
way and then get killed and 
have to go all the way back. 
However, good graphics, sound 
and very addictive. 
Simon O'Connell, Sidcup 

This has probably got to be one 
of the best budget games of all 
time. The graphics are really 
good and sound is used to good 
effect as well. The windimation 
system is a joy to use and the 
whole game is very easy to get 
into. But the problems are not 
easy to solve and present a 
long-lasting challenge. 1 can say 
no more than that this game is 
brilliant and superb value for 
money. 
Richard Connelly, Crofton 

The first surprise about this 
game was the loading music. 
The second was how good it 
was. I didn't think it could be 
that good, but it was. The two-
player game is great fun and the 
one-player game is pretty 
tough. At £1.99 you've no 
excuse, so buy it! 
Simon Doyle, Dingle 

KNIGHT TYME 
Mastertronic 
AA Rating 9 5 % 
This budget arcade adventure 
from Mastertronic is superb. 
There's a lot of tough puzzling 
and a large area of planets to 
explore. The pleasant tune 
which plays throughout 
overcomes the disappointing 
lack of sound effects. The only 
bad point is the frustration of 
getting a long way into the 
game, making one mistake, and 
having to start all over again. 

This is more than made up 
for by the rewarding feeling 
after working out a puzzle which 
you couldn't do before. All-in-

Elite have done it again. This 
game is fantastic and is taken 
straight from the arcade. If you 
don't own an Amstrad buy one 
now and make sure Ghosts'n 
Goblins is one of the first games 
you buy. It is totally addictive 
and presents a real challenge to 
any gamester. It has great 
graphics, a fantastic time and 
underneath this there's a great 
game. 
Richard Connelly, Crofton 

KNIGHT GAMES 
English Software 
AA Rating 7 2 % 
This game is excellent. The 
graphics are the best I have 
ever seen on the Arnold. The 
music is brilliant and the game-
play is utterly amazing. One 
niggle is that sections load sepa-
rately. It is by far one of the best 
games made and will without a 
doubt win a Rave or Master-
game. English Software have 
produced a winner! 
C Morris, Swansea 

STORM 
Mastertronic 
AA Rating 8 4 % 
Another magazine in a preview 
of this game stated 'even this 
preview was enough to thrill'. 
All I can say is the reviewer 
must be easily pleased. I found 
this program completely boring 
and definitely not up to the stan-
dard of the other current Mas-
tertronic releases. 
Gerry Hughes, Cranleigh 
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ACTION TEST 
r 

M E R M A I D M A D N E S S 
fclettric Dreams. £9.99 cass. £14.99 disk, joystick only 

Graphically this game is very impressive 
indeed and stars one of the weirdest com-
puter characters you could ever hope to 
encounter, namely Myrtle the Mermaid. 
She's a stout-swilling, man-chasing, sea-
dwelling, 112-year-old mound of heaving 
flesh, intent on rescuing the unfortunate 
Gormless Gordon from a watery grave. 

The action starts with a very 
overweight, naked blonde chasing a diver 
off the end of a pier and diving into the 
water, and she sprouts a tail in the process. 
From there your task as the mermaid is to 
find the diver again and release him before 
his oxygen supply runs out. Finding him 
involves getting past many deadly sea 
creatures and solving some puzzles. 

You can swim around the delightful 
underwater screens and also walk on an 
outcrop of land in the search. In the water 
the mermaid has a nicely animated swimm-
ing action, while on land she looks like 
Cyril Smith breakdancing. You're quite 
buoyant with all that blubber so you may 
find control a little awkward, particularly 
when trying to squeeze past creatures in 
tight corners. 

The sea creatures appear on most 
screens and vary from sharks to jellyfish 
and sea-horses. They're all nicely drawn 

and like the scenery very colourful. Every 
time you bump into them the level of stout 
in a bottle goes down. It's fatal if it empties 
completely. Since you have only one life 
this is pretty serious, but there are replen-
ishing bottles left lying around. Some 
animals will kill you instantly; you have to 
find these by trial and error and steer well 
clear of them. 

SECOND OPINION 
The controls on this one are so 
cumbersome and so frustrating, you 
could be forgiven for giving up 
altogether. You wouldn't miss that 
much if you did. either. The 'Wally' 
games handled this kind of puzzling 
much better, and they look pretty tired 
now. Creat graphics don't make up for 
weak gameplay. 

AW 

You can carry one object at a time and 
need to use it to clear obstacles from your 
path or to solve problems. For instance it's 
fairly obvious what you do with dynamite 
but where should you use it and what do 
you need on a completely dark screen? 
The problems are fairly simple but with 

one mistake proving fatal, it may take a 
little while to crack some. 

As you get closer to Gordon a heart-
beat on screen gets faster but for the most 
part there isn't much exploration to be 
done, just a lot of experimentation. 

The graphics are certainly the best 
thing about the game. The gameplay is 
harmed by frustrating situations in which 
the mermaid gets stuck against a creature 
or dies instantly after a lot of hard work. 
However despite those reservations, it 
looks good, sounds good and will present 
an enjoyable challenge for a while. 

BW 

6 0 0 0 N E W S 
Very colourful graphics and good 

animation. 
A good dose of humour. 
A novel setting and implementation of 

this kind of arcade adventure. 
Should take a while to crack 

completely. 

Controls can be very frustrating when 
encountering creatures. 

Not enough depth to the puzzles. 

r 
I M P O S S I B L E M I S S I O N 
US Gold'Epyx, 19.9b cass. £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

I'll spare you the cliches about the late 
arrival of the game; suffice it to say that I'm 
relieved it's finally here. By now many of 
you will know what the game is about, and 
the crucial question is whether its age has 
made its gameplay outdated. 

The mission isn't impossible but it's 
certainly one of the toughest you'll come 
across, involving not only some great joy-
stick action but demanding puzzles as well. 
It's set in an underground complex of 32 
rooms, connected by lift shafts and cor-
ridors. Hidden in the 32 rooms are 36 
password puzzle pieces that have to be 
collected and put together to form a nine-
letter password. This password will enable 
you to prevent the destruction of the world 
- heavy, man! 

SECOND OPINION 
This one ought to be dated, but it isn't 

it's just good stuff. There are an awful 
lot of 'search the furniture' games 
axound at the moment, but IM's tough 
puzzles and timing problems put it 
streets ahead of them. Addictive, 
challenging and fun. 

AW 

All of the rooms are viewed in 2D and 
contain five basic elements: platforms 
which you can run on, lifts to get between 
platforms, computer terminals, furniture 
and robots. Each room always has the same 
platform layout, furniture and number of 
robots, but the arrangement of the rooms in 
relation to each other and the behaviour of 
each robot varies with every new game. 

Your character runs around the rooms 
and can somersault to avoid gaps in the 

floor and robots. He has to find and put 
together the 36 puzzle pieces within six 
hours, real time. However, every time he 
dies he loses ten minutes of the time avail-
able. and that can quickly eat into the time 
remaining. He searches the furniture while 
standing in front of each item for a set time; 
it then disappears and a message tells you 
what he found there. 

If there is no puzzle piece then there 
may be a robot snooze, lift initialisation 
(which resets the position of lifts in a room) 
or nothing at all. The robot snooze deacti-
vates the robots for a time and stops them 
killing your character with their electrical 
discharges or by running into him. When 
they're reactivated, though, they return to 
their preset movement patterns, and might 
ignore your character's presence, react to 
him on sight, sense his being in the room, 
shoot or speed up. The only way to find out 
how each one behaves is to watch it care-
fully and be ready for the various different 
reactions. 

There are two code rooms, in addition 
to the other 30, and in these you can gain 
additional robot snoozes and lift resets. You 
are played a series of notes (one note more 
every time you succeed) which have to be 
played back in ascending order to gain a 
code. 

Once you've collected a number of 
puzzle pieces you can operate a computer 
to attempt to put them together. Four pieces 
will link up to make a code that gives you 
one of the nine letters in a password. The 
pieces fit together like a complicated jig-
saw and at first it may take a long time to 
form complete codes. However, as you 
become familiar with the shapes they form 
and recognise individual pieces, it 

becomes easier. 
Searching the rooms, avoiding the 

robots and putting together the puzzles is 
very absorbing. It isn't quite as exciting as 
it might have been a year ago but it still has 
all the essential addictive gameplay that's 
needed. The animation and graphics are 

THIRD OPINION 
Similar action to Mission Elevator, 
Nexus and Max Headroom, but 
Impossible Mission is everything those 
games should have been. The 
graphics are great, the action spot-on, 
and the puzzling element just right. 
Buy it now! 

MN 

adequate although nothing more, and the 
sound is limited to a few effects like the 
noise of footsteps as you run and the buzz of 
robots shooting. It's a shame it's been a 
long time coming but it's still an excellent 
game. 

BW 

N W 
• 30 different devilish rooms. 
• Robots and platforms present testing 
problems in timing and accuracy. 
• Puzzles are tough but absorbing. 
• Code rooms, snoozes and 
somersaulting are good touches. 
• Still a classic game despite its late 
conversion. 

B E W 
&» Graphics and animation aren't that 
great. 

3 6 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 Bevevr/q™,... I'm hunting wabbiu 



ACTION TEST 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 
STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

A stout lass goes 
skinnydipping 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 
STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
The puzzle pieces axe colour-coded, 
but there's no real problem telling the 
colours apart-and that's what counts. 

AW 

Furniture which can 
be searched 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
3 ,000 

Puzzle problems 
To start with you may hove trouble working 
out exactly how to fit the puzzles together, so 
here are some extra tips to help you get 
started. 

The pieces appear two at a time In a 
memory window and can be moved from 
there to another main window. At first they 
just look like rectangles with odd coloured 
shapes in them, but when fitted together they 
take on more uniform shapes. The key to 
understanding how they work is experiment-
ation - you needn't worry about making a 
mess of it because once a piece of code is 
collected you can't lose it. 

The pieces come in three colours fit 
together only if the same colour. You can 
alter the colour of any piece or flip it upside-
down and back-to-front to try to get it to 
match. When you want to fit them together 
just try overlaying one on top of the other 
and the computer will tell you whether they 
fit or not. Sometimes two pieces will fit 
together but aren't supposed to, so that two 
others to fill the rest of the code are missing -
but you'll find that only out by trying every-
thing possible. 

somersaulting 

pat ro l l ing 
the plat forms Computer terminal 

for opera t ing 
snoozes and l i f ' 
resets 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
You can see okay, but the graphics are 
a lot less appealing. 

AW 
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r 
DAN DARE 
Viigm, 13.95 c^ss. f 1 A.flh liisk. joystick only 

The comic-book hero of the 1950a has made 
a couple of comebacks in recent years, but 
this looks like being his finest hour. It 
follows in the footsteps of some graphically 
superb games from the Gang of Five at 
Virgin, and has a lot to live up to in terms of 
gameplay as well. Dan is, as ever, battling 
against the Mekon to save Earth from a 
terrible fate, and naturally you've got to 
give him a helping hand. 

SECOND OPINION 
A bit lightweight for some people's 
tastes maybe, but I really like this new 
Gang of Five Treen-'em-up. After the 
complexity of Shogun they've gone for 
straightforward playability with the 
Pilot of the Future, and I think it pays 
o f f . Some mean problems, tons of 
great graphics and a host of Treens 
make it good addictive fun, and the 
speech-bubbles perfectly catch the 
mood of the original comic-strip. 

AW 

you have to find four building blocks to cord of superb design. They make parti-
bridge a chasm leading to Digby and the cularly good use of shadow, detail and 
self-destruct mechanism- plain colours to produce a very effective 

The inside of the asteroid is formed of 
'flick' screens that live up to Virgin's re-

SECOND OPINION 
A potentially great game spoiled for a 
ha 'pennyworth of tar. Clearer 
instructions and a more interesting 
game task and they could have had a 
Rave on their hands. As it is, you just 
end up aimlessly exploring an 
enormous network of corridors. Big, 
but pointless. 

AW 

You are aboard an alien ship, the 
Omega, and have to deactivate it by shutt-
ing down its four reactors. To do this 
you've got to build a number of robots that 
can then be moved around the ship to 
complete the task. We're told a lot about 
how to build the robots and control them, 
but not a sausage on what you're actually 
supposed to do with them. Presumably 
we're meant to enjoy the challenge of 
finding out, but personally I think Mind 
Games ask too much of the player who may 

3 8 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 no u w . no war . . . 



ACTION TEST 

look. This nicely sets up the atmosphere for 
the game, and the more of the asteroid you 
discover the more you'll like it. 

In most of the rooms are the Mekon's 
guards: various types of static robots who 
shoot at you, and the Treens, the Mekon's 
followers, who fly around some rooms 
shooting and also proving fatal if they touch 
you. You can zap robots and Treens with a 
trusty laser which shoots horizontally and 
diagonally upwards. 

THIRD OPINION 
A worthy tribute here to a hero from 
the past. It maybe just a simple arcade 
game, but the colour and graphics are 
well in keeping with the original, and 
the gameplay at just the right level to 
keep any player coming back for 
more. 

MN 

Every time Dan is touched by a Treen, 
falls down a hole or runs out of stamina 
from being shot, he loses a life and has to 
continue his mission from a prison cell. This 
is conveniently unlocked but can put Dan 
completely out of position if he died in a 
part of the asteroid that was difficult to 
reach. 

The asteroid's other danger is the long 
drops that appear on many screens, all too 
easily fallen into. You have to learn a 

technique for jumping them by hitting a 
diagonal on the joystick. To help you get 
around is an extensive system of lifts, but 
these are what you'll spend most of the time 
puzzling over. In places they form a maze 
where you'll have to experiment and ex-
plore: where to go and how? 

The four building blocks are automati-
cally picked up when you walk into them, 
so you'll know when you've found one. Dan 
then hafe to take them to the chasm, where 
they will extend the bridge towards Digby 
and the self-destruct switch. Each time a 
block is put in place one or more doorways 
will open in the game, allowing you to 
explore further and find the next block. 
Once you've got all four you have only to 
get to the top of the Mekon's rocket and 
effect a spectacular escape. 

The action is very compulsive at first, 
an effect doubled by the excellent • 
graphics. What really gets you hooked is 
the opening-out of the game with each new 
block to reveal new and interesting sec-
tions. It shouldn't take the hardened ex-
plorer too long to crack the game, but it's a 
lot of fun while you're trying and has a 
satisfying ending to the proceedings. 

BW 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
10,000 

0 D N W 
• Superb graphics again from the GoF. 
• Good controls once you work out the 
jumping. 
• Very compulsive gameplay. 
• Each discovery leads you into a new 
and interesting area. 
• Nice ending. 

B N W 
• Just a bit too easy. 
• Not much puzzling, just exploring. 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Everything's visible, and the Treens 
are greener than ever. 

AW 

GRAPHICS 33% mmm 
SONICS 86% •/IvXw/X'IvSftflffl^ 

GRAB FACTOR 63% lISps 
STAYING POWER 75% 

A A RATING 70% 

spend many a frustrating hour fighting to 
achieve the unknown. 

You have to shut down the four reac-
tors and escape within one hour, so you 
can't afford to waste any of it. 

The first thing is to build your robots. 
There are four types of base: hover, 
sphere, legs and tracks. Which one you 
choose will affect speed, carrying capa-
bility and resistance to damage. Having 
picked a base you need to put a weapon, 
sensor and power pack on it. There are 
four types of weapons from a laser to a 
missile, three" sensors (visual, audio and 
infra-red) and three types of power pack. 
Each of these will affect the others in some 
way; experience will teach you the best 
robots to build. The weapons and sensors 
consume power, as does moving, and of 
course all three systems have to be added 
together to see if the robot can take the 
weight. 

If that weren't enough, you have to be 
careful with your resources since only a 

A robot under 
construction 

limited amount of material is available. 
You take your newly built robot into 

the ship and start your search or build 
some more. Throughout the game you'll 
probably need a mixture of the two to keep 
things moving. You can have up to eight 
robots at a time, although it's actually im-
practical to control that many. Once inside 
the ship there is a large area to search in 
trying to find the reactors. The robots are 
viewed from above in a screen window as 
they move through the corridors, bare 
except for the odd machine or barrier. 

You can set the robots to search an 
area automatically while you're off doing 
something else, you can program them to 
search your own defined route, or you can 
control them manually all the way. Thus 
more than one robot can b e usefully busy at 
the same time. 

There are various obstacles around the 
ship, including electrified barriers you can 
switch on and off by shooting the right 
switch, teleporters that move you to ano-
ther part of the ship and aliens, who can be 
shot but who can also shoot you. Robots can 
also b e destroyed by getting a flat battery, 
but if left unmoved for a while they will 
build up their energy again. 

It's certainly interesting playing 
around with the different robots, and 
there's plenty for the mappers to cope with. 
The gameplay becomes repetitive with all 
the continual searching and little else, but 
the mam problem will be working out 
exactly what you're supposed to b e doing. 

There's plenty to do, still, and this should 
present most intrepid explorers with a 
tough challenge. 

BW 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Deactivate a reactor 

N W 
• A large g a m e area to explore. 
• Very nice in-game tune. 
• Multiple robot control is good. 
• No shortage of things to work out. 

B W 
• Instructions leave you too much 
guesswork. 
• Continual searching gets repetitive. 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
The colours are fully adjustable from 
any point in the game, so visibilty is no 
problem at all. 

AW 

GRAPHICS 91% mmmrnssM 
SONICS 57% 

GRAB FACTOR 84% 
/ . ^ ^^^V .V .VQQQQQQNIM • • • • • Y • • * • JUNNRANNQN 

STAYING POWER 75% 
A A RATING 80% 
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R E S C U E ON FRACTALUS 
Activision. £9.99 cass. £14.99 disk, joystick or keys 

One of the newest techniques in pro-
gramming is the ua'e of 'fractals', one of the 
trendier branches of' mathematics, and this 
is the first Amstrad game to feature them. In 
a nutshell, the closer you look at a shape 
the more detail you see, and the detail is 
akin to the overall shape. 

SECOND OPINION 
Fractals are wonderful things, but it 
would take something altogether more 
drastic to justify buying this game. 
There's all that landscape, but nothing 
to do except fly round it, shoot at it and 
land on bits of it. You've got so little 
control over you 'rc craft that there's 
hardly any skill involved at ail. 

AW 

The mission starts at one of 16 levels 
with you being automatically launched from 
a mothership and: Sk>wn down to the planet-:: 
surface. Once you get there the ship 
switches to manual control and you can fly 
around for a bit admiring the graphics. The-
planet, coloured d&l brown and yeiJdW. is j; 
featureless apart from the crags, but it still 
looks good when it moves. 

The task on each mission is to rescue a 
number of pilots from the planet surface 
where their ships have crashed. The num-
ber depends on the skill level, as does the 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
It's ail every bit as bright and clearly 
visible as it was in colour - in short, 
not very. 

AW 

level of defences you'll encounter. There 
are only two sorts: gun emplacements on 
outcrops of rock and flying saucers. All you 
have to do is fly around looking for pilots 
on your radar, land within range of them to 
pick them up by opening the airlock and 
then take off itii; search of another one. 
Meanwhile you can blast the gUns and 
saucer3 that get in your way. 

After a while the mothership will return 
and you can fire boosters to get back up to 
it. If you've collected all the pilots you'll get 
a bonus and move onto the next level, 
otherwise it's back down oh the same level 
to finish off. 

Beneath the view of the planet is your 
ship's instrument panel - you'll constantly 
need to refer to it. On the far left is a speed 
indicator which can be set at eight levels, 
while on the far right are readouts of range 
to a pilot, enemies destroyed and pilots still 
to rescue. The middle of the panel has an 
artificial horizon, altimeter, wing clearance 
bars, targeting scope, energy gauge and 
pilot scanner. 

All those controls aren't needed much 
until you reach the higher levels of play, 
where night falls on the planet and you 

have to fly blind through the canyons. All 
bumps into walls, hits from guns and colli 
sions with saucers cost you energy, but this 
is increased again by picking/up pilots. 

The process of picking up a pilot is 
nicely donel;:$n a n i m a l - f i g u r e ri&fc to-
ward you and then bangs on the airlock to 
bkle t ^ T h e r e ' s alsd ^ surpnse-ih ;store on 
later levels, and I guarantee you won't b e 
ready for it. 

The fractal graphics' &re used well and 
produce a convincing planet-surface effect, 
but the control of the ship leaves something 
to be desired since it is very prone to 
oversteer. Gameplay becomes repetitive 
quite quickly, but this higher levels do 
provide a tough enough challenge to keep 
you occupied. 

BW 

G O O D N £ W S^ 
Good use of fractal graphics. 

• Pilot-collecting sequence is well done. 
• Higher levels are quite a challenge,:. 
• Night flying adds to the difficulty. w 

• Gameplay gets very repetitive. 
• Flight controls suffer from oversteer. 

You'll see their effect when you start 
flying a ship around the planet of Fractalus, 
where the surface is a mass of crags, 
canyons and mountainous peaks. In this 
hostile landscape you have to rescue 
downed pilots and blast the enemy 
defences. 

4 0 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 Bevevr/q™,... I'm hunting wabbiu 
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D O O M D A R K ' S R E V E N G E 
Beyond, C9.95 cass, keys only 

4-
If you thought Lords of Midnight was an 
epic game then prepare yourself for a 
shock when loading this because it has 
6,000 locations: 2,000 more than its prede-
cessor. It's played in exactly the same 
manner as Lords but is set in a new land 
with many new characters and features as 
well as some old ones. 

The plot takes up where the last game 
left off with Doomdark (the bad guy) killed 
by Luxor (the good guy), and the ice crown 
(evil instrument of power) destroyed by 
Morkin (Luxor's son). We're treated to an 
audio-cassette rendition of the succeeding 
events from the Beyond team which is 
definitely not vintage Olivier and rather 
hard to follow at times, suffering from some 
awfully flowery and verbose prose. To cut 
a long story short, Doomdark's daughter 
Shareth has kidnapped Morkin, and Luxor 
and company have set off to rescue him 
from the land of Icemark. 

SECOND OPINION 
When it first came out, Lords of 
Midnight was the biggest and most 
absorbing game anyone had ever 
seen; Doomdark's Revenge is better. 
I'm not just talking about the extra 
locations either. The intricacies of 
Icemark politics will offer even 
hardened Midnight veterans a tough 
new challenge. Buy it. And cancel 
your appointments for the next few 
weeks. 

AW 

These don't have anything to look at but 
allow you to avoid some overland dangers, 
while risking some others. 

If you've played Lords before then 
you'll have no trouble getting to grips with 
the game, discovering the new features 
and learning the new tactics. The new-
comer should be guided reasonably well 
by the instructions but will take longer 
exploring and experimenting with things. 
As in Lords the two main tasks are to 
complete the quest part of the game (rescu-
ing Morkin), and to build up a massive 
army for battles with any foe. However this 
part of the game where you deal with other 
characters has got more complicated. 

There are five races in Icemark and 
none of them get on very well together -
and they may not take a liking to you. It's no 
longer a simple matter of recruiting anyone 
you meet. You have to consider who's 
doing the recruiting and whether the char-
acter will stay with you once recruited. 
Each character will have an allegiance to 
another character and a foe, and also a list 
of personal characteristics. These should 
guide you on whom to get to approach and 
win over that character and how much you 
can trust him or her. Unsuccessful appro-
aches to characters result in battles which 
can be very costly, so many games will be 
needed to develop a rewarding strategy. 

As with Lords the game is split into day 
and night. The day is when you move the 
characters under your control, doing as 
much as you can but trying to keep them 
alive and strong. At night the computer 

controls the other characters and decides 
the outcome of battles. Other controls allow 
you to check place, battle, array and per-
son, select a character and choose from 
special options. 

THIRD OPINION 
If you are into Michael Moorcock, or 
any of the other great science-fantasy 
writers, then you'll love this. It is the 
nearest that computer games have got 
to the truly interactive book, and has 
every aspect of a fantasy world in it -
action, adventure, politics, quests, 
battles: you name it, it's crfl here with a 
vengeance. 

MN 

You could happily sit down and waste a 
whole day, if not a week, playing without 
ever wanting to leave the keyboard. The 
world created is so vast and absorbing that 
it presents a continual challenge and end-
less variation. It's much tougher to com-
plete than Lords but just as rewarding to 
play whether you're new to the format or 
an old hand. There are more graphics, 
more locations, more characters, more ob-
jects and above all more enjoyment than 
ever. A true classic. 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Recruit 10 followers 

BW 

You begin the game in control of three 
characters: Luxor the Moonprince, 
Rorthron the Wise and Tarithel the Fey 
(betrothed to Morkin). They begin in the 
south of the land of Icemark. Luxor and 
Rorthron at the Gate of Varenorn where 
they have to return in order to achieve any 
kind of victory. There are various victories 
that can be achieved, but Morkin must 
always be rescued and return with Luxor to 
the Gate. Other achievements add to the 
level of the victory, including returning 
Rorthron and Tarithel to the Gate, taking 
the Crowns of the Iceruark there, returning 
other objects of power, and of course the 
destruction of Shareth herself. 

The screen shows the panoramic view 
of the character you are controlling or one 
of the many information and instruction 
screens. Each location has eight compass-
point views on which will appear the 
17 types of landscape feature and 
other characters. This doesn't 
consist of just a surface view 
anymore, because some 
locations allow you to 
enter a vast subter-
ranean tunnel network 
that connects many 
areas on the map. 



ACTION TEST 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 
STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Plays fine in green, but then it was 
hardly colourful in the first place. 

AW 
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Icemork Terra in 
ihere are 17 types of feature on the Icemark 
ndscape, all with different effects and 
vers. 
ntain: take time and energy to cross. 
:an offer stiff resistance or shelter and 
ion, depending on who controls it. 
Jow movement except for the Fey. 
jive Information on whereabouts of 
L 
ce and exit to tunnels. 
; shelter if the people are friendly. 

by a character, will prevent you 
rough if unfriendly. 

Hut: provides shelter. 
Hills: slow movement. 

Fortress: offers protection or a fight. 
Palace: can offer protection and access to 

tunnels. 
Temple: possesses good and bad powers, 
and access to tunnels. 

Gate: gives access to tunnels. 
Stones: give good and bad powers. 
Fountain: refreshes a weary traveller. 
Icy Wastes: impenetrable. 
Mist: moves across the land, blocking the 

view and sapping morale and strength. 

• A massive 6,000 locations. 
• Superb panoramic views. 
• 128 possible characters to control. 
• Totally absorbing to play. 
• Combination of adventure, war g a m e 
and strategy should appeal to everyone. 
• Tremendous variety in the possible 
events. 

• No in-game sound. 
• You need a spare couple of days to 
play it. 
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ACTION TEST 
J 

JOHNNY R E B I I 
Lothlorien/Argus Press. £9.95 cass, £12.95 disk, 

joystick or keys 

Unless you were an early afficianado of 
Amstrad wargames or read Amscyclopedia 
in issue one of AA then you probably didn't 
even know there was a Johnny Reb I. This 
sequel follows along very much the same 
lines, except that the whole thing is a lot 
more polished than the original, which 
featured some disappointing graphics. 
Once again you're plunged into the Amer-
ican civil v/ar where Confederate forces 
battle Union. 

The game represents a single encoun-
ter between the Union and Confederate 
forces at a river crossing. The smaller 
Union force is trying to stop the Confede 
rates crossing the river at a bridge and two 
fords. The Union at first looks hopelessly 
outnumbered, but as the game progresses 
its reinforcements arrive. If they have 
fought well they can counterattack and win 
the battle. 

SECOND OPINION 
If you play this as an introduction to 
computer wargames, you '11 probably 
end up wondering why anyone would 
bother with them. There's just not 
enough detail to the thing, and that 
means there isn't the lasting interest 
wargames rely on. 

AW 

The river runs down the middle of the 
game map, only part of which is sliown on 
screen at a time. There are also areas of 
high ground, buildings and wails that affect 
the behaviour of units. Each side also has 
four types of unit, each with its own charac-
teristics: infantry, cavalry, artillery and 
supply wagons. 

One or two players can play,' and 
against the computer there are three skill 
levels. These determine whether the game 
is played in 'turns' or real time, how many 
turns there are and whether units are 
always visible. Either way the units end up 
acting out instructions in real time. Eacli 
unit can be given a number of orders, 
depending on its type. Infantry can ad-
vance, charge, fire or dig in. Cavalry can 
do the same except dig in, while artillery 
can't charge either. The supply wagons can 
do little other than move. 

The outcome of skirmishes depends on 
several factors: terrain, morale, strength 
and ammo levels, how experienced the 
troops are, and of course the number of 
units they're fighting against. A unit may be 
routed or broken so that you cannot control 
it for a while, or destroyed completely if 
the attack is heavy enough. 

The 'front end' of the program allows 
you to change many aspects of the game to 
suit you. You can build walls, fences and 
houses on it to help the defending Union 
forces, or change the composition and 
types of unit to help either side. You can 
also determine where each unit starts at the 
beginning of the game and at what point the 
Union reinforcements arrive. Most of these 
are only valid for the two-player games, 
enabling you to set up the battle how you 
like. 

The presentation is much improved 
from the early Lothlorien wargames, but 
the essential game remains the same. New-
comers to wargames will find they can 
easily get into the action, while more ex-
perienced hands will want something more 
testing. Despite the detailed 'front end' I 
found the game lacked variety and depth 
and really needed a longer game time with 
more strategy involved. 

BW 

Oh, I v/$h I was In Dixie, tra-la, t ra- la 

PJ I 0 D W 
• Well presented and easy to use. 
• Good range of options for altering two-
player games . 
• Good for a newcomer to wargames. 

B N W 

• Not enough depth in strategy to satisfy 
experienced players. 
• Games are too short to need hard 
thought. 
• Very similar gameplay to the original. 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
You caii still tell your blues from your 
greys, so you really shouldn 't have 
any problems. 

AW 

STAYING POWER 
A A RATING 

NUCLEAR D E F E N C E 
Amsoft. £8.95 cass, £12.95 disk, joystick or 

keys 

Beach-Head has spawned many derivatives 
and this is another battle game composed 
of several different stages. Your task is to 
defend your cities against nuclear attack 
while letting the enemy cities and shipping 
have a taste of your own offensive weapon-
ry. Not what I'd call a morally uplifting 
game. 

The battle takes place on a single map 
screen, from which can be accessed three 
arcade screens. The map shows enemy and 
home cities and dots in the ocean to repres-
ent your ship and enemy fleets. You can 
move your dot around to engage the 
enemy ships or take it close enough to their 

cities to attack them. You can defend your 
home cities from any point on the map. 

Having got within range of an enemy 
city you can attack it using missiles; this will 
prompt a launch on your own cities, but this 
will happen anyway if the enemy are left to 
their own devices. The city-attack screen 
shows you a city which you have to destroy 
with missiles from your ship at the bottom 
of the screen. You have to hit only two 
buildings and a bridge, the picture being 
the same for all cities. You guide the mis-
siles in flight and have to hit the buildings 
quickly in order to go and defend your own 
city. 

SECOND OPINION 
You can argue among yourselves 
about the morality of a game that 
rewards the nuking of foreign cities 
and punishes you for torpedoing 
hospital ships. There's no argument 
over the gameplay though - it's 
boring, repetitive sub-Beach-Head 
rubbish. There's an amusing little bug 
which crashes the 'city attack'stage 
from time to time, but that's hardly a 
redeeming feature. 

AW 

If you get in range of an enemy fleet a 
thumping noise is heard and you can switch 
to the screen where you have to torpedo 
enemy ships. There are four of these that 
move across your view and are sunk by a 
single hit from your twin torpedo tubes that 
converge on the middle of the screen. All 
four have to be sunk, but a hospital ship 
must be avoided or you'll be flicked back 
to the map screen. 

Watching over your city 

When defending a c;ty you are shown 
it nestling in the bottom of a valley while 
missiles fly in to explode m large mush-
room clouds. The missiles can be inter-
cepted by your own f:ring rockets, but too 
many misses ar.d the city will be destroyed. 

To win the game all the enemy cities 
and fleets have to be knocked out before 
your cities are. There are several skill 
levels at which the number of cities and 
fleets increases to make the job tougher. 

That doesn't compensate for the total 
lack of variety, just playing the same three 
screens time after time. Each stage is very 
simple and although the city graphics are 
detailed there's little action going on. After 
one game you'll have seen all there is to 
see, the only lasting interest coming from 
the higher difficulty levels. 

BW 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
20,000 
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G 0 0 0 N E W S 
• Higher levels are quite tough. 

B A D N E W S 
• Only three stages so it's very 
repetitive. 
• Arcade sequences are very repetitive. 
• Graphics are weak except for city 
backgrounds. 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
It's as playable in green as it's going to 
get. but that's not saying much. 

AW 

D E S E R T F O X 
US Gold. £9.95 cass, f 14.95 disk, joystick or 

keys 

War games are much more accessible 
these days, a lot of the credit going to PSS 
for their games which incorporated arcade 
sequences. Desert Fox follows in the same 
footsteps but places the stress of the action 
very firmly on the arcade side with the 
strategy element less important. It's based 
on the North African campaign from the 
Second World War; you are in control of a 
Sherman tank. 

The game map appears on a single 
screen containing three elements: your 
tank, Rommel and several Allied depots. 
Your task is to savo all the depots by 
reaching them with your tank before Rom-
mel reaches one or it falls to the enemy 
surrounding it. On the map screen there 
are four options that you can choose from: 
zoom, radio, air strike and move. 

The zoom command lets you examine a 

depot to see what supplies it has and how 
much longer it can resist the enemy. If you 
obviously aren't going to reach it in time 
you can call up your ono and only air strike 
to buy some time. If you lose a base you 
lose the game. The radio command lets you 
examine the route ahead for one of the five 
possible enemy actions. The move option 
takes you in the direction the radio beacon 
is pointing. 

The five battles are convoy, tiger tank, 
minefield, ambush and stuka. Each one is 
viewed from the turret of your Sherman, 
which has to destroy a number of the 
enemy ox survive for a length of time to 
complete each one. The convoy section 
puts you in control of two machineguns, as 
Stukas and Spitfires swoop across the 
screen. You have to shoot the Stukas and 
avoid the Spitfires using the cursors - they 
arc automatically controlled for each gun; 
you just decide when to fire. You need to 
score high enough before the convoy 
passes in order to save it. 

The minefield has to be negotiated as 
quickly by slaloming through the mines or 
blowing them up with the cannon. The tank 
has to be kept on a compass-heading 
course. The mines slow you down if they hit 
the Tracks but not when they pass under-
neath or wide of the tank. The ambush takes 
you down a canyon where mortars appear 
on the walls and a certain number have to 
be shot - the longer it takes you, the more 
damage the tank takes. 

SECOND OPINION 
There are some great, smooth-moving 
graphics in the arcade sequences but 
the game as a whole is pretty silly. The 
ambush stage is pure Star V/ars. and 
the tank-to-tank shoot out v/ith Rommel 
is iust ridiculous. It's all good fun, but 
the 'strategy' element is jus! an excuse 
for those arcade sequences. ^W 

The Stuka attack has the planes flying 
straight at you, machineguns blazing. You 
have to bring them down with the cannon: 
centrc a cursor on them and fire. The 
planes are located by watching a small 
radar display; a set number have to be shot 
to complete the stage. The Tiger tank stage 

GRAPHICS 40% 
SONICS 24% 

GRAB FACTOR 33% 
STAYING POWER 23% 

A A RATING 28% 

is very similar cxccpt that the tanks move 
across the display, occasionally pausing to 
fire a shell at you. Enemy shells and tanks 
can both be shot with the cannon, a set 
number being required again. 

If you encounter Rommel then the ac-
tion is the same as the Tiger tank stage 
except that one tank ha3 to be hit eight 
times. This will save one of your depots 
without having to visit it. However Rommel 
can do plenty of damage while you're 
trying to dispose of him, so you need to 
have a very low damage gauge before 
tackling him. 

The arcade sequences are well put 
together except for being able to 'guide' 
shells in flight on the tank and Stuka battles, 
which seems rather daft. There's not much 
strategy or war game involved, which is a 
shame because a bit more in that line and it 
would have had much more lasting interest. 

1 don't think you can call this a simul-
ation. It's basically a combination o: several 
other games to create five arcade se-
quences and a simple strategy task. 

BW 

FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Victory at grandmaster level 

G O O D M E W S 
Arcade sequences are done well. 
Five sequences keeps the-vaxiety 

going. 
• Good graphics on all stages. 

B A 0 N E W S 
• Too easy to complete. 
• Not enough strategy elements. 
• Lightweight treatment of a serious 
subject. 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Telling Spitfires and Stukas apart can 
bo pretty difficult o.n the convoy stage, 
but otherwise there's not much to 
worry about. 

AW 

GRAPHICS 69% Y • . ' . • . • . W . V . V W M 

SONICS 47% wmm 
GRAB FACTOR 64% mmmM 

STAYING POWER 55% 

A A RATING 60% 
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Living on the edge of an 
eternal galaxy, battling with 
opponents who seem to be 
reading your mind, you are 
about to captain your ship 
through one of the great 
edge-of-your seat adven-
tures of the 35th Century. 

Sitting on a mother lode of 
rich miningdeposits,anew 
quadrant called the Parvin 
Frontierjsa mecca forsett-
lers; entrepreneurs on both 
sides of the law; and some 
of the worst scum in the 
universe. 

These space carrions have 
been the scourge of the 
shipping lanes; and as 
things stand now they are 
on the brink of starving out 
the entire quadrant and 
holding it hostage. 
No wonder the inhabitants 

of the Parvin Frontier will 
payalmostanythingtoany-
one who can getthrough to 
them with a freight ship ful I 
ofsuppliesfromtheoutside 
world. 
But it's a tall order to fill, 
even for the experienced 

V 

/ \ 
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SCREEN AS SEEN ON COMMODORE 64 

capta i n of the Psi-5 Trad i ng 
Company; because, need-
less to say these maraud-
ers are not going to take 
too kindly to any last ditch 
efforts to spoil their little 
intergallactic carnage. 

So, if you're ripe for a stiff 
challenge and feel comfort-
able in the role of Space 
Freighter Captain,your ship 
just came in. 

Choose your crew care-

AMSTRAD DISK £14.95 
CASSETTE £9.95 

SPECTRUM 48k £7.95 

TRADING 
COMPANY 

fully. For 10 years Al Zott 
has been shooting enemy 
attack cruisers to smither-
eens, but will his hottemper 
beyourfinal undoing?Your 
choice for weapons expert 
is critical. You have a wealth 
of talent to choose from; 
but will your pick holdupin 

the heat of the battle? 
As captain of the Space 
Freighter, you must cons-
tantly delegate authority 
throughout the mission. 
With space outlaws on the 
horizon, what doyou repair 
f i rs t - the defence shields 
or your weapons? 

Keyboard or 
Joystick Controlled 
Choice of 
Specialist Crew 
Inter-ship video link 
External view port 
On board Computer 
Navigational 
Cockpit 
Superb weaponry 

Manufactured under licence by U S. Gold Ltd. 
Unit 10. ine Parkway Indusirro Centre. 
Heneoge Street Birmingham B7 4LY 

•Screen os seen on Commodore 64 



ACTION TEST 

THE FOURTH P R O T O C O L 
Ccntuiy Anolasoft. £14.95 cass and disk, keys only 

The game is subtitled' 'the game of the 
gods', which conjures up an interesting 
image of Greek gods sitting around asking 
each other inconsequential questions like, 
'What's the booby prize on the TV show 3-
2-17' Now that's my kind of game and I 
suspect a lot of other people's too. It com-
bines this quest for the trivial and absurd 
with a well designed and implemented 
game. 

The action takes place on a single 
screen where an 8x8 grid of squares forms 
a courtyard on which 2, 3 or 4 players can 
wage a battle of wits and speed. Each 
player controls a team of four warriors who 
have to eliminate all the warriors from the 
other teams in order to achieve victory. 
The squares are in five different colours: 
four general question areas and special 
teleport squares. 

Each player takes it in turn to select 
one of his four warriors to answer a ques-
tion, the subject depending on the colour of 
the square he's on. Choosing the correct 
one of four possible answers will score the 
warrior some points and he will be able to 
move to an adjacent square. A wrong 
answer will pass play on to the next player. 

Moving onto one of the four teleport 
squares will whisk a player to an unoc-
cupied teleport square, sometimes even 
back to the one he started on. 

As each warrior scores points for cor-
rect answers he can mutate into more 
powerful forms - an advantage when it 
comes to battle. The lowest is Hercules, 
going through Cyclops and Minotaur, to the 
strongest, a Satyr. These mutations are 
carried out very nicely on screen: the 
warrior spins round and then slows to a 
halt, mutating in mid-spin. 

Cydops I» third in 
line 

The Minotaur is 
second in strength 

If a warrior tries to move onto a square 
already occupied by an opponent's war-
rior, a challenge will result. The two have 
to try to answer a question first in order to 
win the battle. The loser gets demoted to a 
lower warrior level, and disappears com-
pletely if he was already down to a Her-
cules. The game continues like that until 
only one player's warriors are left on the 
grid. 

The difficulty of the questions varies 
with the mutation level of the warrior: 
toughest ones for the Satyr and easiest for 
the Hercules. There are also four different 

We've had plenty of games of the film 
before but this is a game of the book, the 
bestseller of the same name by Frederick 
Forsyth. You won't need to have read the 
book to play the game - 1 hadn't - but if you 
have, some characters and situations may 
be familiar. 

There are three parts to the game, 
which load separately, and they'll need to 
be completed in sequence. The three 
stages take you through an international 
espionage plot. In the first part you have to 
discover who has leaked some Nato docu-
ments and how. In the second and third 
parts you have to locate and deactivate a 
nuclear bomb planted somewhere in 
London. 

The three parts of the game are all 
icon-driven, but you won't be able to get at 
the third part until after completing the first 
two, and the second section requires in-
formation from the first to help you find the 
bomb. The first game puts you at the head 
of CI(A), where you have to track down the 
source of a leak of five Nato documents 
while dealing with other everyday matters 
from the intelligence community. 

The whole game is played from a 
single screen containing nine icons, but 
these allow you access to a world of in-

trigue and complication. The basic idea is 
that you already know certain information 
that sets you on the track of the leak, while 
other matters are brought to your attention 
as time passes. In trying to deal with pro-
blems you spend most of the time putting 
surveillance on people and if that produces 

security and lovesick operatives all in a 
day's work. While trying to deal with that 
you've got to identify the source of the leak 
and trace it through to expose the whole 
network. You have to keep up your other 
work; otherwise the number of surveillance 
staff is cut And the leak has to be resolved 

some information you may be able to follow 
it up. The other thing that occupies a lot of 
your time is searching through the filing 
system for interesting files on people and 
things that may also provide important 
evidence. 

To give you a taste of what is in store 
you will have to cope with a murder, a 
defection, paranoid employees, building 

before a time limit runs out and you get 
sacked from the job. 

Part two follows a similar line to part 
one with a single icon-driven screen 
through which you have to locate the bomb, 
hidden somewhere in London. It involves 
you moving out of your office and using the 
Tube system, and you'll encounter many 
problems in the search for the hideout. The 
final part is an assault on the bomb's loc-
ation using an SAS squad to eliminate the 
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SECOND OPINION 
hate computer quiz games, but this is 

really very good. The thought and 
effort that went into the game really 
pay o f f . There's no getting round 
repeated questions, but Arcana 
manage to turn them into an 
acceptable game feature. The 
graphics are great, and the board-

stuff! A' 

ACTION TEST 

Question Compiler 
The second side of the game tape has a 
question compiler, allowing you to create 
whole new groups of questions on whatever 
takes your fancy. It won't let you alter the 
four existing ones though — after all, that 
would be cheating. 

You can select the four colour-coded 
subjects into which questions are grouped -
you don't have to stick to the original ones of 
general knowledge, sports and leisure, 
science and technology, history and geo-
graphy. You can concoct your own for whate-
ver you're interested in. 

Each question has to be classed in one of 
the four difficulty levels, and three alternative 
answers must be given along with the correct 
one. 

How much use you make of this facility 
obviously depends on you, but I'm sure 
people are already rubbing their hands with 
glee at ridiculous and humourous questions 
they can torment their friends with. 

skill levels, which change the time limit for 
answering a question. Maximum is 10 sec-
onds and minimum is 2.5, which is hardly 
enough time even to read the question. 

There are four ready-prepared ques-
tion files that can b e loaded in, each one 
consisting of over 500 questions, or you can 
prepare your own. They are well designed 
not to repeat too often but inevitably you 
will become familiar with a particular file. 

J 

THIRD OPINION 
Remember those TV ads that showed a 
happy family sitting around a 
computer screen? Well here, at last, is 
a game that is really like that. All the 
fun o/Trivial Pursuit with all the 
benefit that Arnold can provide as 
well. Great fun for all the family! 

^sss&s*-***- BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
The actual colours of the squares Sssssssss-
they're different. 

We 
questions 

•van 

This doesn't matter much. With two ex-
perienced and well-matched players it 
becomes a battle of moving best tactically, 
and answering questions fastest in a chal-
lenge. This can result in very long, hard-
fought and exciting games. 

The combination of a trivia quiz, an 
enjoyable game, good graphics and a 
question compiler make this a great game. 
When played b y four players, b e they 
newcomers or old hands, it can b e very 

q u c o u . . — A good multi-player game, not just a 
bunch of silly questions. 

Very competitive and enjoyable, 
if you know the questions well. 
S O v e x 2,000 questions and a compiler 
to create your own. 

^ U s a U need some i n . e x M . in Wvia 

games . 

We're a b c ^ U e r tool 
A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 
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ACTION TEST 

The filing cabinet al'ows you access »o 
files from Cencom and from Blenheim. 
The latter have to be soecificaliy 
requested. But first you need 
Blenheim's telephone number. 

This is where you alloccte your 
surveillance teams. They need to be 
used as efficiently as possible io get 
quick results -chas ing a red herring 
for too long can prove very cosily. 

You can save, load and pause games 
from ncre. 

Here you are fold the percentage of 
the game completed and also your 
prestige In Ml5, which affects how 
many surveillance officers you have. 

The phone allows you to make calls to 
various places and to accept 
incoming calis from operatives and 
other security personnel. 

Surveillance reports come in here and 
appear in the middle of 'he screen 
when the icon is accessed. 

Reports from other areas come in 
nere. They may be in response to a 
request by you to another intelligence 
service or to inform you of a new 
situation. 

The cate ticks by automatically, so 
you neec to act fast at all times. 

Memos come in here from some 
departments. Watch out for notes 
from your superior because tney're 
nearly always bad news. 

KGB men guarding it, allowing you to get in 
and defuse it - if you're in time, that i*. 

It's a very enjoyable and novel game 
that has plenty of depth. You'll need to; do 
some hard thinking to get anywhere. De-
duction, analysis, a little bit of luck and 
sudden flashes of inspiration all play their 
part. It won't be to everyone's taste 
because it can be quite tough going. But if 
you're looking for a challenge and a good 
workout for the brain cells, then this is 
(deal. 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
There's no colour anyway, so 
everybody's in the same boat on this 
one. 

AW 

• Very original mix of adventure, 
strategy and icons. 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
50% on part one BW 

Three different sections to complete. 
• Good use of icons and screen 
presentation. 
• Requires plenty of hard thinking. 
• No shortage of things to do - you're; .; 
always under pressure.: I;|£i 

B A D ; N E W S 

• Can be tough going at times. 
• If you get really stuck it can be very 
frustrating. 

GRAPHICS 46% mm 
SONICS 21% V!V 

GRAB FACTOR 87% 
STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

81% 
84% 

QABBALAH 
Amsoft/Gem, £9.95 cass. joystick or keys 

There are times when I really despair of 
software houses because of simple faults in 
games that arc guaranteed to drive games-
players up the wall. This is a case in point: a 
game with great graphics, an interesting (if 
weird) scenario, a lot of depth and com-
plexity and one infuriating feature that 
ruins it. The problem is that the objects you 
have to find are hidden behind things, and 
move about from game to game, so that you 
have to spend the whole time aimlessly 

SECOND OPINION 
What a waste. There was a good game 
here and they blew it. Why would any 
self respecting Arnold addict want to 
spend hours on end rummaging 
around behind a load of scenery? 
Granted the seen cry's very pretty, 
and must have taken a lot of effort - but 
that just makes it all the more wasteful. 

AW 

searching for something you can't see. 
The scenario of the game comes from 

the Hebrew faith, and as usual has very 

little to do with the game. This is shown up 
by the fact that, having built up an esoteric 
and philosophical scene in the instructions, 
they destroy it all by talking about 'nasties' 
(in quotes even!). Having coped with that 
you enter the game itself, and are presen-
ted with the superb 3D graphics which 
Gem do so well. The scenery is composed 
of detailed objects and buildings in some 
excellent colour schemes. 

You control a purple clad man who 
shuffles and jumps around the picturesque 
landscape in search of keys for buildings 
and objects to help him progress through 
the game. He can walk behind and in front 
of things, often disappearing completely so 
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ACTION TEST 

it's very difficult to tell where ho is and how 
to get him out of there. When he walks near 
the edges of the screen it scrolls to reveal 
more of the scenery. 

There are various creatures both mov-
ing and static that drain his energy, 
although there is a point where he can 
replenish supplies. What is really wildly 
annoying is having to perform random 
searches of what is a reasonably large 
playing area just to find an object - never 
mind solve any of the game's puzzles. 

• A potentially good game has been 
spoilt. 

THIRD OPINION 
Forget the game, just wander around 
admiring the graphics for a while and 
then load up something else. 

MN 

You certainly can't argue with the 
graphics, they're excellent, and there may 
be a good arcade adventure waiting to get 
out. But wandering around searching fruit-
lessly for objects while not being able to 
see your character half the time is not my 
idea of fun. 

BW 
FIRST DAY TARGET SCORE 
Find an object 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Can be very hard to see the edges of 
buildings, but lack of visibility 
crippled the game even in colour. 

AW 

G O O D n E W 

• Excellent detailed and colourful 
graphics. 
• If you can find things it might get 
interesting. 

B N W 

• Can't see where you are or where 
you're going half the t ime. 
• Objects are hidden from view and 
moved around each new game. 

GRAPHICS 88% 
SONICS 62% 

GRAB FACTOR 10% 
STAYING POWER 35% 

A A RATING 27 %( 

S S f t S S 

STAINLESS S T E E L 
Mikio-Gcn, £8.95 cass, £13.95 disk, joystick or 

keys 

The 'teenage superhero' of the title is one 
Ricky Steel, and presumably the stainless 
part refers to frequent trips to the launder-
ette with his undies. This condition is doubt-
less brought on by having to battle an 
endless horde of aliens in a four-part shoot 
em-up, where he always ends up plastered 
all over a wall or a floor from a violent 
explosion. 

The four zones consist of vertically 
scrolling landscapes on which you have to 
battle a variety of robot troops. In each 
zone the scenery, the robots and your task 
are different, although the gameplay is 
very similar for all four. The scrolling 
landscape occupies only a relatively small 
area of the screen and each stage has only 
one colour, although the landscape and 
character graphics are quite detailed. 

SECOND OPINION 
This game is frustrating. It has rotten 
collision detection and makes very 
poor use of colour. It sends you right 
back to the start of the scction every 
lime you die. Worse still, the scanner 
is sideways-on to the direction of play, 
making it extremely difficult to follow. 
The most frustrating thing, however, is 
that so much effort went to produce 
such a poor game. 

AW 

In zone 0 you must move on foot up a 
roadway to reach your car, Nightwmd. 
Trying to stop you are two sorts of robot: 
helicopters that move up and down the 
road shooting at you and robots that move 
across the road, also shooting. Like all the 
robots in the game these can be dispatched 
with your own laser fire. As you walk 
along, a fuel gauge runs down and has to 
be replenished with fuel cells floating at 
intervals along the road. You have to be 
careful since you can shoot these as well, 
and running out of fuel is fatal. 

In zone 0 the only other obstacles arc a 
couple of lines of cars behind two barriers 
across the road. However in zone 1 you 
have to drive across a desert littered with 
deadly obstacles, your car can fire and fly 
up and down, and accelerate, but is still 
dependant on regular fuel replenishment. 
Meanwhile you're harassed by helicopters, 
missiles and static guns. All of these have to 
be wiped out before going on to the next 
zone. 

Zone 2 has you flying over a waterway 
on which submarines pop up from time to 
time. You have to bomb all the submarines 

and shoot fighter planes to move further on. 
The supply of bombs is limited. You are 
without the shield which in the first two 
zones could protect you against bullets for 
a short time. 

In the final zone you have to kill the evil 
genius responsible for the whole shooting 
match. It is of coursc pretty tough as you 
drive through more new surroundings. 

To help you in all the zones there is a 
scanner very useful but awkward, 
because it is horizontal while the route you 
travel is vertical. 

This is a competent shoot-em-up which 
will provide a tough challenge. Two things 
stop it being even better: despite detailed 
graphics and explosions the use of colour is 

Ricxy Stee goe$ 
for a deadly stroll 

woeful, and there just aren't enough stages 
or variety to them for the game to really 
last. Not a baa buy, though if you're loo-
king for a skilful shoot em-up. 

BW 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE Get to zone 
2 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
The bullets can be a bit harder to see, 
but the game certamly isn 't any less 
colourful in green. 

AW 

G 0 0 D N E W S 

• Detailed graphics and explosions. 
• Tough and skilful action. 
• Four stages requiring different skills. 
• Forward and rear attacks mean you 
can't afford to relax at all. 

B A D N E W S 
• Awful lack of colour. 
• Not enough variety in the action. 

GRAPHICS 61% 
Vy] 

SONICS 42% M IvXvX 
GRAB FACTOR 70% •X'XvXj^^ 

STAYING POWER 62% ffl 
A A RATING 65% mmm 
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ONLY THE BRAVEST FLY 

BY D.K.MARSHALL 
ADAPTED BY DARRELLD. 
Cassette 9.95 Disk 14.95 
• Spectacular 3D cockpit view 

with over 7000 ground features 
• Authentic aerobatic 

performance 
• Ground attack and air-to-air 

interception, with laser guided 
missiles, rockets and 30mm 

464,664.6128. 
COLOUR OR GREEN SCREEN 

TOMAHAWK - a s tunningly 
realist ic f l ight s imulat ion that 
puts you in command of an 
Apache Advanced Attack 
hel icopter. Flying low over a 
spectacular 3D real wor ld 
display wi th over 7000 ground 
features - TOMAHAWK puts 
you in the hot seat. 

Ground attack and air-to-air 
interception is the challenge 
day or night in the thick ol the 
battlefield. Your combat mission 
is to locate and destroy enemy 
ground forces. It could be 
science fiction it isn't - the 
Apache is tor real... the 
meanest deadliest combat 
helicopter ever. 
You have the weapons, the 
machine... climb in and prepare 
for take off! 

• Doppler navigation and target 
tracking 

• Day/Night vision systems 
• Cloudy, Crosswinds, 

Turbulence 
• Pilot ratings-Trainee to Ace 
• Impressive sound effects 
• Pilots Notes 

Also 
available 

Spec trum 

ONLY ACES SURVIVE IN 

BY R.J. SWIFT 
ADAPTED BY TIM MOORE 
Cassette 7.95 Disk 13.95 
NIGHT GUNNER is an action 
packed arcade game based 
upon a Second World War 
scenario. You are the gunner 
and bomb aimer whose task is 
to defend your plane against 
enemy attack and destroy the 
ground forces in each of the 
challenging missions. The 
rewards are high lor the expert 
marksman, but beware' The 
battle becomes tougher with 
each new mission. 

• 30 ground attack missions 
• Realistic 3D effects 
• Explosive sound 
• 1 or 2 players each with 4 

levels of difficulty 
• High score table with medals 
• Self demonstrating title page 

464, 664,6128. 
COLOUR OR GREEN SCREEN 

NIGHT G U N N E R - T h e 
amazing air battle scenario 
that stretches you to the very 
l imit - guns blazing, enemy 
f ighters attack f rom all 
d i rect ions - 3D ground attack 
sort ies and there's stil l the 
f l ight back home. 

AMSTRAD CPC 464, 664, 6128 
Night Gunner 
Night Gunner Disk 
Tomahawk 
Tomahawk Disk 
Fighter Pilot 
Fighter Pilot Disk 
ATARI 
Fighter Pilot Disk 
Fighter Pilot 

• £7.95 
• £13.95 
• £9.95 
• £14.95 
• £8.95 
• £13.95 

• £12.95 
• £9.95 

SPECTRUM 
Night Gunner 48K 
Tomahawk 48/128K 
Fighter Pilot 48K 
COMMODORE 64 
Speed King Disk 
Speed King 
Fighter Pilot Disk 
Fighter Pilot 

• £6.95 
• £9.95 
• £7.95 

• £12.95 
• £9.95 
• £14.95 
• £9.95 

VAT and p.&p. inclusive wilhm UK 
(overseas inc. 55p per cassette) Please send to Q|Q|~[7\L 

INTEGRATION 
Please debit my Access,Visa card no. 

T 
Expiry date 
Cheques made payable to Digital Integration Ltd 
I enclose a chequo/P.O. for Total 

Watchmoor Trade Centre, 
Watchmoor Road, 

I Camberley, Surrey 
GU15 3AJ 

Trade and Export enquiries 
welcome. Lifetime Guarantee. 

Name Address 



INTERNATIONAL 
R U G B Y 

Artie, £7.95 cass, £12.95 disk, joystick or keys 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 
STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

S P E E D KING 
Mastertronic. £1.99 cass. joystick or keys 

ACTION TEST 

of kick-and-run to score points. There are 
other niggles as well: the ball is round, the 
figures are small, the set pieces leave you 
with nothing to do and the screen is a mass 
of confusing action making it difficult to tell 
what's going on. Despite all that, the game 
can still be enjoyable if you play with two 
players, particularly in the championship 
option. However even that won't interest 
you for long because this just isn't rugby, 
it's more like a soccer game with a couple 
of frills. 

BW 

This is the first time I've seen a Rugby 
Union simulation on a computer, despite 
the plethora of simulations for other sports. 
The reason for that is probably the difficulty 
of recreating a sport that can be as free-
flowing as soccer and yet have set pieces 
not dissimilar to American football. Unfortu-
nately I think this has failed to overcome 
those problems, ending up more like a 
kick-and-run soccer game than a rugby 
game requiring lots of intricate passing. 

The matches are played on a pitch that 
covers three screens, viewed from the side 
of the ground. At either end are the posts 
where tries and drop-goals can be scored. 
When the player in possession runs oft the 
edge of the screen, it flicks to reveal the 
next section of pitch. There are seven 
players on each side and you control the 
one nearest to the ball, who will have 
different coloured hair. 

The player in possession has three 
basic options: run with the ball, kick it or 
pass it to another player. Passing is ex-
tremely difficult because of the confusion of 

• Two-player championship can be fun. 
• The first rugby simulation. 

• Plays more like soccer than rugby, 
• No intricate passing possible. 
• Set pieces allow no player 
involvement. 
• The worst rugby simulation. 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
40 points against computer 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No worse than the colour version, hut 
then what could be? 

M & 1 i 1 1 AW 

SECOND OPINION 
If you 've ever played or watched 
rugby you '11 probably wonder what 
it's got to do with this latest Artie 
classic. Rugby, as I remember it, was a 
fairly complex game involving a great 
deal of passing and a limited amount of 
kicking. Artie however think it's a 
simple boot-em-up. No rucks, no 
mauls, no three-quarters to pass to 
just kick the thing. 

AW 

Not up'n'undor but 
kick and run 

One of Mastertronic's all-time best-selling get rotund as fast as possible but without 
titles was Formula One Simulator, which falling off. Too fast and you'll skid onto the 
these days looks outdated. This new offer- grass verge and crash, 
ing takes you out of the car and perches When you feel ready for a race you 
you on a high-performance motorbike, have to set one of the three difficulty levels 
where you can ride against 19 computer and decide whether to have 2. 4 or 6 laps, 
riders on 10 different grand-prix circuits. You begin at the back of the pack, who stay 

You begin by choosing which track to in more or less line-astern formation all 
race on, Each has different characteristics: round the track. This can make them tough 
Silverstohe with its long sweeping turns to get past on corners. If you hit them you 
and straights is a very fast course, while the crash, losing precious time. Certainly on 
Spanish track is full of twists and turns to the faster tracks you should quickly be able 
slow you down. You'll naturally want to to beat them, but on the tighter circuits they 
practice on your chosen track before going are much tougher to beat, 
into a full race. You can do that for as long When you're good enough the races 
as you like, trying to set a fast time and become more of a time trial than a compe-
learning all the bend6 and how fast you can tition against the 19 computer riders. A lap 
take them. record is kept for each circuit. This means 

' players can compete on a time basis even if 
not at the same time, and iseek to set the 
best total race time for a circuit. 

The driving sequence is well done: 
some good use of colour and a suitably 

players on screen, so the most effective 
method of making progress is to run with 
the ball till an opposing player closes in, 
and then whack it up field trying to regain 
possession afterwards. 

Once in front of the opposition's posts 
you can go for a dropkick or try to go over 
the line for a try. If the opposition are in 
possession you can get the ball back by 
running into them or by tackling from 
behind. Each succesfully performed score 
or tackle will produce a cheer (white noise) 
from the crowd. After a try is scored the 
conversion takes. It's shown on a panel 
inset on the pitch where a cursor aims the 
ball, but the gusting wind may blow it off 
course. 

There are two set pieces in the game 
for when a ball goes out of play: the lineout, 
which stretches all the way across the pitch, 
and the scrum. You can't affect cither of 
these - they happen automatically. Tt's just 
a matter of trying to pick up possession 
afterwards. 

One or two players can play, and both 
can take part in the five-nations champion-
ship, where each team plays four matches. 
There are also two skill levels which affect 
the speed of the computer players, the 
harder level making them tougher to catch. 

The major criticism of the game is that 
intricate passing manoeuvres are impo-
ssible and the game just becomes a matter 

SECOND OPINION 
It's not the best racing simulator I've 
ever seen, but it is a lot of fun. The 
opposition can be very easy to get 
past even on champion level, but they 
still represent quite a challenge on the ft fl ft* u E W 
slower tracks. 1 wouldn't have mmded _ 
some sort of rear-view mirror, but • 10 different tracks to blast round. 
what do you expect for £1.99? Good graphics and use of colour. 

AW • Constant challenge against the clock. 
• MllCS better tlUUl Formula 1 
Simulator. 

The bike has six gears and a top speed 
of 2S0 mph. You won't get up to that on any ™ — — -
but the longest straights, but most races will 8 A p w * w . s 

be spent in fourth or fifth gear at between • Computer riders aren't very 
100 and, n 5 mph if you're going t6 do well. competitive. 
When taking corners you lean the bike • Beating the c lock m a y not be enough 
over and try to gauge the speed so that you to keep you hooked. 

5 4 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 Amstradian.i wouldn't give a 



ACTION TEST 

INTERNATIONAL 
K A R A T E 

Endurance Games. £7.95 cass. £12.95 disk, 
joystick or keys 

IGRAPHICSI 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 
STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

GRAPHICS 
SONICS 

GRAB FACTOR 
STAYING POWER 

A A RATING 

score. 
If no one gets two points then the 

fighter with the most points wins; a tie on 
points results in a rematch. If you can win 
two bouts then you progress to the next 
fighter, who is of course tougher than the 
previous one and equally intent on pulping 
your head. In between fighters is a bonus 
stage where you smash tiles but this just 
involves hitting a key at the right time to 
smash as many as possible for a bonus 
score - not much skill in that. 

Get past all six and you become the 
international karate champion. But it's more 
likely that you'll end up with your face in 
the dirt and multiple fractures all over your 
body. 
r———————————, 

SECOND OPINION 
Finally something ne w in the tvorld of 
combat games: pretty bits of scenery 
in the background! What d 'you mean, 
it's boring? Okay, so the gameplay is 
like every other combat game you've 
ever seen only not quite so good. Fair 
enough, the graphics of the fighters 
are. small and overlap confusingly -
but at least they beat each other 
senseless in front of some great 
backdrops, and that's what counts. 

AW 

The computer fighters are fast. If they 
decide to perform a killer of a move there's 
not a lot you car. do about it. They're 
impossible to anticipate and you'll need 
superhuman reflexes to respond to their 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW :<•; 
Can get a bit confusing trying to work 
out which one your fighter is, but this -M 
only adds interest to the gameplay. : 

AW 

AA Rave for anything else AMSTRAD ACTION OCTOBER 1986 55 

The software house is aptly named in this 
case. Not only have we had to endure 
months of wait for the game but now we 
have to endure two men beating the tar out 
of each other on screen again. To say that 
the combat-game motif had been overdone 
a little would b e an understatement, and I 
for one am fed up to the back teeth with 
them particularly when, like this one, they 
have nothing new to offer. 

Like most previous combat games it's a 
two-dimensional encounter, the two figh-
ters having one of six famous landmarks as 
the backdrop to their bone-ciunching activ-
ities. There are 16 possible moves. 8 with 
the fire button pressed and 8 without, but 
you probably won't end up using all of 
them. One or two players can play, the 
winner of a two-player game going on to 
face a computer opponent. 

The six computer opponents appear 
against different backgrounds and to get 
through to the next one you have to defeat a 
fighter twice in three bouts. Each bout is 60 
seconds long, in which time you have to 
gain two points (yir. & yang symbols) by 
felling your opponent. The judge will 
award half or full points and the corre-
sponding score. At the end of each bout the 
time remaining is added to the victor's 

straining engine noise. The opponents 
aren't very realistic in their behaviour but 
your bike is great to control and responds 
well. Not quite enough competitiveness in 
races but still ar. excellent game for the 
price. 

BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Loses a lot of its appeal, but its still 
every hit as playable. 

attacks. That means the only way to beat 
one is to devise your own gameplan and 
stick to it, hoping that you're quick enough 
and get in the right place to finish him off. 
The best way is to get familiar with a few 
moves that you can use automatically for 
defence and attack and stick to those -
trying to use all 16 is bound to end in 
disaster. 

The animation is good, although every-
thing happens so fast that you won't have 
time to see much. The landmarks are 
drawn all right but have nothing to do with 
the game. The gameplay itself is just like 
Fist or Sai Combat, only quite a bit faster. 
The computer opponents are beatable but 
it's incredibly frustrating to have them nip 
in an attack that you hardly have time to 
sec, never mind do anything about. 

i n e i e s uouuny new iiexe u s viuy 
really of interest to the newcomer to com-
bat games (but they'll find this one tough) 
or the combat addict looking for a very 
tough game. 

BW 

FERST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Under-SO-second lap at Silverstone 

wmMm WmmSIm • Good backgrounds and animation. 
• Six very tough opponents. 
• Nice soundtrack accompanies the 
fighting. 

• How unoriginal can you get? 
• Computer opponents are just too fast 
and deadly at t imes. 
• You'll probably end up smashing the 
desk in two in frustration. 



ADVENT 

88388 

zx< Vs.'": MUD ia actually part of a small empire of British Telecom 
companies set up to expoit the commercial opportunities of new 
technology. Pin-striped businessmen may thrill to the sound of 
Hotline (a set-up that provides up-to-date company info and 
news on-line), others may wax lyrical about Cabletext, or 
Prestel, but the Multi-User Dungeon is very dear to BT's heart, 
and interactive games are an essential part of its business 
strategy. 

The reason is simple. Research indicates that 3 0 % of 
computer owners will end up buying a modem - and in the UK 
alone that means around a million modem users. Many of them 
will want to play a game that you can't copy, that costs you 
money, and of course that compels you to use the phone. And 
then there are plans for a French MUD, and perhaps a German 
MUD, and so on and so on. So if you wonder why rich BT is 
bothering with the likes of us adventurers then wonder again: 
money! 

Right now there about 430 active MUD users - hardly big 
business - but the customer base is growing at about 20 a week, 
and to encourage it there's been a revolution in price. The 
starter pack, which brings you all the info you need plus three 
hours worth of credits, now costs only £4.95. That's got to b e 
excellent value for anyone with a modem, and for anyone 
without one it's got to b e a good reason to rush out and buy one. 
And if you're prepared to fork out up to £150 for 300 hours 
worth of credit then your connect charges are going to b e right 
down to 50p an hour. 

Even when you add your phone bills (50p per hour at local 
rates), the Pilg's main reservation expressed a couple of months 
back about price has been removed at one stroke. MUD still 
isn't cheap, but it i3 affordable. And with the growing use of 
modems it is bound to grow rapidly in sijze from now on. 

It-s even more affordable because the other major change 
the Pilg noticed on his visit to Ealing was the way the system has 
speeded up. The infuriating pauses are very much reduced - so 
not only aire the bills less but also you get in more arctual play-
time for your money. 

'In the end,' says Tij the Arch-Wizard, who hosted my visit 
to Ealing, 'the speed problem was narrowed down to a small 
section of the code, but when you're dealing with 60,000 lines of 
Pascal finding that small section can b e a problem! We hired a 
consultant, and he located the offending bit in a matter of hours, 
as a result of which the speed has improved no end.' 

This improvement in speed has really sharpened up the 
game, in the Pilg's opinion. When we last touched on the 
subject, speed (or the lack of it) was one of my main objections. 
Together vi&h the lower cost, ;::J reckon this improvement is 
crucial in making MUD an attractive proposition for adven-
turers. So perhaps it's just as well that the current set-up can 
handle up to 100 players simultaneously, though currently there 
are likely to b e only about a quarter of that number on-line at 
any one time. 

Not that that's a bad thing, since even with 800 locations a 
world can get just a bit too crowded. Fighting's fun but you 

The places you can travel to with your modem are many and 
varied. Apart from Compunet MUD (an earlier version of the 
game still available to Commodore owners), Essex MUD (the 
original, still running sporadically on Essex University's main-
frame) and other pretenders, there's also Shades, the new 
Micronet interactive game. Stay tuned for next month's investig-
ation ... 

• sSi § 4$ 
: Ms f J§. 

H p 4 m • 

- - > 

Much has happened since we first looked at MUD a 
couple of months ago. Now the Cowled Crusader can 
bring you right up to date with an inside glimpse of the 
country's most famous interactive adventure. The Pilg 
took a slow train to distant Ealing, where he met Tij the 
Arch-Wizard and Sputnik the Wizard and entered the 
Inner Sanctum of the MUD empire: a small air-
conditioned room full of monstrous computers, half-
gigabyte disks and man-sized printers... 

don't want a savage encounter around every corner. Half the 
problem with running MUD. it seems, is paying attention to this 
sort of problem and constantly adapting the gam&^o suit the 
number and nature of the players. And this, it turned;6ut, was a 
keynote in my MUD education at Ealing - the problems of 
running a multi-user game are enormous. 

First, you've got the problem of bad behaviour. While we 
were seated at our beautiful DEC scrolling terminals no 
squinting at the home telly for BT's Mudders - the following 
message flashed up on the screen: 'A male voice in the distance 
shouts, "Aw shit!'" 

Immediately my companions Sputnik and Tij leaped into 
action, Tij, as an Arch-Wizard, has a character profile that 
includes a flag called 'God'. I kid you not - his powers within 
the game are almost limitless. Within seconds the offender's 
playing name (or 'persona') was up on the screen together with 
his history, his account number and all other necessary inform-

5 6 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 Bevevr/q™,... I'm hunting wabbiu 



ADVENTURE 

ation. 'I can stop someone playing - permanently, if f want to,' 
says Arch-Wiz Tij. He wouldn't hesitate to use that power if 
someone abused his or her position as a MUD player, though in 
this particular instance the offending player was simply warned 
off. 

Saying naughty words is one thing, but undermining the 
structure of the game is of course far more serious. Currently 
there are 12 wizards. Each has the power to come and go as he 
pleases, to put the finger of death on another players, || snoop 
on them, and generally to offer them help or hindrance as their 
whims dictate. The possibilities for abuse of this power are 
endless, so Tij and Sputnik along with other BT staff spend a lot 
of time educating the wizards in the art of good behaviour. 

The real problem with the game, however, is its size. With 
the hardware being upgraded to allow 200 simultaneous 
players, won't things get a little crowded? And what happens if 
you get too many wizards - will they roam the Land together 
putting the finger of death o n all the poor mortals like you and 
me? 

'Other companies have grossly underestimated the dif-
ficulty of running a multi-user game, ' says Sputnik. 'It's not just a 
question of writing the game, it's a problem of maintaining it; 
Mega wars in the States had to completely reset the characters of 
the players every four weeks until people learnt good habits. ' 

On BT MUD, for the moment at any rate, the efforts of Tij 
and his pals have shown remarkable results. During my time on 
the system I was impressed by the courtesy of wizards towards 
one another and Other players and their willingness to help 
beginners. : ; As for overcrowding, 'When it does get too 
crowded, ' says Tij, 'we'll split the game into two or else expand 
it.' There are already another 200 locations to add to the current 
800, just waiting on disk ready for use when needed. 

In fact playing MUD at this stage of its development is a 
great pleasure. Elsewhere on the p a g e I've included a few 
excerpts from the g a m e as it was played in the company of Tij 
and Sputnik, who were kind enough to show me what life is like 
for a wizard. 

Since becoming a wizard is the aim of the game, you may 
wonder whether it's really worth all that effort and investment. 
My feeling is that it certainly is f- how else can you spend an 
evening hobnobbing with your pals when the fancy takes you, 
snooping on complete strangers, and tally-hoing across one of 
the largest interactive-game universes? Believe me. life as a 
wizard is the nearest I've seen to complete interactive wish-
fulfilment for some time. 

And there's more to come. Along with improved speed and 
lower cost have come some ambitious plans for the future. 
Intelligent mobiles are on the horizon, bringing to the game the 
sort of possibilities that adventure programmers have tried to 
exploit ever since Thorin first started singing about gold in The 
Hobbit. JMs are computer-controlled beasties and beauties who 
can wander from place to place, manipulate ob jects and 
generally behave (or misbehave) in an apparently autonomous 
way. You'll b e able to speak to them, fight with them and even 
nckle them! 

In fact tickling in MUD seems to b e all the rage at the 
moment. It's a good example of the way the game can change 
from one day to the next. 'It's just a fun interaction,' says Tij the 
A-Wiz, 'you can also hug and kiss. ' 

Hmmmm ... you can also have some other rather odd things 
happen to you. 'Your sex has magically changed to female, ' 
reported the game at one point while 1 was playing. 

Ah, these wizards - always game for a laugh. There ' s no 
doubt, however, that with a total vocab of just over 1,000 words 
(and expanding), 800 locations, and hugging, kissing, and 
tickling, there's plenty to keep you occupied. Unlike any off-
the-shelf adventure game, this one is always changing. 

| . ; ® T h e problem with MUD,' complained Sputnik, 'is that 
w e ' v e had ifo do all the trail-blazing.' You can understand his 
grievance. The system has had to sort out all the problems 
associated with on-line games and, occasionally, take the media 
flak WihiJci they did so. 

Hbwev^'j&^tting there in the centre of operations, watching 
the modems flicker as the players log on, it was easy to see why 
a s^dkes^aih for BT was a b l e to claim that MUD 'is potentially as 
big as the satellite and cable industries we 're always hearing 
about both are poised for take-off.' • 

The speed ' s better, the cost is down, and that removes the two 
main criticisms usually levelled at MUD. Now that w e can 
seriously consider playing it, how about getting a c loser look at 
what g o e s on? 

ELIZABETHAN T2AROOM. 
THIS COSY, TUDOR PERIOD ROOM IS WHERE M L KU£> ADVENTURES START. 
ITS EXPOSED OAK BEAMS AMD SCF7, VELVET-COVERED FURNITURE PROVIDE 
17 WITH TRB IL'KAL A7HOSPHERF. IN WHICH VO RF.LAX 0EF0RE VES'?URtR0 
OUT INTO THAT STRANGE, TIMELESS REATH. A SENSE OF 0ECEMCY AMD 
DEC0RUK PREVAILS, ANE A FEELING OF KINSHIP WITH THOSE WHO, Ll.<K 
yOU, SEEK THEIR DB3T:s? IN 7KB LAMD. WHSS YOU ARE SUITABLY 
•JUKPOS-JD, YOU MAY ENTER THAT OOHAIN BY STEPPING THROUGH AN 
OPEN1NC TO THE NORTH; HOWEVER, YOU ARE WELCOKE TO STAY H1KK FOR 
AS LONG AS Y0L' LIKE, SIPPING TEA AMI/ WATCHING 7HK WORLD GD BY. 
GRANNY THE HEROINE IS HERE. 
DCRK THE CUES7 :S HERE. 

BADLY-?AVBD ROAD. 
YCU FI«D YOURSELF ON A BADLY PAVED ROAD, WHICH CONTINUES TO THE 
HAS7 AND VEST. NORTH AND NORTHEAST ARE THE LOWER REGIONS OF A 
MOUNTAIN, WHICH KISKS UP BEYOND THF CLOUDS. SOUTHEAST IS A YARD, 
BELONGING TO AN INN WHICH CAS BE SEEN JUS? RKYflND 17. SOUTH lo A 
BRTAR PATCH, AND SOUTHWEST THE KOD7HILI.3 0? A HORE IMPRESSIVK 
Mfll.'NTAIS NORTHWEST IS A DEBS VALLEY, WHOSE WESTERN SL0?KS RISE 
UP 70 THE FOOTHILLS CK A NOUN7AIN MORE NATE57IC STILL. THt VIE£W 
IS QUITE BREATHTAKING. 

1 Getting started 
Here you ore in 
the Elizabethan 
Tea-Room, the 
very first locotfoiv 
In (he gome thai 
all Muddersenler 
each time they-; 

• ;;storf ploying. You 
•l̂  can't leave it 

unless you perform;.1 

one simple action. $ 
Be genteei, and ol! 
will be well 

2 Out and About 
The location 
descriptions in 
MHO ore often 
very lengthy -
after all they've 
got about 8 
megabytes of core 
memory to play 
wifh! There are 
currently 8 0 0 
locations with 
another 200 on 
disk ready ro be 
entered into the 
game when 
needed • 

3 Making friends 
A certain Ouergar 
{elsewhere the 
gome) has sent me 
a message asking 
if i wan: :o team 
up. Naturally, 
being a trusting 
Pisg, I reply in the 
affirmative. If only 
•'d Known! 

4 ... And in 
trouble! & 
Who's this swine 
Ducrgar?! He asks 
me round lo team 
up and then has 
me coughing 
blood! Doesn't he 
know who I am?! 
Obviously no?! xf 
Moral: trust no-one 

5 Danger! Wizard 
at work! 
If you make a 
'wish' it.W}H be 
transmitted to rtie!!;;; 
wizards in the 
game fori • i&si* 
consideration. 
Spmoti meigy: 
however, you'll 
find they; interfere 
without your 
asking 

i;; 6 Treats as well 
as tricks 
Yes, life can be 
tricky with wizards 
around! But they're 
not always so 
inconsiderate: 
witness this 
exchange where 
the Cowled . 
Crusader needed 
a spot of fight on -H-l 

- the proceedings! >v _.>vw...... .............. . ... ... ...... 
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btATKN TRACK. 
YOU1KZ CN A KOUCH EAST - WEST TRACK WITH A DENSE FOREST TO THE 
NORTH AND PA3TURE TC THE SOUTH. 
DCKKGAR TELLS YOU "WANNA TEC AM UP?' * 
D'-liKGAR "WHY NOT? WHSRi ARE YOUV * 
DL'KRGAR TELLS YOU "EAST PASTURE! tBACK OF HOUSE! * » 
XYZZY THE WARRIOR HAS JUST ARRIVED. * 
•UKRGAR "HANO ON THERE, I WILL COME TO YOU I HOPEFULLY) 

DUERGAR SAYS "HI". * 
"Hi 1 MADE XT" 

DUERGAR IS ABOU7 TO ATTACK YOU. 
a 
THE VIOLENCE OF A FLUKE PIBCE OF FIGHTING BY DUERGAR MAKES UYUL 
COUGH BLOOD. 
STAMINA-13/56. 
YOU INEPTLY STRIKE DUERGAR WITH AN ENERGETIC ATTACK. * 
DUERGAR TELLS YOU "KAHAH" 

YOU HAVE 3UDDEMLY AND MAGICALLY BECOME CRIPPLED'. 

CRANNY THE HEROINE HAS J'.IST LEFT. 

YOU HAVE SUDDENLY AND MAGICALLY REGAINED YOUR ABILITY TC WALK I 

IT'S T0C DARK FOR YOU TO SEE ANYTHING. * 
WISH "PLEASE MAY I HAVE A GLOW" * 
YOU HAVE SUDDENLY AND KACICALLY STARTED CLOWIXGI 



ADVENTURE 

THE BOGGIT 
CRL, £7.95 cass , all CPC models v 

Followers of the strait and narrow path will have already made 
the acquaintance of Robin of Sherlock and possibly even Bored 
of the Rings, two dainty little comcdies from the pens of Delta 4. 
The Boggit is their latest oeuvre. being a take-off of that little-
known Melbourne House adventure released a few years ago. „ 

Hi- Those of you who may just happen to have played the 
original Melbourne House game will doubtless have been 
entranced by its interactive characters, its stunning graphics, 
and its tortuous gameplay. Now you can get the low-down on 

1 what life was really like in Muddle Earth, and discover not only . 
what Bimbo Baggins does in his toilet, but why Trolls never J 
wash their clothes. 

{ The Boggit is standard Quill/Illustrator stuff as far as format 
is concerned, but Delta 4 pull their usual trick of giving the 
illusion of having 'interactive characters' using the TALK TO 
PERSON followed by SAY MESSAGE sequence of instructions. 
By first signalling your intention to talk ana then SAYir.g things 
you can give the antiquated Quiil parser the appearance of 
accepting some quite complex instructions. 

J]!*.. I very much enjoyed playing this game. The layout of the 
adventure ar.d the plot is sufficiently similar to the original to 
give one a feeling of cosy familiarity, but at almost very turn 
th;ngs go subtly (and sometimes unsubtly) astray. The text is 
lengthy and sometimes prints up screenfuls at a time in 
response to repeated key presses; but much of it is well-written 
and original, as when Bimbo wakes up with a hangover that 
'contravened local strategic arms limitations.' 

Like Bored of the Rings, this is a must for any player who's 
fed up with hair between the toes. Sometimes the good humour 
goes rather over the top but the puzzles are logical, challeng-
ing, and inventive. Delta 4 have been instrumental in establish-
ing the satirical adventure as a serious contender for the empty 
spaces on your shelf, and this game is up to their highest 
standards. 

Atmosphere Interoction Oiallenge AA-Rafing 1 
J The Boggit 81% 7?.% 78% 80% J. 

WJJ„ . tiJj/lu^ *<» t D h , . ^ u t j h ^ 

To The Pilgrim. 

My favourite -.--.ree adventures are. 

1. Game: 

1 
Company: 

2. Game: — * 

Company: _ 

3. Game: 

— 

Company:. 

My reasons for putting game 
number one above as f:ist choice 
are 

CLUE-SNIFFING 
Okay Pilgs, here b e ye Cowled Crusader's regular dose of 
problem solvent. Don't forget that all contributions to the Clue 
Pot are most welcome, so if you're bursting with helpful advice, 
jot it down and send it off to the P i l g r i m ' s C L u e Pot, c/o 
A m s t r a d Action, at the address at the front of the mag. 
Remember to state (1) the name of the game (2) the problem 
and (3) the solution. 

Mordon's Quest 
Don't set off on your quest without blanket, torch, and 
transporter. 
The king of the jungle goes hippetty-hop. 
Break pyrites into small p ieces to get them back along the 
narrow crawl. 

Kentilla 
At the river, swing across. 
Rescue Timandra from the Marshzats and return her to Zelda for 
a lift. 
Examine the large Urga-Maul more than once. 

Heroes of Karn 
Beren can kill bat with falcon. 
Khadim can kill Pirate with dagger . 
Vampire can be killed with cross. 
Witch can b e killed with water. 

The Boggit 
Stay out of the living room until the chocs have gone off. 
Use your knowledge of the calendar to enter combination. 
Lux softens the toughest troll. 

Price of Magik 
Jewels cut mirrors. 
Don't kill unnecessarily or haunting becomes a problem. 

Seabase Delta 
Blow bubble to wake hen. 
Torch is useless. 
Short-circuit switch with fork. 

if I'm a lucky Pilgrim and wir. a 
free game I should like to rece-
ive a copy X , 

My acid: ess is (BLOCK CAPITA I $ 
ONLY) 

CHARTS 
No charts this month I am afraid, 
but keep sending in your votes 
as they will b e back next month! 

Contact the Pilg! 
The Pilg is particularly interes-
ted from hearing from all you 
Wandering Souls out there and 
will do his best to include your 
correspondence in these 
columns whenever space per-
mits. Contributions to the Clue 
Cauldron and the Clue Pot are 
especially welcome, particular-
ly for lesser-known games 
which may not b e getting the 
coverage they deserve. 

Please remember that I'm 

not a Helpline and cannot give 
help on individual adventurers' 
problems - that's what the Lords 
and Ladies are for, so use them 
well! But for the rest of you, I'm 
contactable c / o Amstrad Ac-
tion, The Old Barn, Brunei 
Shopping Precinct, Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7PS, or if you 
have a modem, on BT Gold 
83:JNL251 or on 
Prestel/Micronet 919994834. 



WHAT ! 
SURELY YOU'RE NOT STILL WAITING 

FOR THAT GAME TO LOAD ? 
ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOU BOUGHT YOUR 

SOFTWARE FROM AMBYTE, THE ONLY COMPANY 
WHICH CAN SELL YOU GAMES SOFTWARE ON DISC 

AT CASSETTE PRICES 
("HERE'S HOW IT WORKS U 

From the list below you pick the games you want, and we put them on disc - easy isn't i t? We call them custom 
compi lat ions. The advantages are clear; you benefit f rom the loading speed disc games offer, so you get more out of 

your software, but you don't pay any more than if you were buying the games on tape. Not only that, many of the games 
we offer wouldn' t be available on disc - where else could you buy a Mastertronic game for £1.99, on disc, if it isn't from 

AMBYTE. 

ACTIVISION 
AC001 Gnostbusters 9 99" 
AC002 Mindshadow 999" 
AC003 Master of the Lamps 9.99' 
AC004 Rescue on Fractalus 9.99' 
AC005 Hacker 9 99' 
AC0C6 Barry McGuigan Boxing 9 99' 

1 ALLIGATA 
AL001 Who Dares Wins 2 8.95 

MASTERTRONIC 
VAC01 Firders Keepers 1.99 
VAC 02 Chiller 1.99 
MAO 03 Nonterraquous 1.99 
MAC 04 I ocomotion 1.99 
MAO 05 Soul of a Robot 1.99 
MA005 Formula One Simulator 1.99 
MAO 07 One Man and His Droid 1.99 
MAO 08 Caves of Doom 1.99 
MAO 09 Into Oblivion 1.99 
MA010 Spe I Bound 2.99 
MA011 The Last V8 2.99 
MA012 Kane 1.99 
MA013 Radzone 1.99 
MA014 Five a Side F ootball 2.99 

MK001 Battle of the Planets 9.95 
MK002 Three Weeks in Paradise 9.95 
MK003 Heroerts's Dummy Run 9.95 

US GOLD 
US001 Beachhead 2 9.95' 
US002 Impossible Mission 9.95' 
US003 Winter Games 9.95 
US004 Return to Oz 9.95' 
US005 Bruce Lee 9.95 
US006 Goonies 9.95' 
US007 Zorro 9.95 
US008 Bunlight 9 95 
US009 Dambus'ers 9 95 
US010 Kung Fu 9.95 
IJS011 Bounty Rob 9 95 
US012 Desert Fox 9.95 

GREMLIN GRAPHICS 
GR001 Thing on A Spring 8.95 
GR002 Way Ol The Tiger 995 
C.R003 Super Sleuth 8.95 
GP.004 Bounder 8.95 
GR005 Monty on the Run 8.95 

KUMA 
KU001 Star Avenger 6.95 
KJ0C2 Gaaxia 5.95 
KU003 Rock Raid 6.95 
KU004 Fruily Frank 6.95 
KU005 Caverns of Mars 6.95 
KU007 Argo Nav«S 695 
KU008 Renegade 6.95 

MARTECH 
MT001 Zoids - The Battle Begins 8 95 
M! 002 Bnan Jacks Superstar 8.95 
MT003 Geoff Capes Strong Man 8.95 
M T 004 San Fox Strip Poker 8.95 
MT005 WAR 8.95 

BRITANNIA SOFTWARE 
BRC01 Play Your Cards Right 7 95 

CCS 
CC002 Arnhem 9.95 
CC003 Deserl Hats 995 

ELECTRIC DREAMS 
ED001 Winter Sports 9.99' 
ED002 Spindi77y 9.99* 

MIRRORSOFT 
MS001 Dynamile Dan 8.95 
MS002 Doulderdash 9.95 

PALACE 
PA001 Cauldron 8.99 
PA002 Cauldron II 8.99 

PSS 
PS001 Tbealre Europe 9.95 
PS002 Battle tor Midway 9 95 
PS003 Battle ol Britain 9.95 
PS004 Swords and Sorcery 9.95 

CRL 
CRC01 Endurance 7.95 
CRC02 Juggernaut 7.95 
CR003 Formula 1 7.95 
CR004 Blade Hunner 8.95 

EL001 Frank Bruno Boxing 8.95 
EL002 Commando 8.95 
Ft 003 Bomb Jack 8.95 
EL004 Ghnsls and Goblins 8.95 

FIREBIRD 
FI001 Rasputin 7 95 
FI002 Runestone 7.95 
FI004 Costa Capers 7.95 
FIOD5 Chimera 7.95 
FIC06 Thunderbirds 3.95 
FIC07 Willow Pattern 3.95 
FIC08 Don't Panic 3 95 
FIC09 Subsunk 1.99 
FI010 Shorts Fuze 1.99 
FI011 The Comet Game 7.95 

ORDERING (CPC 6128/664 & 464 machines only) 
D O N ' hORGbl YOU MUST SPEND AT LLASI £ 15 ON TWO GAMES. 
Pease dcn't order any games marked with a star f ) unless you have 
telephoned us (on the number below) lo make sure I hey are available 
These games were not available at the time of our going to press bj t 
should be when you read this - but don't take a chance- phone us. 
otherwise your order might get delayed. 
You can order as many games as you like use a separate piece of paper if 
you prefer, but don't forget any of :he deatai s asked for by the form. 

Code Number Title Price 

1 
* V Total Order Value 

Name 

Customer Code (if you have 
one please use it, it saves time) 

Address 

Post Code 
Cheques and postal orders should bo made payable to AMBYTE. All 
orders should be posted to AMBYTE, 200 North Service Rd, 
Brentwood, Essex. CM14 4SG 

AHIBVle 
CASSETTE SOFTWARE ON DISC 

IMPORTANT 
YOU MAY ORDER AS MAN Y GAMES AS YOU LIKE SO LONG AS THE 

COMBINED VALUE OF TWO OF THEM EXCEEDS £15. YOU CANNOT. 
FOR EXAMPLE. ORDER SEVEN MASTERTRONIC TITLES UNLESS YOU 

ALSO ORDER TWO NORMAL PRICED GAMES. 



PE-IN; 

Talk to Max Headroom 
This month's lengthy listing is a bit different from anything 
we've ever printed before. It's unusual, witty and it has no 
practical use whatsoever. (Okay, so that last bit sounds a lot like 
most of the listings we print.) 

The program's called GICO, which stands for that well-
known computer saying, 'Garbage In, Garbage Out'. The 
name's very apt, though you may have to use the program for a 
while to see why. 

Author is 15-year-old John Ablett, an O-level pupil at 
Horbury school, Wakefield, West Yorkshire. 'This program has 
already proved to be extremely popular with the computer-
studies group at school,' he writes. 

The idea of GIGO is to let you hold a conversation with a 
little Max Headroom character at the top of the screen. Max 
moves his lips as a message prints up on the screen. You then 
type in your reply, Max mouths his reply to your reply, and so 
on for as long as you're typing finger(s) can stand. 

Max, being a computer-generated character, has a limited 
vocabulary. He only knows 102 different things to say including 
his standard start-up greeting, 'Hi! What do you want to talk 
about today?' However, this doesn't mean that he has to repeat 
himself. He'll learn your replies, and then throw them back at 
you when you least expect them. 

Max isn't a very intelligent guy, I'm afraid, so the things he 
says don't always make much sense. The surprising thing is 
how often they do make sense, given that he just churns his 
phrases out at random. He can be very witty indeed, but this 
usually depends on the person he's talking to. Bear in mind, for 
the most part he's only repeating things you've typed in - so 
don't insult him or he'll soon start being rude to you in return. 

THE PROGRAM 
The central idea of the listing is ingeniously simple. The various 
comments Max knows are stored in the array { ) , and line 90 
selects from them at random. When the chosen witticism is 
printed it's replaced in the array by the comment you've just 
entered. This means Max forgets each comment as soon as he 
says it, so he can't repeat himself unless you do. This replace- i 
ment system is very simple to implement - line 90 does all the I 
work here. 

Although you do occasionally get your comments thrown 
back at you almost straightaway, you can find that Max still has 
some of his original phrases left after half an hour's 
conversation. 

TAKING THINGS FURTHER 
One obvious development you could make yourself would be to 
get Max talking through some form of speech synthesiser. I've 
half a mind to try that myself with Superior Software's Speech!if 
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10 REM 'GIGO De-luxe'.Copyright J.C.Ablett,July 1936 
20 MODE 1: PAPER 2: BORDER 11 .'SYMBOL AFTER 0: PRINT CHR$<23); 
CHR*<0>; 
30 FOR a=0 TO 3:READ b:INK a,b:NEXT a:FOR a=l TO 7:READ b, 
c, d , e, f , 9: WINDOW Ma, b , c. , d , e : PAPER #a,f:PEN Ha,g:NEXT *:FOR 
a=1 TO 8:READ b:CLS #b:NEXT a:DATA 0,26,11,1,19,22,3,7,0, 

0,18,21,2,6,1,0,2,39,9,24,1,3,3,40,10,25,0,0,2,15,2,6,1,0, 
з,16,3,7,0,0 
40 DATA 25,40,3,7,0,0,0,4,3,1,2,6,5,7 
50 WINDOW Ml,24,39,2,6:PAPER #1,1:CLS Ml:WINDOW #3,3,38,10 
,23 
60 LOCATE 1, 1 , 2:LOCATE #5,1,2: PRINT #5, " GIGO De-Luxe • • 
CHR$<164)+" J.C.Ablett July 1986":PRINT #1," WATCH THI 
S SPACE":LOCATE M1,5,4:PEN M1,2:PRINT *I,CHR»(242>• 

"•CHR»<242) 
70 FOR a=l TO 3:READ c,d:PLOT c,385,0:DRAWR d,0:DRAWR 0,-8 
2:DRAWR -d,0:DRAWR 0,82:NEXT a:PLOT 15,272:DRAWR 0,-258:DR 
AWR 610,0:DRAWR 0,258:DRAWR -610,0:DATA 15,226,271,66,367, 
257 
30 DIM r%(100):FOR a=0 TO 100:READ r$<a):NEXT a:GOSUB 230: 

"hi !,what do you want to talk about today ?":GOSUB 330 
:PRINT M3 
90 r=INT<RND*101 ) :a$=r»(r) :LINE INPUTH3, r$(r) G05UB 330:PR 
INT #3:GOTO 90 
100 DATA please,thankyDU,bonjour,I don't know,yes,no,possi 
b1y. ..,that *s rather a rash statement to make-can you prov 
e it 7.what's that got to do with me ?,i don't care,are yo 
и. trying to be sarcastic that meant to be a rhetorira 
1 question ? 
110 DATA how should i know 7,what's that supposed to mean 

i bog your pardon ?,well you see doctor - it's like this 
...,wa5 that supposed to be funny 7 ,you luve me really,i'v 
e run out of things to say - it's your turn now,do you com 
e here often ? 
120 DATA have you ever wondered what we're doing here ?,ni 
t tf w»:,jl.h(?r we've been having lately, let's talk about marmo 
sets,you aren't making a lot of i,ense,please don't coritrad 
ict me - i don't like it,i have this fear of being replace 
d by a human 
130 DATA pass the sa1t,ho-hum,g1bber...gibber,can i flog y 
DU a musical toilet seat ?,you don't say,well i never,who 
would have thought it 7,you're only saying that to make me 
feel better,that's not a very nice thing to say,i fink yo 

u spelt dat rang 
140 DATA you don't know the half of it,if only you knew,je 
np rnmprendr. pas.spracken sie deutsch,i heard rumours tha 

t they were teaching 3 computer to have intelligent conver-
sations, what ' s new ?,i won't answer that,rubbish,utter waf 
fle,wel1 
I50 DATA 1*11 see what i can do for you,but....,this is a 
recorded message.,can i help you ?,stop trying to change t 
he uubject,good question,i never could get to grips with h 
umour,i cannot tell a lie 
160 DATA it makes you feel really silly when you realise t 
hat you're talking to a computer.(or a human in my ca&e>,i 
try my best,please could you type that in again 7 - slowl 

y,you're twisting my words,no comment,i think i*m in love 
with you 
170 DATA 1 like you - you're cute,that's the nicest thing 
anybody's said to me all day,it makes me very happy to hea 
r you type that,you don't really wean that,honest 1y 7,you 
wouldn't be telling fibs by any chance 7,that sounds inter 
est i ng 

180 DATA could you explain that to me that's fascinati 
, i'd love to,you must be joking,you can't be serious,i qui 
te agree,my sentiments exact1y,never !,i wouldn't mind lea 
rning to do that,sorry if i don't make a lot of sense 
190 DATA i M l bear that in mind in f u ture, par 1 ez-vous frari 
gl/lis 7, i like a person with a sense of humour, it's no 1 au 
ghing matter,i'm bored with this - let's talk about soMvth 
ing else,o.U..ignorance is bliss,necessity is the mother o 
f invention 
20fl DATA great minds think alike,time and tide wait for no 
man,a fool and his honey are soon parted,monday is the ro 

ot of all evi 1, araazi rig how i can crime up with such intelli 
gwnl responses isn't it 7 
210 DATA there's no money to be made from max headroom imp 
ersonations,have you ever considered being a wally full ti 
me ?,i'm feeling depressed,oh dear - that is dismal,person 
ally speaking - i prefer marrnosets,can i go home now 7,oh 
please - just for me 
220 DATA the mind boggles,i see,but of course,help-i'm a p 
risoner in an amstrad computer factory typing out silly co 
rnments 
230 FOR a=i TO 20:READ b,c:m*<0J=m$(0)+CHRSfb):m*<1)-m*(1) 
+CHR$<c):NFXT a:DATA 32,218,234,219,235,220,32,32,236,271, 
237,222,238,223,239,32,240,224,241,225,242,226,243,32,32, 2 
77,744,228,245,229,32,32,246,230,247,231,243,232,749, 233 
240 FOR a=1 TO 3:a*<a)=" "+ CHRS<a*2*248)•CHR$(a*2+249)*' " 
:NCXT a:ai(0)=MID$(ro^(0) ,13,4) : b* (0) = " MBP " : b* ( 1 ) ~ " CDGKNRST 
HZLFV":b$(7)-"OAFIY":b$<3)="WQU":FOR *=37 TO 0 STEP-1:READ 
b,c,d,e,f,g.h.1:SYMBOL 255-a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i:NEXT a 

250 DATA 0,0,1,6,15,24,55,46,0,63,197,50,136,100,20,200,0, 
0,0,197,96,32,16,16,116,103.239,249,234,245,238,111,98,136 
,34,72,162,81,255,223,16,8,8,30,67.250.124.124 
260 DATA 124,126.62,63,63,31,31,15,190,186,116,122,229,233 
,232,235,53,50,13,146,734.130,114,146,15,7,7,7,3,3,1,1,230 
,209,232,216,228,251,245,254,34,194,13,98,2,4,216,160 
270 DATA 1,2,7,7,15,15,31.31,255,127,159,195,224,208,240,2 
16,216,151,39,115,187,93,91,135,0,192,248,252,254,254,255, 
255 
280 DAFA 0,0,7,60,114,137,196,160,0,0,240,156,38,75,23,79, 
1,1,1,1,1,1,3,2,1,0,12,66,1,121,755,742,47,87,47,31,35,31, 
255,253,173.128,128,128.128,128,192,64 
290 DATA 2,2,2,1,0,0,0,0,236,124,50,4,138,137,144,144,251, 
221,237,227,115,133,95,15,192,192,128,128,0,0,0,0,151,128, 
67.40,16,25,55,30,230,27,238,108,28,60,254,255 
300 DATA 1,7,31,127,255,255,255,255,232,228,242,241,243,25 
3,249,253,127,63,99,197,100,119,207,223,128,192,248,252,25 
5,255,255,255 
310 DATA 139,140,67,32,19,24,55,80,230,54,206,44.220,60,25 
4,255.147,135,70,34,17,24,55,80,190,230,110,76,156,60,254, 
255,147,135.67,32,19,24,55,80,134,198,142,76,156,60 ,254,25 
5 
320 RETURN 
330 LOCATE #2,1,1:PRINT #2,m*<0>;:F0R m=i TO LEN(a*):LOCAT 
EM2,1,4:PRINT#2,a* <1):FOR b=0 TO 3:IF INSTR<b*<b),UPPERS<M 
ID*«a*,m,1)))<>0 THEN l b 
340 NEXT h:PRINT #3,UPPERS(MID$<aS,m,1))1:NEXT m:lF 1<>0 T 
HEN FOR a=0 TO 500:NEXT a:LOCATE M2,1,4:PRINT #2,a*(0):FOR 
a=0 TO 200;NEXT a 

350 IF INSTR< a®,"?* J=0 THEN LOCATE #2,1,1:PRINT »2,mS<l); 
360 RETURN 

< 

I can find the time. The relevant routine runs from line 330 
onwards, and at present it just moves Max's lips. With a bit of 
work, you should b e able to synchronise lips, printed text §nd 
the speech itself. 

Other interesting projects might involve producing hard 
copy on a printer, or creating a "save comments' feature so that 
you can store Max's array of phrases and continue your 
conversation with him some other time. 

What I'd really like to see is a G/GO-like program that 
actually reacts to the things you say. It doesn't have to b e very 
clever about this: the classic program of this type, ELIZA, 
simply watches out for particular key words and responds to 
them. You'll undoubtedly need a much more complex program, 
but the results can b e very rewarding indeed. If you come up 
with anything good, by all means send it in - we 're always 
happy to have a chat with a reader 's program! 
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CHEAT MODE 

KNIGHT TYME 
A full playing guide 
The response to our challenge to produce a m a p and 
playing guide of the Mastertronic classic has been ab-
solutely overwhelming. This guide was put together from 
many different contributions but we'd like to thank 
everyone who sent something in. The best contributors are 
named as prize winners on the general cheat mode pages. 

The maps of the planetary system and detailed loc-
ations should help you find your way around and get hold of 
most of the objects needed. We don't want to give too much 
away though, so although we've had many solutions in 
we're only printing some general tips to help you. We've 
also had a Poke in from the amazing TONY HOYLE of St 
Annes (who cracked Sorcery Plus for us a while back). His 
latest effort provides infinite energy and fuel and prevents 
characters refusing to obey your commands. To enter the 
Poke, use Method 1. 

RETREAT 

MONOPOLE 

Piece of sundial 

zmnMMmsmMMmtvmMSM 

3 iASflfl 
OUTPOST 

Mirror 



CHEAT MODE 

General Tips 
1. Examine everyone and 
everything that you can. 

2. If characters are uncoopera-
tive they may well need 
fortifying. 

3. It's very easy to forget that 
you are or aren't wearing some-
thing. which could account for 
not being able to perform a 

-iooper 

Guardians 

task. 
4. All the objects that appeared 
in Spellbound are no use here. 

5. Derby IV is a lot of help early 
on. 

6. Getting to Hooper can be 
hazardous so take plenty of 
protection. 

7. Don't use the transporter till 
you get it fixed at Starbase 1 

8. You'll need three pieces of 
__ sundial to complete the game. 

SSS&a 
The Characters 
Here's a list of the characters 
you '11 encounter and what they 
carry. 

SHARON - advert and gas 
mask 

m 
il GORDON - instant film 

DERBY IV - blank ID card SWIFTFOOT 
and chocolate heart 

K L I N K - 1 0 M W laser E SARAB - McTablet food 

Q / f ^ s . FORBIN S3 E3 - pot of glue 

S S > 
JULIE 8 HOOPER - magic talisman 

and part of sundial 

MURPHY - part of sundial HECTORR 

The Poke 
18 INK e,0'fCLS 48 POKE &1?23,3 
20 INK 1926:INK 2,1 Is INK 3,1 50 POKE &2U2,8:PCKE 12-113,8 
3'.BORDER BsKEKORY 4999ilOMB :POKE &2Ii4,0:POKE &2I5C,0 
iKT$B:CALL 5088 S8 POKE 42922,3 
38 LOAD" flCTcode":LOAD"! ktgrx 78 CALL 
*,49152 

The Transputer room 

Ml e a 
0 C O o BEE 

\ 
fower fish 

Cargo hold The Airlock The Lifcbcal 

- • # < ''j 

\ 
Torch 5W Resistor Starmap Starfleet manual 

Pewter tankard 

arfleet manual Xvrist terminal 
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CHEAT MODE 

6 4 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 Boredora'a the disease 

Use the flower killer from 
I.BIoom here. Then use 
fertiliser from the 
graveyard 

PLAYSKOOL 
(TO MUSEUM 

WALL) 

PLATFORM 
SCREEN 

(TO BEDROOM) 

Use the glue from the 
launderette to gum up 
the works. 

PLAYSKOOL RANK 

The floppy disk from the 
Bank causes havoc. 

pMi'/A 
The battery from the | | | | | 
police station blows a | § 1 | 
fuse. f i p l f 

The credit card on the 
wardrobe can be used in Jj| 
the cash dispenser. | | 

H H Wm. 

ALLEY WAY 
(TO 

LAUNDERETTE' 

PLAYSKOOL BANK 

The weight from the 
police cells brings things 
to a halt. 

Drop the bomb here to 
start the Great Escape. 

ALLEYWAY 
(TO GARDENS), 

::::::::: 

TOY SHOP CHINA SHOPPE POLICE JUST MICRO POLICE 
CELLS 

JUST MICRO TOY SHOP CHINA SHOPPE POLICE POLICE WALL 
(NO DOOR) 

BEDROOM JACK'S 

BEDHOOM 



CHEAT MODE 

AN AMSTRAD ACTION MAP Based on an original map by Chris Mayson and Gary Smith 

KITCHEN LIVING ROOM HALL 

ismmw?^ 

GARDENS GARDENS GRAVEYARD GARDENS GARDENS GARDENS 

rfl l i b r a * 
l i i i i i i l 

ROOM GUMMO'S 
MOLARS 

HUMMO 
SOCKS 

TECHNOLOGY 
RESEARCH 

I.BLOOM 

ROOM GUMMO'S 
MOLARS 

ROOM HUMMO SOCKS I.BLOOM TECHNOLOGY 
RESEARCH 

ROOM PLATFORM 
SCREEN 

LAUNDERETTE MUSEUM MUSEUM 

s n ... 

/ luv swettofcateu 
ALLEY WAY 

(TOGUMMOS) 
MUSEUM LAUNDERETTE MUSEUM WALL 

(NO DOOR) , 

- A 

S Ha Ha ( 
!'w a monster 
V maker s 
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ÎIhPII 
\_l liUUUll'" 

s s s s s m s s ^ 

sssssssa^ — -
ONLY 

u™allv Available 
® K9.00 for 10 

inc. P. & p 

P I S C M A S T E R V I « 0 

* , rowK.nx b-kup «i*y '<- ™ 

nAw*ifui iirKK.m COI -V''"' 0-W or two i> vf. * ' ' ' th_, M 

ftnshWwu -«vi -i rnc •> dsn- »-.' y.« • 
••nccovm- ... ''"" 10 ' y 

ttrAhcen j iV-i WVum mfM 
S S o a x • • - -n CA- ^ ,,„ 

ONLY £19.95 
u, *»MiMr • Do not mllŴ  by <Xh«r WftMftl. Th««« H only «« '^SEEu*^*" & pow.^1 ( H ^ O, H, typ.. 

a ^ s g ^ S S S S * 
V V ;" ŝjSL?*1 wT^l'J*0**" Wt 

* w * , h t0 Ta r * * 

t t ^ S E r 

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED THE WORKING DAY AFTER RECEIPT 

EVESHAM MICROS All prices Include PAP and VAT. Send cheque. Postal 
Order or Credit Card No. Credit Card orders accepted 
by phone. Callers welcome. Wide range of goods 
stocked. Trade enquiries welcome. European orders 
send price as advertised. Outside Europe £2.00 for 
airmail. Mall order to Evesham please. 

BRIDGE STREET, EVESHAM, 
WORCS. WR1I 4RY. 
Tel: 0586 41989 

MICRO CENTRE 
1756 PER SHORE KOAD, 

COTTERIDGE, BIRMINGHAM. 
Tel : 021-458 4564 

In Australia contact M I C R O A C C E S S O R I E S of S .A . , 39b Anderson Walk. Smithfield. South Australia SI 14 Tel: (08J ?54 6?Q4 

AMSTRAD 
RAND 5ALE 

/ZPs* 

I AMSTRAD SOFTWARE 

MANIC MINER £2.95 C JACK A JACK £2.50 
CRA2V GOLF C2.&0 JET 6001 JACK £7 50 
LASERWAPP E2.50 MESSAGE "ROW AKDR0ME0A £2.35 
ATOM SMASHER E2.50 BRIDGE PLAYER £2.95 
GEMS OF STRAOUS £2.50 PJNCV £2.95 
HARP ER ATTACK £2 50 DETECTIVE £ 2 5 0 
BEACH HEAD £4 5 0 RAID!! £4 50 
GEOFF CAPES STRONGMAN £2.95 BOUNTY B 0 3 £3.55 
HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER £4 95 V J T A ' . T MONTY £2.50 
RING Oh UARKNESS L2 95 CODE NAME MAT £2 50 
AVERICAN FOOTBALL £3.95 HEROES OF KARN £3.50 
T.L .L . £4.95 JEWELS OF BABYLON £3.50 
ChUCKIE EGG £3.55 FOREST AT WOR.D'S END 
TRIPODS £3.95 STOCKMARKf -"? 5C 
COWNAME V A T II £3 .50 H JNTER KILLER £2.95 
GREMLINS £3.50 SABRE WULF £4 95 

KNIGH'SHAOE £4.95 BATTLE FCR MIOWAY £4.95 
VIEW TO KI .L L'3.50 ALIEN 8 £4.95 
5 .AGGER £2.50 EVERYONE'S A WALLY £4 95 
STAR C0MMANC0 C2.50 INCA CURSE £2 50 
ASTRO ATTACK £2.50 ESPIONAGE ISLAND £2 50 
SNOWBALL £5.95 5 _AKET Cr DEATH f 2 50 
DARK STAR £4.50 =>HIP DF D 0 0 V £2.50 
TRIAL OF ARNOLD BLACKWOOD £2.95 FANTASIA DIAMOND £3.95 
fOOTBALL MANAGER £5.95 GRAND PRIX OR V£R £2.95 
LUCKY FRUITS £2.9E AMSG0LF £ 2 9 5 
BAT ' LE OF ThE ?LAk=TS £4.95 s p l a t £2.95 
TECHNICIAN ' E C £3.95 HEATHROW A.T.C. £3 95 
ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW 12 Jb FU KUNG IN LAS VEGAS L2.5C 
HAUNTED HCOGES L i . 9 5 
ANDROID 2 £3.95 Anylhiriy corrcntly 8vdilal)lr in 

soMwdrc o' penpneidl-N m- ca" 
supply |ust phone u:> lur u quote 

HOWE RUNNER £2.95 
Anylhiriy corrcntly 8vdilal)lr in 
soMwdrc o' penpneidl-N m- ca" 
supply |ust phone u:> lur u quote CHOPPER SQUAD £2.95 

Anylhiriy corrcntly 8vdilal)lr in 
soMwdrc o' penpneidl-N m- ca" 
supply |ust phone u:> lur u quote 

L ^ l SPANNERMAN £2 50 

Anylhiriy corrcntly 8vdilal)lr in 
soMwdrc o' penpneidl-N m- ca" 
supply |ust phone u:> lur u quote 

L ^ l 
3D INVADERS £2.50 LOGIC SALES L TD 
E .EC-RO FREDDIE £2 50 

L f U I O U n L C O L. 1 L/ 
f *J,M>u f irr-r* 9(1 1'V 1 

MASTER CHESS £2 95 I 
| nour o'aenngo"U/JJ 313870 | 

M A I f i m Of THE GAME 
AMSTRAD 

GET D E X T E R T .95 ROOM 10 6 . 2 5 WAY OF I HE TIGER 7 . 95 

SPWWZZY T . 9 5 MCK F A L 0 0 - S OPEN 7 . 95 GUNFRIGHT 7 .95 

E L I T E M.95 KUNG FU MASTER 7 . 95 SABOTEUR 7.15 

B0M8 JACK 7.15 SAI COMBAT 7.15 GHOSTS 'N' GOBLINS 7 J5 

WHO DARES WINS II 7.15 CORE 7.15 RFD HAWK 7.15 

COMMANDO 7.95 ROCK ' N ' W R E S T L E 7 .95 Z0?DS 7.15 

CAIMAN 7.15 'V' - VISITORS 7.15 SAM TOX POKER 7.15 

YIE AR K I N S FU 7.15 CAULDRON II 7.15 MOVIE 7.15 

I A U CET I 7 . 95 B IGGIES 7 .95 BLADE RUNNER 7.15 
BOUNCER 7 . 95 PACIFIC 7.15 C0N1AMINA HON 7.95 

RAMB0 7.15 GRAHAM GOOCH CRKET 7 .95 8ATTLEFCL0 -CtBMAKY U 5 

WINTER GAMES T .95 WORLD CUP CARNIVAL 7 .95 JACK THE NIPFER 7.15 

HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER 7.15 MELTDOWN 7 . 5 S T A R S T R I K E 1 7 .95 

CREEN 8 E R E T 7.15 MAX HEADROOM 7.95 NEXUS 7.35 

TURBO ESPRIT 7.15 HEAVY OS THE MAG'K 7 .95 30 STARSTR IKE II 7 .3S 

ALIEN HIGHWAY 7.15 STAR0UAKE 7.15 MISSION EL» VA I OR 7 .95 

FAIRLIGHT 7 . 95 SH0GUN 7.95 SOCCER '86 7.95 

^ R I N N S Q F T ^ mm 
7 7 
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DESIGN 

\ AMv-r a 

TAKING.. ...TIGER 
MOUNTAIN 
THE ODDS ARE 
AGAINST YOU! 
You'll have to plan for the future 

and use your tactical skills to 
take the attack-tank through 

to "TIGER MOUNTAIN'! 
"TAKING TIGER 

MOUNTAIN" is in 3D colour, 
set in a real-time battle 

environment, which makes 
it the most advanced 

battle simulation 
available. 

For the AMSTRAD 
CPC Range. 

< 
n-c-x-o-3 
THE COUNTDOWN 
HAS BEGUN... 
One man stands alone to defend the 
ultimate weapon "NEMESIS" from 
the Andromedan robot forces. 
He has to escape with the 
"NEMESIS" intact, or start the 
countdown to self-destruct. 
Time is running out, every 
second counts... 
For the SPECTRUM and 
AMSTRAD CPC Range. 

Selected "Design Design" titles 
are available f r o m : -

WOOIWOPTH WHSMITH 
taSr vmumi comwt 

and all leading software 
stockists, or direct f r o m : -

Design Design Software, 
125, Smedley Road, Cheetham Hill, 
MANCHESTER M8 7RS. 
Trade enquiries: 061-205 6603 



LIGHTFORCE is for VENGEANCE 
LIGHTFpRCE is the Punishment Arm of 
Galactic Fighter Command. 
When a Terran-settled system at the edge of 
the galaxy is seized by an alien force,revenge 
comes in the form of a lone 
LIGHTFORCE fighter. 
LIGHTFORCE confronts alien in a dazzling 
battle above the strange landscapes of the 
Ice-Planet,the Jungle Planet,Alien factories 
and the impassable Asteroid Belt. 
LIGHTFORCE — at the speed of Light 
- from FTL. 

SHOCKWAY RIDERS are the pick of the 
street gangs - ATHLETIC,AGGRESSIVE & 

ARROGANT - as they cruise along the 
triple-speed moving walkways that circle 

the great MEGACITYS of .the 21st Century. 
THE ULTIMATE AIM OF EVERY RIDER 

is to go "FULL CIRCLE" - to do that,he must 
fight off the Block Boys,the Cops and the 

Vigilantes - as well as negotiating the Speed 
Traps and Rider Ramps erected by the angry 

local residents! 
SHOCKWAY RIDER is the most original 

arcade gam£ of the y ^ r -
THE ULTIMATE FUTURE SHOCK!! 

LIGHTFORCE AVAILABLE SEPT. '86 ' 
SHOCKWAY RIDER AVAILABLE OCT. '86 

SPECTRUM £7.95 
AMSTRAD & COMMODORE £8.95 

FASTE fe»THAN» l lGHT FTL FASTER THAN LIGHT, CARTER FOLLIS GROUP OF COMPANIES, j | , SEDGLEY ROAD EAST. TIPTON, WEST MIDLANDS DY4 7UJ. Tel: 021 -520 2981 (4 lines) 



This poke from R Jackson of 
Barnard Castle stops the aliens 
dropping bombs (except UFOs) 
and is entered using Method 2 
to skip the first three blocks of 
the program called 
"INVADERS". 

Saboteur ICLASSiTiNvS 

POKE k,VAL( V+ai):csu«i=csui» 
+VALCV-ai):x=x+l:GQTO 40 
58 READ a: IF aOcsui THEN PR 
INT'Error in data*:END 
62 CALL M M i C i S 

70 IF n=l THEN 112 
30 IF PEEK (Ir4135)=i6p THEN 
PR I NT'Practice aode o f f 
93 IF PEEK U4138)=IB6 THEN 
PSINT'practice mode on" 
130 Pft I NT: END 
110 IF PEE* U41C2i=&BA THEN 
PRINTHWaik cn water o f f " 

120 i f PEEK i&4iC2>=ic39 THEN 
PRJNT'liaik or water on" 

133 m v - . m 
140 DATA 3e,34,32,2f ,80,cd, j 
5,80,3a,c2,4L,ee,83,32,e2 t4i 
, 3e, 35,32,2f, 88,21,2?, 88, cd, 
d4,be,22,33.88,79,32,32,80,1 

,30,80,c9,xx.4528 
150 DATA 3e,«4,32,37,8a,cd,l 
d,88,3a,33,41,ee,00,32,38,41 
,3a,39,41,ee,96,32,39,41,3e, 
85,32,37,88,21,37,S0,ed,c4,b 
c,22,38,SB,79,32,3a,88,le,80 
,16,88.8e,c2,21,80,40,cf,33, 

88,c9,xx,5122 

Congratulations to both Tony 

and Paul - they are fantastic 
p ieces of work well worthy of 
reward. 

10 MEMORY &3FFF 
20 2=&4000:GOSU£ 112 
30 LGAD'sorceryp*,&3388 
40 POKE &8B84,4 
58 CALL &480B 
60 POKE &3863,iC9 
70 CALL &881S 
30 POKE &4867,i43:P0KE &4868 
, H I 
90 2-i4143:SG5jB i iB 
108 CALL &4B88 
110 FOR 1=0 >0 24 
120 READ b« 

130 POKE z,VALiB ir"+bs):r=z*i 
148 NEXT 
150 RETURN 
160 DATA 21,13,80,38,00,30,3 
e,77 
178 DATA 2cs28,fb,2S,34,48,3 
4,28 
188 DATA 07,7e, fe ,13,28, f3 , I 
8,e8 
198 DATA c9 
200 DATA 3e,80,32,67,78,32,d 
9,85 
210 DATA 32,31,86,3^,18,32, d 
4,>7 
228 DATA 3e,00,32,65,92,c3,0 
3,70 
230 DATA 00 

Bob Wade checks out your tips, pokes and game-
busting ploys. The best ones could w in a entire issue's 
A A Raves! So why not send YOUR latest gem to: Cheat 
Mode, Amstrad Action, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 
5AH. 

G Upton from Telford has a j 
Method 1 poke that removes all] 
the monsters from the Master-
troiuc qame. 

18 MEMORY 4999 
28 LOAD810',5888 
38 POKE 13232,8 
48 CALL 5883 

18 MEMORY 16499 
28 x=16508 
30 FOR f = l TO 12:READ a:P0KE 
x,a:x=x* l 

48 NEXT f 
50 CALL 16508 
68 POKE 18658,0 
•78 CALL 16896 
58 DATA 62,22,17,101,66,33,0 
,66,205,161,188,281 
98 END 

This poke from Timothy Lomas 
of Sanderstead gives infinite 
strength on the Durell game and 
is entered using Method 1. 

* 
Tony Hoyle from St Annes and 
Paul Hutchinson from Sty-
vechale both rbse brilliantly 
to our August challenge with 
solutions to the problem of 
invulnerability to water. The 
pokes are very different so 
we re printing both of them 
and we're sure you'll love 
them. 

F::s: Tony's poke, which as 
well as stopping you from 
drowning r ;he water allows 
you to access 'he practice mode 
automatically To use it just type 
it in, put the disk :n the drive, 
type RUN and choose from the 
menu which poke you want to 
enable. For future use you 
should save the poke onto the 
game disk. The program actu-
ally alters the game so take 
great care in typing it and using 
i t Don't forget the disk must not 
be write protected (the tabs on 
the disk should be up), or it 
won't work. If you RUN the poke 

again you can toggle the two 
cheat modes on and off as you 
want. 

A few seconds after the sor-
ceror drops in the water he will 
reappear above it, after several 
other graphic characters have 
flicked up on screen - try it. it's 
fun. The practice mode is 
enabled by holding down the 
'C' key and pressing fire when 
starting the game. 

Paul's poke is just as classy and 
does some other great things as 
well. To use this one just type it 
in and save it onto the game 
disk, then just run it each time 
you want to load the game, as 
the poke automatically runs the 
game for you. 

The poke actually prevents 
the sorceror falling into the 
water - instead he just floats on 
top of the waves. Ir. addition it 
gives you infinite energy and 
infinite time to complete the 
task. 

C A R E F U L ! alters your 
•cus p<*e * C " t f c o r , t a r n s error 
£ 1 S aisk ble. and 
traps P e problems rl 
should ^ l a f w c cannot 
used « ^ 0 ® s i b a i « V " 

18 CLS:PR I NT"1-Wa1k on water 
BSPRINT:PRINT'2-Pract 
e":a$=":WHlLE a $ \ ) n r AND a 
$v)*2":a$=INKEY$;WEN5:ifi=VAL{ 
at) 
23 IF •=! THEN RESTORE 142 E 
LSE RESTORE 158 
30 X=&3B88:csjr=8 
48 READ a$:IF a $ ( T H E N 
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CHEAT MODE 

It seemed quite a coincidence 
this month when two mega-
pokes came in for the Master-
tronic game, both along similar 
lines. It didn't take long to work 
out that they came from next 
door neighbours in Aylesbury. 
So congratulations Stephen 
Stokes and Simon Hearn on two 
excellent efforts for which you 
deserve equal credit I'm sure. 
We're actually using Stephen's 
version and he also sent in a 
map that helped to produce our 
own map this issue. Well done 
lads - perhaps you'd like to 
collaborate on your next project 
to save confusing us? The 
poke's entered using Method 1 
and allows you to change all 
sorts of things that the program 
will ask you about towards the 
end of the loading procedure. 

13 MEMORY &35BF 

28 L 0 A D " c e s \ i 3 5 C 8 

38 LCAB"sp r i t e s ' \ k7D74 

40 L0AD"enveio",&5583 

58 FOR ad=&48 r 0 £-35 STEP 18 

68 checxsum=8:FJR ad2=ad TD 

ad*9 

70 READ v$ 

38 n=VALi 

90 POKE ad2,n 

180 checksui=checksu»+n 

118 NEXT a d 2 
128 count=count+l-.READ c b $ : i 

F V A L C V + c M N * c h e c k s u m THE 

H PRINT'Checksuit e r r o r i n l i 

ne , ; c3unt*13+360:£ND 

138 NEXT ad 

148 PRJNT 0 Inaor ta11ty Y/N?" 

150 aS=INKEY$: IF aJ='"THEN 1 

58 

168 I F a$=°yn OR a i = ' f THEN 

POKE fcCF.255 

178 P R I N T ' E x t r a energy Y/N?6 

138 a$=iNK£Y$: IF a$="THEN i 

88 
190 I F aJ="y" OR a$="Y' 'HEN 

POKE 408 ,255 

200 P R I N T " I n f i n i t e s c r o i i s a 

nd ami l e t s Y/N?" 

218 a f - iNK£Y$ : I F a $ = " » ! £ * 2 

10 
228 I F a $ = V OP a$="Y"TH£K 

V Duncan McKee from Durham 
tells you how to set the bombs 
on this Ocean game. Just set the 
bomb clock to the first four 
digits of the clock above the 
score and press the key next to 
it. 

You're in for a real treat this 
month because the program-
mer of The Covenant, Paux 
H u t c h i n s o n ( s e e t h e Sorcery 
Plus pokes as well), has sent 
in his own pokes for the 

l e HEHORY 4999 
' 1=0 ro a 

& KEAD bt 

61 CALL 42544 IT 
s v s l a s , ^ 

game. The listing is entered 
using Method 2 to skip the 
first block called 
"COVENANT". It stops you 
dying and is currently set to 
open all the doors. 

For those who understand 
these things you might b e inter 
ested m line 90, w h e r e the 
binary n u m b e r represents a 
ser ies ' ,of flags. T h e s e perform 
various functions: bit 7 isn't 
shown and is not used: bit 6 
opens the doors when set; bit 3 
3et means you have col lected 
the parchment , and therefore 
ends the g a m e as soon as you 
start :t; bit 4 when set makes a 
captured creature a p p e a r on 
status; and setting bits 3, 2, 1, 
and 0 let you play around with 
what c reatures you get (set 
them all to one to g e t none at 
all). 

POKE fcCB,255:POKE &CD,255 

238 P R ! N T * I n f i n i t e masks Y/fc 
'?* 

248 ai=INK'£YI: IF a$="THEN 2 

40 

258 I F a $ = V OR a$=nY*THEN 

POKE &CC,255 

268 P R I N T " I n f i n i t e keys Y/N? • 

272 ai=IaiK£¥$:IF a»= 'THtft 2 
7il 

288 IF p«=-y OR a$-;fV"THEfi 
PJKE 3fC£«255 
293 PRINT"Entrance to wizard 
' s rDDBi Gpen Y/N?* 
338 a$=ifc<EY$:IF a$=:"THcN 3 
80 
318 I F a $ = y OR a$="Yn7HEfc 

POKE i .C9 f255 

320 P R I « T r £ n t r a r c e to doors 

wi th s p e c i a ; keys open Y/h?" 

338 a$=INKEY$: ; F a$="TH£K 3 

38 

348 IF a$="y' OR a S - ' V T H E N 

POKE &CA,255 

350 INK 6 , 0 : I K < i , d : I N K 2 , 8 : 

INK 3,0:BORDER 3 
368 CALL Sf48 

370 DATA 0 6 . 0 4 , 2 ; , d 2 , 8 0 , 1 1 , 8 

8 , c B , c d , 7 7 , 3 ! 2 

380 DATA b e , 2 1 , 7 8 , 8 1 , ed,3."$, b-
c , 3 a , c 8 , 8 0 , 4 5 c 

398 DATA f e , 8 8 ? 2 £ , 3 9 , 2 l , 5 0 , c 
3 , 2 2 , 0 3 , 0 1 , 3 4 9 
483 DATA 22 ,bd ,81 ,3a , c9 ,08 , f 

e , 8 8 , 2 3 , 0 5 , 3 8 e 

410 DATA 3e , c3 ,32 , a5 ,23 ,3a , c 

a , 0 0 , f e , 8 3 , 4 8 2 

423 DATA 23,88,3e,c->>32,bd,2 

3 , 3 2 , b l , 2 8 , 3 5 3 

438 DATA 3 a , c b , 8 B , r e , 3 0 , 2 8 , 3 
c /in "»r-

443 DATA 0 8 , l l , 3 a , c c , 3 8 , f e , 0 

0 , 2 S , 0 5 , 3 e , 2 8 0 

*50 DATA 8 8 , 3 2 , 6 5 , 1 1 , 3 a , c d , 8 

0 , f e , 8 0 , 2 8 , 2 d 5 

460 DATA 0 5 , 3 e , 0 0 , 3 2 , f 3 , 1 0 , 3 

a , c e , 0 0 , f e , 3 7 e 

478 DATA 88 ,28,8b ,21,00,38 ,2 

2 , f c , 1 9 , 3 E , 1 C 9 

430 DATA 9 0 , 3 2 , f e , 1 9 , 3 a , c f , 0 
8 , f e , 0 8 , 2 8 , 3 7 3 

498 DATA 8 8 , 3 e , c 3 , 3 2 , c d , 1 4 , 3 

2 , 5 2 , 1 3 , c d , 3 8 5 

588 DATA f f , b b , c 3 , 7 0 , e i , 0 8 , 0 

8,08,08,08,266 
510 DATA 88,88,88,80,80,80,4 

7 ,41,4 d , 4 5 , 1 1 a 

How to win an 
ENTIRE ISSUE'S Rave 
software! 
If you want :o win an entire 
issue's rave software, including 
the fr'astergame, then all you 
have :c do is produce an excell-
ent map. poke or playing tips. 
We've set you a number of chal-
lenges but if you can produce 
something even better then feel 
free - you'll have just as much 
chance of winning a prize 

The best solution will win a 
copy of every Rave and the 
Mastergamc from the issue in 
which the solution is printed. 
The number of games will vary 
of course, but in past issues 
there have been six Raves ox 
more - that's over £50 oi soft-
ware and some months it may 
top £100. The prizes will usually 
be on cassette, unless you re-
quest disk software of the 
equivalent value. We also give 
out five rurmers-up prizes every 
month of one ,.of the 
Raves/Mastergame in that issue. 

The first winners are re-
vealed this issue, and what a 
tremendous battle it's been -
you all deserve great congratul-
ations. We were flooded by 
Knight Tyme solutions, maps. 

high quality pokes and playing 
tips. However, from out of the 
pack appeared one worthy win-
ner - Tony Hoyle, who not only 
cracked Sorcery Phis first but 
also came up with a poke for 
Knigh! Tyme. Well done Tony a 
much deserved prize. 

The runners up also did ex-
tremely well, arid the five prizes 
go to: Paul Hutchinson tor Sor-
cery Plus and Covenant pokes. 
Chris Mayson/Gary Smith for 
their Jack the Nipper map Step-
hen Stokes/Simon Hearn for 
their Stor.ni pokes. Ian Curry 
for his Knight Tyme map and 
tips, and Laurence Molloy for 
his Knight Tyme map and tips. 
Well done all and now you can 
get cracking on these 
challenges. 
1. A poke allowing you to 
bounce off walls unharmed in 
Thrust. 
2. A playing guide to 
Starstzike II. 
3. A map of Golden Path. 
4. A poke for robot immunity 
in Impossible Mission. 
5. A poke allowing you to start 
on any level of Stainless Steel. 

7 0 A M S T R A D A C T I O N O C T O B E R 1 9 8 6 v * « M t W ^ 
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Try beating oik AMDRUM! 

m Cf^KrM 
F ' f f S w 

t j b ^ B 

B t J 

A s f ea tu red on ( j f l j 
"Micro L i v e " 

a n d 
"Saturday 

Superstore' 

nmm 
DIGITAL DRUM 

SYSTEM 
for the 

AMSTRAD 

i r 

£34.95 

464/664/6128 

8 DIGITALLY RECORDED REAL DRUM SOUNDS 
SIMPLE TO USE — UP AND RUNNING IN ONLY MINUTES 
A TRUE DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE 
'REAL TIME' OR ON-SCREEN PROGRAMMING 
COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE 
EXTRA SOUNDS CAN BE LOADED FROM TAPE 
CREATIVE, EDUCATIONAL AND FUN 
THE MOST EXCITING PERIPHERAL EVER DEVELOPED 
DYNAMIC FIUNG SYSTEM — STORE OVER 
1000 PROGRAMMED RHYTHMS 

TAPE SYNC FACILITY 
SONGS CAN BE SAVED ON TAPE/DISC 
POLYPHONIC 
COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL 
JUST PLUGS INTO MOST HI FI'S 

. . . . • I i f ® - : 

jSS&j Jr. i 

n o w a v a i l a b l e 
Latin Kit & E d i t o r 

p. C3.99 , 
Electro K i t & Ed i to r £4.99 

Available f rom t w ^ * ™ * ] H i g h St .Stores 
and all g o o d compute r shops or direct 
f r o m Cheetah Market ing. 

(Tjeetah, 
A/iorketing 

OEPT A A 1 WILLOW BROOK SCIENCE PARK, CRICK HOWELL ROAD. ST. MELLOMS. CARDIFF 
TELEPHONE CARDtFF(0222)7 7 7 3 3 7 TELEX=4®7455 
(Expor t e n q u i r i e s - c o n t a c t Cheetah di rect) 
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THE ALL-IN-
FO 

This form has been created by the Save-
You can use it to register your votes for G 

Type-ins, without loo 

GAME CHART VOTING FORM 
I would like to vote for the following games: 

GAME 
1. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

SOFTWARE HOUSE 

erhacked-Department. 
vare, or to send in your 
fS. 

VOTES OUT OF TEN 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE VOTING FORM 

PROGRAM 
1. 

SOI =TWARE HOUSE VOTES OUT OF TEN 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

TYP 
You can help us out at AA, and give your type-ins a far better chance of being published, by filling 
out this form and wrapping it around your cassette with a rubber band. It would also be an idea if 
you send it in a jiffy bag as an awful tot of cassettes arrive here damaged. 

Name 
Address 

Postcode. 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION: 

I hereby declare that the program on the attached tape is all my own work, and that it has not been 
sent to any other publication, nor been published in any form, or submitted to a software house 
for consideration as part of a commercial package. 

Signed Date 



m-m. 

AMSTRAD.. . 8256 WORD PROCESSOR SYSTEM fl5l2 WORD PRCCESSOK SYS JEM 6128 I ?8K- GT65GREEN MONITOR 6128 128K-CTMt>44COL. MONITOR 46464K . Gf6!> GREEN MONITOS 464 64<»CTMb44COL. MONITOR OiSCORJVE + INTERFACE (4641 SECONOOISC DRIVE (LESS C*eLE> SECOND DRIVE CABLE 464.612B MODULATOR RS232INTERFACE (464) RS232INTERFACE 1825.61 SPEECHSYNTH I SPEAKERS 
AMX. . . 
AMXMOUSE |464.'6:28:< AMXUTILITFS AMX PAGEMAKER AMX30ZIC0N 
MEMORY EXPANSION 64K MEMCSY EXPANSION 14&4.-&64 • 256K MEMORY EXPANSION t464,'664> 2!>6K MEMORYEXPAN$K>N 161281 256K SILICON OlSfc (464'664! 256K SILICON DISC (6128) OK TRCNIKS LIGllTPf N • l:F I464.'664) 
JOYSTICKS AMSTRADSlNCl F JOYSTICK CHEETAH 125 JOYSTICK 
COMMUNICATIONS PAcr-
COMMSTAR SCFTWARE SERIAL INTERFACE COMMS'AR + INTERFACE COMMSTAR -t NIGHTINGALE OOMMSTAR + NIGHT NfiAl F I l.'F l.'FTC'NIGHTINGALE CABLE 
WORD PROCESSING 
TASMAN. TAS WORD464 TASY»ORfJ 4<>4 - OISC IASWORD6128 

69.95 19.95 49.95 24.95 
49.95 99.95 99.95 99.95 99.95 24.95 
9.99 8 95 

31 62 79 06 102.35 150 94 172.50 
8.62 

19.95 24.95 24.95 

i T 

" - ::•: v.;. 
:• •: :• •. 

16.50 9.90 9.90 
TASSfELL r»SP»INT TASCOPY 
GEMINI BUSINESS & ACCOUNTS DATAB ASF <464<$&4.-6' 128) OISC 25. DATA BASE <464i'664.'6)?ft) CASS 19. 
GRAPH PLOT(464.664'6128)DISC 25. GRAPH Pt OT(464i'W>4-'6128)CASS 19. 
REP0RTGEN(464.664:6I2U:D'SC 25. HtFORT GEN I464'664.'61281 CASS 19. HOME ACC<4fc4.'664'6128) OISC 25. HOME ACC(464.'664'6128)CASS 19. 
CASH 8COKI464.'66461281 DISC 65. CASH BCOK ! 464,664.6128) CttfiS 59. FINAL ACC:464.'664.61281 DISC 65. FINAL ACC >|464.'}>64.'6! CASS 59. 0ATAGEMI825S5DISC 39.' 
BEEBUG UTILITIES ULTRA8ASE (464'664.612ft; Ol SU UDKA8ASE (464'664.61251 CASS LCCKSMITH (4(i4.664.'6128) DISC LOCKSMITH (464/664.0' ?fi) CASS IOC KSMIIH (464'C64'61 ZB) ROM HEM BRANT (464.̂ 64:6128: DISC KfcMBRANT (464 664:61281 CASS OISC DEVON !464.664.'6128) OISC C ISC DEMON ;464 664.'6128) ROM TOC -K :T I464.'664'6128i D'SC TOCLK H464/664'6128iCASS TOClK Tl4€-4.'S64'6128'R0M 
COMPLETE OFFICE SUITE 
DATABASE 
M N'OFFICE II ;4€4.'664 6128)CASS MINI OFFICE 11 (464.664/6128) DISC 
PRINTERS SEIKOSP1 OOClCPC PkiN I FUR AWST'AC 

17.95 14.95 16.95 13.95 29.95 16.95 13.95 17.95 29.95 17.95 14 95 29 95 

14.95 
19 95 
240.00 

1 • VB^rJok^ • tBB v'iSL̂ ;̂ HB^SfeyWK'iH ISSSSSISKli] 
Faulty Amstrad?. . Send just the keyboard DO NOT send the monitor. unless 
the monitor is also DEAD! (To make sure monitor is DEAD, switch on monitor in 
darkened room, turn up brightness to maximum and after b minutes snitch off. 
Ifyou get a bright spot receeding, thbn monitor is O.K. (not DEAD)). Pieaseseno 
all items, wel! packed by 'Comitensdtvn Fee Paid' - Post, det&ls from your P.O. 

AMSTRAO REPAIRS 
BETWEEN £14 and£55 

BBC REPAIRS 
BETWEEN £14 and £45 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
BETWEEN C9 and £20 

ESTIMATES GIVEN ON 
PRINTERSDISK DRI /FS 

ETC. 

COMMODORE 
REPAIRS BETWEEN 

COMMODORE 
REPAIRS BETWEEN MANCOMP GUARANTEE I'-.hcsjirc teJt occurs vrcnr <K>iaysor<̂iirfpar. "lieM'- t -jUi-a'tic ."HO •Cluoo the w.agc. £14 and £35 

MANCOMP GUARANTEE I'-.hcsjirc teJt occurs vrcnr <K>iaysor<̂iirfpar. "lieM'- t -jUi-a'tic ."HO •Cluoo the w.agc. 

msr-
Tojwode White-U-Wart! Service 
rmsT-Witfi IrtBnabcal 'ttXSirs ard discounts tor SCI-COS. 
Hcsp-Uis aro H.M. Foxes. 
n*sr-
TopfCwJe infurtdfRecbnfed Dflivey or return f̂urnry 
rmsr-
With LOW CHAMCfS (e.g £3 fcr Ko>t>wrd lau«i). 
RKT-
Fo- HtORSStOMUSM -Of all Ihc repa t conpan̂  
'Sir<i»r use-' iwki u> J M A C M F P S E E M W me TOSI 

prof«sonaiwtien teaxetoadvê andahelpful a'tiiuJe' 
ALGUST 1985. 
msT-Fo< SKCO .. "One firm. .v «ast can irtuaiy elTi-ct aiv lecexsa-y repair -o.rr Ito-i-cunte"" i" 4!>niiftS. Baicc in Mannhêrr. tWtCOttCr̂ r offer what fea-RjaWy the fastest turryjrcjnd n the t-jsmess. to oetsĉialcaierx' CRASl-Magw.re JUNE 1936 

ntsr 
?r,cAIMC£ttf£lf . ' ll-j.BComr*-/r,v^linmihat«iM» TC<e tr̂a-n nil > rig '.c WJviieynu as "0 hew •r, i>»ne<!y >©jr arotlf They are cal «d HAMCOMP 3rd as as re:*" •'ig 'iullv oornpjiefs are also <ji>«vi.i irgtod'icuis you-oroilsrrs *itnyrx.and Otter rsascnaDV and l-rore mpo-tanltyl CORREC* Cures". Phil RC«K(J. POPULAR COMPUTINGYiffEKIv' JANUARY 1S65. 
fMST--o- LOWmCIS 'My ZWC<j:u btw -c«-ill>'. look it lr 
MJJtCOH*. fi>.«) t n 8 mins. aivJ '•* lets thsv 110. they are ixa ̂Cued-up .anc fclnu i«y eWcieit!' COMPUTER CC*UMN.'« HEAT DNS DIGEST". (V-J. 1. N--. 11.). 
mtsT-
FC* M 5 W S 7 Y CALL in and «atci )»JI cc-Tpjtc beinj lesiKC ar>s repcirecl 'White-U-Ŵf. Our engjrws dm • diuppeai n!c a back room. M ticre is noth ngwivig, vtc. w.ll lellycu! 
FtJtST-
Fc< ttlFVTATKM we navz a 'eputac c<i t*j t on 2 ̂ year ol successful sptcvoir B8C. Ccnimtxlute. Apple and BM lepans. 

All poccs include VAT. Carr. Extra. 
Software enters add £'. 30P&P. Hardware Cfdersadd C' .00 per iterr P&P. JOybttCks add £2.00 PAP. 

"Outfit 

DEPTAA10 PRINTWORKS LANE, LCVENSHULME, MANCHESTER M19 31P. 
Tel 061-224 1888 or 061-224 9888 

3 

Printer Ribbons For 
DMP2000̂ " £5*50eo 
8256.8512 

Please send cheques/posral orders fo: 

C o m p u m a r t , ( D e p t A A ) 
U n i t 8 , F a l c o n Street, L o u g h b o r o u g h , ! 

ieics, I E 1 1 1 E H 
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I discounts 

ARMCHAIR! 
By-'the time you've reached this part of the magazine, 
chances are you'd love to get your ; : :honds oh some of 
the software we 've reviewed. And that's just what you 
can do. Our maif order service a l lows you to order 
virtually A N Y piece of software for the Amstrad 
micros reviewed in the magazine. What's more you 
^ttii-i iove ; yourself a good sum of mone^: of» shop 
prices AND qualify for great free gifts. : : > 
| | Hey* it's i i wonderful w a y to buy your software! 

VOUCHER VOUCHER VOUCHER 
For w e with orders ove» £50.00 

(ma i . one voucher per nrd«r| 
For u&« va it!) ordeis from £20.00-

£49.99 
(max. one voucher pet order) 

For use with order? from £10.00 
£19.99 

;max. one vouchor t w order) 

MAIL ORDER 
liuf double- A triple-?!'' service 

delivery 

VOUCHER 
For um with orders Irom £5.00-

£5.99 
(max. ON voucher per ordor) 

SUPER FREE GIFTS! 
If your total order is over £15 you will receive one free title from this list, 
and if it's over £30 you will receive TWO. Use the order form to mark 
your preferences and to delete any titles you already have, but we 
cannot guarantee which you will receive, so be prepared for a MYSTERY 
GIFT! 

KUNG FU/NUMBER 1 
Two great Ocean games on one tape, 
as given away wi th the Christmas '85 
issue of A A 

THE COVENANT + DEMOS 
The AA-Raved PSS game on tape, tog-
ether wi th demos of four other PSS 
titles, and instructions for transferring 
The Covenant to disc. As featured on 
the cover of our May issue. 

Spannerman 
Hunchback 
Master Chess 
Roland goes Digging 
Message from Andromeda 
Space Hawk 
Winter Games 
Doomsday Blues 
Get Dexter 
Big League Soccer 
Alex Htggins World Pool 

CASSETTE ONLy 
Devil's Crown 
Alien 8 
Herbert's Dummy Run 
Everyone's a Wally 
American Football 
Electro Freddy 
Hunter Killer 
Laserwarp 
Splat 
Chuckle Egg 
Classic Adventure 
Wriggler 
Pyjamarama 

CASSETTE OR DISK 
Marsport 
Alien Highway 
Sweevo's World 
T U 
Highway Encounter 
Batman 



A C15 data cassette containing 
high-quality tape specially desig-
ned for computer users. It comes 
in a library case with blank inlay 
card. 

Your pick of any one of the games 
featured in the Super-gifts box. 
Most would normally cost £8-10! 

A blank 3" disk OR your pick of 
any TWO of the games featured in 
the Super-gifts box. 

i 
I 

mm 

I 

H O W ORDERS ARE DEALT 
WITH 
imstrad Action MaU Order is run 
hero in Somerton by the super-
efficient SUE TAYLOR, the woman 
who gets more mail in a day than 
most people gel each year! 

Unless you* order includes 
programs which oar suppliers 
cannot get hold of for some re-
ason. Sue despatches all packages 
l>y first class mall within two or 
three working days of receiving 
the orders. Therefore, you can 
normally expect to receive your 
parcel about a weok ifc 10' days 
after ordering. 

If it's delayed beyond that 
chances are you've ordered a tiwu 
which hasn't yet been released or 
is temporarily unavailable. In 
which case a phone call from you 
WON'T speed things np. (In fact 
the reverse phone calls are very 
time-consuming.) If a long delay 
were likely we'd let you know. 

PLEASE BEAR IN MIND 
1. The fact that a program is re-
viewed in the magazine does not 
guarantee its availability since 
some software ie reviewed 
BEFORE it has actually been 
released. 
2. We are happy to refund your 
order at any time up to the de-
spatch of the goods. But because of 
the possibility of copying soft-
ware, no refund or exchange to an 
alternative piece of software can 
be given after they have been de-
spatched. Software which does not 
load may be returned for a re-
placement cassette or disc con-
taining the same software either to 
us or dissctly to the software 
house concerned. 
3. We try to be as accurate as we 
can with details of price, compati-
bility and disk availability, but 
cannot accept liability for any 
errors that creep in. 

OVERSEAS READERS WELCOME 
Readers in the Republic of 
IRELAND can order any of these 
goods at the same rates as British 
readers provided that payment is 
made in pounds Sterling. If you 
wish to pay in Irish pounds you 
must add a IR3.S0 surcharge IN 
ADDITION to allowing for the 
current exchange rate - that's 
what it costs us to pay in your 
cheques or postal orders. 

Readers elsewhere in 
EUROPE must add £1 per software 
item to the cost of their order. 
Payment must be in pounds 
Sterling. 

Send ihis form plus payment :o: AAManordeM8Plnewood Drive, Somerlon. Somerset. TA11 SJP 

SKSSSS 

MAIL ORDER FORM 

Name Telephone no. (it poss). 

Address. 

.Post code. 

Machine owned: D C P C 4 6 4 H C P C 6 6 4 _ C P C 6 1 2 8 
En'.or the p r o d r o m e y o u w l e h t o order in t h e i p e e o s b e l o w . Under ' P R I C E ' y o u m u s t ontor t h e lull retail p r i c e . If y o u w a n t m o r e than fivA i t e m s . 

y o u s h o u l d list t h e m on a s e p a r a t e p i e c e of p a p e r . 

SOFTWARE TITLE SOFTWAREHOUSE DISC/CASS PRICE 

1 

2 

3 

4 

PRE-DISCOUNT TOTAL 

CU Under £5 | ' £5-9.99.1 enclose aSOpciscount voucher. £"0-14.99. I enc'osea£1 discount voucher. 
• £15-19.99.1 enclose a £1 voucher and c aim a free gift. Cj£20-20.99.1 enc:osea£2vouchcranddair.a freegr 
Q £30-40.99.1 enclose a £2 vouche'and caim twogifts Q0ve r£50 . I enclose a £5 voucher and claim two gifts 
TOTAL PAYABLE FOR MAIL ORDER (=PRE-DISCOUNT TOTAL minus discount}: 
Add thie tota l to t h e a m o u n t p a y a b l e on a n y s p e c i a l o f f e r s o r d e r e d o n r e v o r x e s i d e . 

Now d e l e t e f rom t h i s list the g a m e s y o u a l ready h a v e , a n d c i r c l e t h e o n e s y o u would pwtioulur ly liko a s y o u r f r e e fllft(s). 
Ku?g F L • Covunant • Devi ' s Crown • Alien a • Hert jor fa Dummy P.*> • Everyone's a V.dfy ' A m e r i c a n Foofodl • froMy • Hunter Killer * U s s r w a - p • Sal at 

C h u c k J e E g g • C assic Ar*v* ->t i re • W r i g g l e r • Py j amarama • S p a - v w r r a n • Hu-va-toaek* Mast or C h e s s • Rola-xJ G o e s D i g g i n g « A - w r o m e d a • S p a c e Hawk 

Wit ter Games • D o o m s d a y B k e s • G e t Dexter • Senear • Alex Hggins • Marspon • A. . en Highway • Swuwo 's World • 7LL • Hl^vway E n c o u n t e r » B a t m m 



You've read the reviews - now get your Arnold singing! 

Save £ 7 ! 
ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEM 
This disk could be yours for just £22.95 

Or if you haven't got a disk drive... 

Save £ 3 . 5 0 ! 
MUSIC SYSTEM 
On cassette at just £12.45 

^ I " rr 

i 

Our seven-page special feature shows you what your 
CPC can do in the line of music: now you can put it 
into Action and save yourself pounds wi th this 
Amstrad Action offer. 

The original Music System caused quite a stir 
when Pete Connor reviewed it in our March issue, 
describing it as 'a superbly executed package . . . with a 
thorough and very clear manual1 . Since then it has 
become the standard against wh ich a l l music pack-
ages have been judged, and largely found wanting. 
The Advanced Music System extends the facilites still 
further, and 'the main section . . . looks every bit as 
good now as it did s ix months ago' . 

The package is very easy to use, with pop-down 
menus and w indows . You can create three separate 
voices at a time. A s you play , the tune appears in ful l 
musical notation on the screen. The Advanced version 
includes a printout module for printing six voices of 
music on proper staves on paper, and a linker module 
that a l lows larger pieces to be played. 
^ We are offering you The Advanced Music System 
on disk for £7 less than you w i l l f ind it in the shops, 
and if you haven't got a disk drive then we are 
knocking £3 .50 off the cheaper Music System on 
cassette. If you are planning to buy a disk drive soon, 
then you can still benefit as Rainbird w i l l upgrade you 
to Advanced tot £14. 

Whatever you've got, this is the best w a y to get 
into music and save money at the same time! 

Save chaos! 

MAGAZINE 
Only £3.95 

You asked for them and now you've got 
them. No more piles of Amstrad Actions 
cluttering up your living room carpet and 
getting, sob. battered to pieces in the pro-
cess. Instead a superb, custom-built binder 
specially designed to take 12 copies of AA 
and preserve them in pristine condition for 
prosperity (and easy future reference). 

Save £3! 
3D STARSTRIKE II 
Yours for just £6.95 on cassette 

Just a glance at this month's front cover 
shows you how much we rate this game. It 
offers stunning 3D space combat in a style 
reminiscent of Elite, but those vector 
graphics are filled in with glorious colour! 
The aim of the game is to break through the 
enemy's defences, destroy the central re-
actor, and escape fast. But there are a 
variety of planets, each with ever more 
powerful and varied defences, each of 
which have to be destroyed. 

The defence of the galaxy is in your 
hands. At £9.93 this game merited Master-
game - at £6.95 it could b e yours. 

SPECIAL OFFER FORM 
Fill in your name, address and machine type on the reverse of this form. Then place a tick next to those items 

you wish to order. 

1. NEXUS 128 
| "1 Just £12.95 on Disc 

2.ADVANCED 
MUSIC SYSTEM 

• £22.95 on Disc 
3. MUSIC SYSTEM 
• £12.45 on Cassette 

4.3D Starstr ike II 
1 Cass £6.95 

• Disc £10.95 

5^Speedking Joyst ick 
• Just £9.99 

6. Powerplay 
U Just £6.95 on Cassette 

7. Magazine binders 
• £3.95 , 

8. Subscr ipt ion 
• 12 months £16.50 

9. Back issues 
_ Number 3 £1.35 
. . Number 4 £1.85 
• Number 5 £1.35 
L Number 8 £1.85 
L I Number 9 £1.35 
L_ Number 10 £1.35 

Number 11 £1.35 
L_ Number 12 £1.35 
(Those at C1.85 hci ude a cover 
rr.ountec cassette containing superb 
game software) 

PLEASE NOTE 
These offers are separate from the 
rest of our mail-order scheme. You 
cannot use the vouchers on the mail-
order page -o obtain further dis-
counts and free gifts - we 've already 
knocked off the most we can! How-
ever . if you prefer , you may order 
any of the items on this page at their 
NORMAL FULL PRICfe through the 
ordinary mail-order scheme on the 
previous page . You can then use the 
relevant voucher and:" if the pr ice is 
over £15. claim a free gift. This could 
make sense if you are ordering 
other goods at the same time. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS TICKED 

TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE ON SPECIAL OFFERS 

• 
I enclose a cheque or postal order for this amout, plus the total payable for mail order on the reverse of this 

form. The payment is made out to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD. 



NEXUS 128 
EXPANDED VERSION FOR YOUR CPC6128 
Only £12.95 on disk! 

We are offering you the chance to buy this 
September AA Rave, especially expanded 
for the 6128 machine, at a special low price! 
You won't find this version in the shops, or 
in any other magazine - it is available only 
through Amstrad Action. 

Nexus, from a new software company 
of the same name, is set in the headquarters 
of a powerful drugs baron based in 
Colombia. He has captured a friend of 
yours, and your mission is to rescue him 
and break the drugs ring. You are helped 
by members of N.E.X.U.S., an undercover 
operation working to bust it from inside. To 
break the ring you have to find the answer 
to a number of questions posed at the start 
of the game. 

The ordinary version of the game, as 

EXCLUSIVE! 
Available only 
through AAl 

BINDERS 
These binders look every bit as good 

as the magazine, and include the name 
'Amstrad Action' embossed in blocked 
Newvap Gold on the spine. Individual 
magazines are held in place by being 
slotted behind one of 12 wires 

Loyal readers, don't delay. Request 
your binder right away! 

available in the shops, has eight levels -
this version has a full ten. The original 
version poses you 32 questions - this ver-
sion asks you to solve 42! It is bigger, better 
and cheaper from us! 

Save £ 3 ! 
POWERPLAY Save £3! 

KONIX SPEEDKING JOYSTICK 
Yours on cassette for just £6.95 

AA-Raved in this issue with a rating of 88%, 
Power play \s a game with a difference. And 
if you've ever played Trivial Pursuit - this 
is Trivial Pursuit with a difference too! 

Like the board game, Powerplay re-
quires you to answer awkward questions in 
order to progress. The game comes with 
over 2,000 questions built in, and new 
questions can be added with its question 
compiler. However, unlike the board 
game, there is a whole new level of 
strategy involved. 

Play is set on Mount Olympus, and each 
of the four players plays a Greek deity. 
Each player has four warriors moving 
around a grid of colour squares; the colour 
of the square determines the category of 
the question. Players can challenge other 
players in their bid to destroy the other 
teams. 

It is a great game at £9.95. At £6.95 it 
should be in your collection! 

Yours for just £9.99 

This is the stick that won enthusiastic praise many others.' 
in our April issue, and this is the stick that The Speedking is built solidly and 
we use in the AA offices for all our reviews, should stand up to months of use - ours is 
Unlike most joysticks which work best still performing as good as new even after 
standing on a table top, this one is cleverly several gruelling issues of AA\. It normally 
designed to fit neatly in your hand with sells for the bargain price of £12.99. At 
your index finger comfortably over the fire £9.99 it's a steal, 
button. 

Chief games-tester Bob Wade wrote of 
the Speedking: 'The grip is very comfo- ^ S M U ^ ^ L 
rtable and should enable long hours of m : 
play...the internal contacts are micro- m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l f m ^ W k 
switches which give a positive clicking 
action. This makes it ideal for platform and 
waggling games, but it is also suitable for W l S 

SUBSCRIBE! 
Ensure that you get the next 12 
copies of Amstzad Action with 
the minimum of fuss. £16.50 will 
make sure that every issue 
materialises on your doormat 
without you having to lift a fin-

aaaag 



GOLDMARK SYSTEMS 
SOFTWARE FOR THE AMSTRAD 

SHEKHANA COMPUTER SERVICES 

LQRP QF THE RINGS 
Side 1 of our conversions cassette will AUTOMATICALLY transfer 
the three games to disc including the screen. Side 2 is for NON-
DISC owners and will reduce the loading time of around 15 mins. to 
just under 3 mins. Cassette £4.00 

SPEED-TRANS 
SPEED-TRANS is specifically designed to transfer mnay programs 
that have been protected with the SPEEDLOCK protection system. 
Contains full instructions to convert to disc. Cassette £5.50 

TRANSIT 
This utility by Pride will copy individual files up to 42k in length from 
Drive A-A. A-B, B-B, and B-A. IT DOES NOT REQUIRE THE USE OF 
CPM and is a necessity for those with a 5 1/4 second drive. It is 
menu driven and is easy to use. It is TRANSMATable to disc. 

Cassette £4.00 

V I E W T E X T 
This utility will allow you to see the text in BINARY file. It is 
particularly useful for games that require passwords (e.g. Hacker 
and other adventure games). It is TRANSMATable to disc. 

Cassette £3.00 

WHY WAIT AGES FOR YOUR PROGRAMS TO LOAD - let us help 
you to convert them to disc. We have 140 conversion routines, most 
using TRANSMAT by Pride Utilities. Phone or send for more 
information. 

UK prices shown. EUROPE add £1.00 per title. REST OF WORLD 
add £1.50 per title. We accept EUROCHEQUES (Sterling please). 

GOLDMARK SYSTEMS, 51 Comet Road, Hatfield, Herts, AL10 
0SY. England. Tel: 07072 71529 ANYTIME. 

R.R.P OUR 
PRICE 

EXPLODNC F.ST 11—02 — 8.96 J.50 
STAINLESS STCCL—02 .8.55 6.95 
DRAGONS LAIR—01 3.95 7.50 
CITY SUCKER- 32 - 8.SS $.95 
PAPERBOY 02 «,96 «.9S 
CASCADE 53—C2 9,55 7.J5 
FOUN0X—02 9.55 7.5C 
„ORD OP THE RIN3S - 13.95 •.2.5! 
CAULDRON v.—Ol 8.9* « . « 
MANORAGORE—02 14.85 -.2,56 
NtOIIT CUNNER-D1 - 8.95 6.75 
r.l T= 04 14.95 12.9S 
WINTER GAMES- 02 9.99 7.5C JACXTHE NIPPER—0? 0.96 7.5C 
NEX'JS—02 5.05 7.55 
VIE Aft KUNO FU—D2 8.95 6.75 
MINI OP-ICE 1 .5 55 4.99 
SCHABBLE— D2 9.65 7.5C 
MINI OFFICE 11 -04 14.9S 12«S 
LA2ER BASIC—04... 14.95 I2.S5 
STARSTRKE11-C2 9.95 7.50 
0ESER7 RA~S _ 9.9i 7.M 
PACIFIC—02 .9.95 7.50 GHOSTBUSTÊ S—02. 1039 6.M 
SAB£""OUP,—02 ,_«.95 6.75 
TI.HHO ESPft I—02 -S.95 €.75 TAU CETI 02 7.SO 
AZ1WLTH(HEA0AL!GN> 3.95 7.1<l 
SCCCEF. 96 02. D M 7.55 IH EAI HE EUROPE .9.95 7.IO GiGGLES- OS.... J9.S5 7.S0 Ss N DIZZY—02 .9.95 7.20 
INTERNATIONAL KARATE- 0 .7 95 5.95 
REVOLUTION—02. .9.95 7.55 
IAN DOTHAVS CRICKET. 7.51 5 55 
3D GRAN 0 PRIX-01 5.91 7.20 
ES3 LIGHT PEN 19.95 17.95 
RRI0fir PLAYER 3—D2 12.95 10 95 
PACIFIC D2 9.95 7 50 MONOPOLY—D2 9,»5 7 50 
COLOSSLS CHFSS 4 C -02 9.95 7 50 
FAIPLSGHT—02 9.95 7 50 
TCMAHAWK—02. 9.95 7.50 
OREEN SERET—D2..i 9 95 7 50 
N!GK f«.D0<5 SOL- 9.95 7.95 "ME FIFTH AXIS D2 9 95 7 50 

MIES OK' ELEVATOR—D2 
TT RACER 
LAZER GENIUS- -04 
GET DEXTER D2 
DOOMSDAY BLUES D2 
KNIGHT GAMES—DI.- _ 
MISSION OMEGA—D2 
BATMAN f>? 
MIAMI VICE 
0UESTR03E 
S?T=IRE 40-02 
UGHTFOBCE. 
DESERT FOX D2 
I tADHH BOARD—02 _ 
SAI COMBAT 
FIGHTER PILOT—D? 
SWORDS AN0 SORCERY—.1)2 
DOCMSOARK REVENGE Dc 9.».. 
SPEECH—D2 -
CCN T AM. NAT ION—02 
INTERNATIONAL RU39Y 
MOVE—0? 
STRIKE FOF.CE HARRIER—D2 
PRO TENNIS—02 _ 
KKOHTTYME 

_ .9 95 
S 95 

—14.95 
3 95 9.95 .3.95 ...9.95 4.95 
ass 
9.95 9.95 
*.95 
9.95 
9.95 
8.95 
8.95 
9.95 
7 50 

... 9.95 
9 95 
S.92 

....8.95 

-.9.95 2.95 
DISKS 
ESP -IGHT PEN—PCW 
LORO OF THE RINGS- PCW 
TOMAHAWK—PCW— 
GRAHAM GOOCH—PCW... 

79.92 

JEWELS OF DARKNESS—PCW 
MASTERFILE 111 
HITCHHIKERS 6123 C R PC'/.' PYRAOEV OlSC WIZARD.. 

•9.95 
-•9.55 
.19.92 
.39.95 

.29.52 

ZORKl. 2 OR 3 - 6 1 2 i OR PCW - EACH AT. 
OEADLiNE—4128 OR PCW SEASTALKEF.—61 iB OR PCW. 
PLANETFALL—6123 OR PCW. WISHRINGER—4128 CR PCW. 
BALLYHOO—6123 OR PC.V 
ENCHANTER—«128 OR PCW 
SORCERCft—6". 28 OR PCW. 
SPELLBULAKCR—6'28 OF PCW 
STARCROSS 6123 OR PCW 
SUSPENDED—5128 OR PCW 
HINT BOOK FOR INFOCOM QAMiiS. 

7.50 
7.50 

12.S5 
7 53 
7.50 
6 75 
795 
6 75 
7 50 
7 50 
7 50 
« 95 
7 95 
7.95 
7.50 
6.75 
7.95 

7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
6.75 
7.95 
7.95 
2.99 

69.95 
24.95 
17 95 
17,95 If.95 
34.95 
24.95 
24,95 
36.50 
24.95 
24.95 
24 95 
24.95 
24 95 
24.95 24.95 
24.95 
24,95 
24.95 
24,95 

9.95 

DaDISK VERSION AVAILABLE D1=ATE11.$5, D2=ATf 12.95. 03 ; AT £14.95. D4=AT£l7.50. 

Soedsl offer wM'e siocfcsl3sl 3" disks box oMC on(yS38.00. IncP.P. 
FOR MAILORDER: CHOttPX) PAYABLE TO 

SCS (A. A.10)P.O.BOX3B4LONDONN1S6JL. TELEPHONE01-8003156. • * 
PtPINCLUDED IN U K EUROPE ADO a PER TAPE. ELSEWHERE AT COST. SA£. FOR FULL UST 

Hrouwwld Iks to pick up your dl8oajrtsoftwroplMMbftag along Vila advert to: 
&C.S. UNIT 5.221 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1R 9AF. > 

(NEAR GOOOGE ST TUBE STNJ OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 10.00 AM • 18.00 PM 
ACCESS AND VISA HOT UNE PLEASE RING 01-E314627 OR 01-809-4S43 i 

CREDIT CARD OWNERS DESPATCHED SAME OAY- SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 'NEW RELEASE 
SUBJECT TO RELEASE FROM SOFTWARE HOUSE. PLEASER/HG TO CONFIRM AVAILABILITY 

? FT A—1 Q O 

UNIT 14. WHITE HILL HOUSE, 6 UNION STREET. LUTON. BEDS LU1 3AN 
T H E U T I L I T Y P E O P L E TEl<0S82>411686 

ODDJOB 
SI ILL IHt: BhSi DISC UIILIIY PACKAGE 
Acccp le ' . ec sc utility wi th all the programs YOU have to d us 
you wanted all together i n o r e amaz -ig package. A total o l 
39k of disc space used 
Just look al s c n e of jhe fealu 'es 
• A compete directory editor wi tn wh ich you can e x a ~ ne the 
c see -ectoiy arvd eas y a':er the contents. 
• Recover e 'ased prograTis. 
• • I do programs f ' c m the directory 
•A complete sector edits? to examine and'o- tne 
conten'.s d' f i les i H E X c . - A S C " 1. 
• Map out you - disc and locale where li es are o r :he ci :-c 
• Pro'/ftpt propramf. f 'om aeddertnl ! y bfting e-asftd 
•An nte l l i ^or td sccooier that can coo>-those damagec nor 
s:arida-d sectors cn a sir-gie or tMindnv« system. 
• Fov ra t r. half the l irre nr. either drive. Ideal 'or 5 ?5 inch 
f.ffxirddiivi-f 
• Tiansle* your il'Je used yrograms/ ' les fiorn disc onto t iwe 
to -eda tjexpensive c scspace 
• increase tne speed of your disc drive t>y up :o2C%. 
•Loadand s iF fo tec ledBASfCprograr i s . 
• Ai instruct o r s o^c supplied d sc on a separate help 
mer j . 
• Simple ic Lsewi th sngie key se ect ior 
•Makes 'ull j s e o l the disc drive, A to A. A :o 3 B to A. etc 
• Corroarnie with all Amstrac CPC computers. 
All this for t ' l e i - i ced- t te pr ce o?£12.55ori d s c only 
ODDJOB is constantly uogradec — checkwith us theo.jrren-
version No. anc >1 you wish, return the disc with for" 
opcode 
NOW A ROW VERSION ODDJOB AVAI l ABLE — £19 95. 

FOR YOUR AMSTRAD 464-664-6128 
ir-.?5 F77 45 DISC 

TRANSMAT 
Easy tape to disc t ra i s l o ' Tn>s 
proffissic-nally used and resoected ut; ity 1-.as 
sc-t the standard in tape tc c sc transle ' tna: 
otners attempt to re repvek. Rated highly by 
the co r rp j t e rp 'ess . 

T rans r ra f smany features rir.li.rlo 
• Easy Operation • Auto 0 ' o o n a u t o r r o d e s • 
Re ocator 'or prog 'ams whtch overwrite '.ne 
d s c a ' e a • Erase • Catalog liles • R e r a m e • 
Disc header reader • Select user area • A or 
B drive working • I ransmats ilsell 
A l s o avai lable o n ROM only £19.95. 

SPIRIT 
The aer'ect advancer, software c o m p l e ^ r t 
toTransmator those knowledgeable in 
c o r p j t ng—Sp.nt offers a! the tods y c . 
neec n n r p c c o i o n c package to transfer 
these genuine l - tader less p-og.-ans onto 
disc. 
I o u s e Spin; you need a c ssassemb er and 
sor--e knowledge c l machine coco. 

V7.95 CM.4S 
PRINTER PAC11 
The screen copper. 1 he complete pnnter 
uiii.ty for most popular dot matrix printers, 
inclutf i g the DMP 2000 • FU! orcoonliona: 
shading • Full si7e dumps • Variab e bufler 
opt on to release the computer • Tex ;dumps 
• all models cale 'ec lo r 

C I !.9S disc FIDO 
A neneral file and di?.r.org^r ser II you have a 
lo to l c scs and you can never line the orograr" 
you want, then FIDOis ycur answer, l is many 
features w i a o w y o u iocomplete / organise a 
your liies'Ciscs and n-ar puiate them us ng a 
specially der»gnoc database "hir. mom. d ' ivor 
d;'JC carl Sto-euo to200d-:scs0» 215C 
programs • ^'ull cisc utility sec:on • Seci.rry 
password system, ;to protect your database; • 
Sep3raie programs runner • W search a-id st 
• Sort into alphabetical order • Prir lor option • 
r i rxJ Iree space • Very easy :o use • Well uo to 
Pride's j sua l h gh stardards. 

SUPER SPRITE 
Creates fast r o v i n g a i ima ied g?.-.es eas v. A-
extremely powerful and versatile c ece ot 
sol twarea:areal isncpr ce. S' 'PER S P R i 1 1 .sa 
menu-d ' iver :r ienc y p ' og ramwh ch v. IIoiler 
you hours ol e n i o y n e r l designing your own. 
spr les Included is a demo to show you tne 
pcssib l i es of d e s ^ n ng and writ ng ycur own 
a r - a : e c software. The complete instruction 
bco< gives examples ol how to create ano 
ar- male sp'ites for yoi.f own programming 

IF YOU'VE WRITTEN A UTILITY UP 
TO OUR HIGH STANDARDS 
PLEASE CONTACT US. 

r 
I 
I 
I 

ORDER FORM 
AX prices include VAT an<f Pa P. For Europe add £1 per Mte. For Australasia add £1.75 
perlifb. For rest of mid add £1.50 per Htle. INC AIR MAIL. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

Cass Disc Rom Port 



Battle for Midway, Battle of Britain, Theatre Europe, AND NOW -

TH 
OF 
TOBRUK, a key 
port to Medit-
erranean 
strategy and 
vital to any 
supply in the 
desert war. 
Against all t 
odds, by July 
1942, Field Marshal Rommel h 
crashed through the Gazala lirife, 
taken Tobruk and forced the 
British back into Egypt. Are you 
that good? 
AMSTRAD SERIES 
£9.95 (C) £14.95 (D) ( 

Command the Afrika 
Korps vs. Computer. 

2 Player game, 
2 Computer 
game using 

"Networked" 
Amstrads 

(extra cable 
required), 

full joystick 
control, Phased game, 

Optional arcade 
sequences, Full tank 

simulator including: 
Driving. Main Gun, 

Machine Gun.Resupply 
phase, Mine laying 

/lifting, Air phase 
including: Ground attack, 

Air to Air. Long range Bombing, 
Engineer phase, Green Screen 

option (Amstrad only), 
Tank recovery/sabotage, Save game. 

MAIN MAP TANK DRIVING TANK ATTACK TOWN ATTACK 

To receive your F R E E DEMONSTRATION TAPE of this g a m e and a 
catalogue of our other products, send a self addressed envelope (at least 
1 l e m x 2 2 c m ) with a 17p s t a m p to : 
TOBRUK DEMO", DEPT A, PSS 4 5 2 STONEY STANTON RD, 
COVENTRY, CV6 5DG. Tel (0203) 6 6 7 5 5 6 
(Offer only available while stocks last). 

WARGAMERS 
mMm\\ 



SCREENS SCREENS 

A COLOUR TV FOR £78! 
F A C T N O T F I C T I O N . T H A N K S T O S C R E E N S E N G I N E E R S 

A M S T R A D C O L O U R M O N I T O R O W N E R S C A N H A V E A T O P 

Q U A L I T Y C O L O U R T V F A C I L I T Y T H R O U G H T H E 

SCREENVISION TV AND VIDEO TUNER ! 

SIMPLY PLUG IN YOUR MONITOR. NO MODIFICAT;ONS. ALTERATIONS OR SPECIA. CABLES NEEDED AND YOUR MONITOR 
HAS DUAL PURPOSE. AS A DEDICATED COMPUTER MONITOR AND FULL COLOUR TELEVISION !! 

• SUPER SLIM MODIFIED TV-VIDEO TUNER OF MOST MODERN DESIGN & SPECIFICATIONS 
• BUILT IN AUDIO AND COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT 
• PUSH BUTTON CHANNEL SELECTION * CRISP CLEAR PICTURES ON ALL CHANNELS (subjectTOpec^cwwoi 

• LED STATUS INDICATOR * ISOLATED 240V AC POWER FOR COMPLETE SAFETY 
• SEPARATE CONTROLS FOR BRIGHTNESS, COLOUR & VOLUME • ON-OFF SWITCH 

SEE THE AMAZING SCREENVISION AT SCREENS TODAY 

HOW TO ORDER 
P£BSCmi CALLER; WELCOME M9MDA »-SAtUHOAT MM€FV 

EAfllVClSSWC AreOMESOAvS OPPOSITE WOOF PAR< UHCFRr.ROUMO SUTIOM. COf *tt ALWA» S HOT TELEPHOHF QIXJTIWC CflCOU CAPS NUMBER FOR 'AST DISPATCH WRITTENOKOCRSWTMPAYMENT PIFASF AllC* 14CAYSQEUVCAY C€UVCWY OROERS BELOW f ?l» AOO f;4 Ml OVER t2«) ACO El> 
PLEASE ADC 15\ VALUE A00EC TAX TOQ-JOTEO PRICES 

ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVA-ABILITY 

m z z * 

SCREENS MICROCOMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS 
M A I N A V E N U E , M O O R P A R K , N O R T H W O O D . M I D D L E S E X , E N G L A N D 
T E L E P H O N E : 0 9 2 7 4 2 0 5 2 7 T E L E X : 9 2 3 5 7 4 A L A C O L G 
F A C S I M I L E : 0 9 2 3 4 0 4 0 2 P R E S T E L : 9 2 7 4 2 0 6 6 4 

W O f c EXPORT AND Hli. BORDER "NQijiHifcS WfciCOVfc I£lEPHO\F ?06£"i POR DERAILS 

© F T Q t M i i o a m DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
3 STATION CRESCENT* WESTCOMBE PARK 

BLACKHEATH•SE3 7ER 
Access orders/enquir ies tel: 01 -305-0521 

ALl PRICES INCLUDE WEE FAST DELIVERY IN THE U.K. ONLY. PLEASE ADD 
TOP PER TAPE ON EUROPEAN ORDERS AND 1.00 ELSEWHERE. 

New t i t les arr iving every day, please r ing for details. 
Alien Hut-nay ......... Kjryj Tu VaslCf Gf«o BifU Gho5ls"n'G»ln5 •Mk The llw Gu'i'iiglil Mtfldewt !*»MM<H* III Luadct 8oa.*d Eqtinoj -(JOTodiCnc-d HW"Y<*I PIU UagV>,. PtOOlWajO. B,vmin HUlOVo! I _.„. SodaMlfcxi .... Svfco Fc«oHamor Tc«rwli<i*V. Doomsday EIUM Gfalam GsodiM Otkfll. 
Lcicboi T'irr«s._ fidLm lo Edflfi EiwrcW I'.Id Rcc! Ucoo B-a*.Plt7er.;CP>-Fighlof Ftt.. _.... S.aWcs: SlooL Gc< :>o«cf ThcySoWa.UMon. 
EH© -Way d Iho Ty* _.... Desert Fox &~abtta Mcoopol/ 5D Grsrd ?ri. r.yi « dwt. 
S » Gcrfctl YoArKuogFu... WarHS«i«4Rfti*tMf ... HoM Ol YoftttJ Saulhcfn Solo p-o Tonnb _.. wyvnalcmtf K8'4l* <r»ah4 Ga-rei Cajfefonll 
Mitff Mill N«MV. tVorm in Pj/*iw». Ihoal'o turo&a 

...8.95 6 71 .. .9.95 7 46 ,. 8.95 e 71 . J) 95 F. 71 ...3.95 7 50 ..3.55 7 46 .....8.55 671 ..3.95 7.45 3.95 7.50 3.95 7 46 ..3.95 7.46 ....3.93 7.46 ,...9.9i6 7.46 . B.95 6 71 .,0.95 7.46 ....2,95 7.4fi -.,9.95 7.46 ..3.95 7.46 ....9.94 7.46 3,95 7 50 .....9.95 7.20 .3.05 J :e> ..9.95 7.70 6.95 5.40 ....£.95 5.40 _..9.35 7.40 .,..9,95 7.46 ... .9,95 7,50 ...9.95 7.48 ...9.95 7.46 ...14.95 1151 ....9.95 7.46 
2.95 7.50 .....9.95 7.46 ....9.95 7.46 ...9.95 7.46 ....9.35 7.46 ..6.93 7.CO ...B.35 6,71 .0.95 C.7I .,.8,95 7.CO ...7.95 6.20 ....B.95 7.00 
B.SO 5.70 ..9,95 7 50 -...8.95 7 00 ...9.95 7.50 

...«.9» 7.OH . .">.95 7.40 ,. ,9.95 7.40 

D)TOni»C'4r I CliiAlo ta»« G-4"ij* 
Pa:o<t. iy— 
Prg PC05 
Shtv.un 
Th«Mu%c Spjlyn. Hor» 4 The» w«h Ur Men F«! Slops wilh Mi M«i VVnIOfGamw Slirslnkol Kntci.A on Fi«îlui Spn Dtoy 
Spit PwsonaiMi F8«V"- —• Rufxilono. Mian* Mm Gavwi 
SiM«ui.„ -T'Jlto SS0!»... ., Fo-fcSder Pland 2117AD _.... Safc.ie 40.. lai«r >isse l<u« Conpte Ds<«o(C»o«n U,rir>Tco2 
5 Weeks in Piralso Daleol Pla-iod 

..3.95 .9,95 .14.95 8.95 ...8.95 .8.95 ..9.95 14.95 . 8.95 8 95 ...9.95 395 ,.,9.95 -.9.95 

..9.95 ...7.95 ...3.95 ..8.95 .8.95 .8.95 ..8.95 ..B. 95 ...9.95 14.95 19.95 995 .14.95 ..995 
9 95 

7.CO 7.46 12.35 0.71 7.CO 6.71 7.50 11,50 671 
6 71 7 «6 7 00 7 46 ;.4t 
7 . 0 0 7.44 5.96 7.00 7.00 5.71 6.71 6.71 6.71 7.46 

12 ,00 15.95 7.46 
1 2 . 0 0 7.46 
7 46 

DISK SOFTWARE AJienttglurty.. Kung fuMailor V.V«rGanx>s Cauldron I M̂ hfown Ewe* GneecfiCrMW cotheMagU..,., Dal-rai Jack Th< Nipcxr. C«ort fox. 
Wis 6 Vol II -L»«le< OmtI,. 5.-*) a Mifcri 2,.._ Svi«jXo<C© ĥrritf., IniamalKrtrf Kmtlt MaiKllAJW TonwhflNV 

.14,95 11.SO „,1«.« 11.50 ...14.95 11.50 ...14.95 11.50 ...14.95 11.50 ....14.95 11.50 ...14.95 11.50 .14.95 11.50 ...14.95 11.50 .. 14.95 11,50 ...14,95 11.50 14 95 11.50 • •,14.95 1150 ...14.95 1-..50 ...14.95 11.5C ...12.95 11.00 ...14.95 11-50 ...14.95 11.M 

Ou«l K>r Bluvs -.14 Spirally 14 
Uaa«tin TO Wulorcat 29 
Gizpir.A<\ Owky..... 24 Sckl n U.lkn 14. Co(rpularKi8 6 14, Ballla ol BrtMi - 14. Thcilrs La.ropa .14, Spy v Spy. - 14. fighlu' P.W 14 C>rui Chws 12. 3D Grand P-x 12, Tau Coli— _.,.. 14, Liuw Base _.... 19. Laim Con*>lc 24. Etlo- - 17. UoiWco - 19. 
8256 SOFTWARE BJ.-an 14, Fairtflhl 14, Cyrus II Qmm 15 DridaoplafSr - 19, SvixYCafc2._ 49, SASAssaol .....14 ....14 G.-aht»-n Goodi-s Ciicko!... 19, Jewoh ol aarisnoii 19 8cwndar..._ 14 ScrahblB... U Lofdol Rings ...24 hnĉ itart Gud» 24 3UUo(*Chfi*S- 19 CCcmd-K ...49 Pa<cnlMT/. ...43. Cirdtox,.... 59. 
Toudi 'rr Go 2* 
DRC<Atft 43 DRO-»*r 49 &5*« iOC?2DDdilK» Boxd 10Cf2di»ki_ 
SAGE SWTWARE Pedlar Axounls 93 Pooull* P#/idL.._ .69. Popolw ComCo 149. Saga Conlrd A Im*>c>r̂.,.C3. Poc<ilu PLa_ '.49 Sucor C<xrt» 199. 

95 11̂ 0 .95 11̂ 0 95 24.95 95 24.95 95 19.95 95 11̂ 0 .95 11.59 95 1li0 95 11̂ 0 .95 11.50 95 1150 95 1050 35 1050 .95 1209 95 15.95 .95 20.95 .95 13.95 .95 1535 

95 12 95 12.00 95 1205 95 15,95 .55 44.95 .95 12.00 .55 12.00 .95 15.95 95 15,95 .95 12,00 94 12 00 .95 19.95 .95 22,95 ,95 1595 .95 44 95 95 44.95 99 90.C0 99 21.99 95 44.95 95 44.95 53.95 34 95 

00 90,00 99 59,00 99129.39 99 69.00 99129.99 99 170.0C 
•OCMTE8 Hew rnitsTH AT A* AV^AM^m THE HEAP HiTVX. PLEASE mHaywcmrrmiArioH 
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SOFTRADE 
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMING 

NOW AVAILABLE 
A M S T R A D 4 6 4 , 6 1 2 8 , P C W 8 2 5 6 , 8 5 1 2 . 

M A C H I N E C O D E , B A S I C O R P A S C A L F O R 
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Conquest Steers You From Victory To Victory. It's What You've 
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TAPE 
£9.95 -STARSTRIKLII DISC 

£14.95 

Available now for the 
Amstrad series. 

© firrbirt IS a KagistsrwJ IraCr Murk Ol Biilish TclccDnirunlcattMS pic. 

r r t f ^ c S t f ^ E l 
F I R E B I R D S O F T W A R E 

FIRST F L O O R . 6 4 - 7 6 NEW O X F O R D ST. . LONDON WC1A 1 P S 

MAIL O R D E R 
Please stale nan* ci (jam*, -naciire. cassette or cisk ard qu&itity requ red. Encossd crcsscd cbsque/PO mails payable to FIRES =1D SOFTWARE. All oflers are SLtiieci ic avaiiabiity. Orders cesoeiched prompily. At prices i icluwve c( VAT and postage 
MAIL O R D E R : AUNTIE KAY, * F R E E P O S T F I R E 8 I R D , F I R S T 
FLOOR, 6 4 - 7 6 NEW O X F O R D ST., LONDON W C 1 A 1 P S . 

*No stamp required. 



Available for 
COMMODORE 64 

SPECTRUM & 
AMSTRAD 

Versions coming 
L SOON! a 
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